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SUPER SONIC. SUPER SVELTE.

ULTRA HIGH DEFINITION A70 airSOUND™ BAR

Orbitsound presents the flagship A70 airSOUND Bar. Compact, stylish 
and extremely powerful, this British engineered masterpiece will 
become  the audio centre of your home. For clear dialogue on TV, 
music streaming, or a thrilling movie experience, the A70 e�ortlessly 
delivers all the audio you will ever need... and more.

British airSOUND Technology | Engineered Wood Construction | 
Wireless Subwoofer | aptX® Bluetooth with NFC | Wall Mounting 
Kit Included | AUX and Digital Optical | Ultra High Definition Audio 
| Touch Sensitive & Backlit Interface | Remote Control Learning
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Do you remember when 
tech used to be exciting? I 
remember when I saw the first 
iPod and someone told me it 
contained every album they 
owned. It blew my mind. 

 
Gadget is a next-gen tech magazine 

committed to celebrating cutting-edge kit that 

makes you go wow. You won’t find boring 

phone launches here; instead as you flick 

through these pages, you’ll discover real-

life hoverboards (page eight), virtual reality 

cameras (page 16), a 21st Century take on the 

DeLorean (page 34), and the James Bond spy 

gadgets you can actually buy today (page 64).

However, Gadget isn’t just a shopping 

catalogue of must-have gizmos. We tear down 

the latest launches and reveal how they work 

as well as provide step-by-step instructions on 

how to use them. In this issue you can find out 

how to upgrade your house with smart home 

tech over a wet weekend (page 42), brew the 

perfect coffee (page 56) and unlock thousands 

of blockbusters and boxsets on Netflix that 

you didn’t know were there (page 98).

Jack Parsons
Editor

Unboxing issue one



Before we sent the launch issue 
of Gadget to press, we asked for 
feedback on some of the pages inside 

This is what you said…

Let us 
know what 
you think… 
Now you have Gadget 

in your hands we’d love 
to get your views on the 

launch issue. 

“I’ve never seen so much 
emphasis put on the 

intricacies and technicalities 
of how my favourite gadgets 
work. I also liked how advice 

was given on how I can 
improve my own experiences 

with various devices.”
sinclairuser, via email 

Scott Silver
Newcastle upon Tyne

I already subscribed weeks ago!! Looks fab! 
Not just a catalogue of una� ordable tech! 
The ‘other’ mags just show you expensive 
tech from press shots surrounded by specs. I 
really look forward to the fi rst issue. 

Katie Kilford
Southampton 
Defi nitely something that I would commit 
to buying long term! It’ll save buying several 
di� erent genres of magazines. The previews 
look great and I love that it covers sports, 
gaming, cars and tech! :)

EVERYONE’S
ALREADY TALKING 
ABOUT 
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Je� 
Albuquerque, New Mexico

I love anything technology related and this 
magazine does provide a great new look into 
the mechanics of products. I will DEFINITELY 
buy the fi rst issue.

Chris Shaw
Stoke-on-Trent

Informative… (just the right level of product 
information). Expansive… (covers a variety of 
gear). With a clever How it Works touch too. I 
would happily purchase.

Drew
London

I especially liked the content of the Oculus 
Rift article, and the layout of the co� ee 
machine and Nerf gun articles.

I love Gadget magazine.

Vino, via email

Less superfi cial than Stu�  & T3.

Steven, Northampton 

I like the mix of new gadgets with how they 

all work.

James, via email 

I like the magazine. It has a fresh layout 

and covers the basics quickly with more 

information readily available.

Tom, via email 

This looks an interesting read. The 

pages I’ve seen have made me consider 

purchasing it when it comes out. The 

magazine seems di� erent enough from 

what’s already on o� er.

Alasdair, via email 

From the look of the sample, with the way 

the pages are laid out and the technology 

covered, I think that I would purchase the 

fi rst issue.

Luis, via email 

I’ve always wondered what gives a Nerf gun 

such power.

Neil, via email 

Looks great and well presented and would 

defi nitely consider purchasing the fi rst copy.

Littlekings, via email 

Yes, looks interesting, awesome layout, 

good picture to writing ratio, colourful but 

not too colourful.

Rockcitygeek, via email 

I love it!

Knewby, via email 

Leo Ollson
St Helier  (YouTube: Tech Leo)

I like the magazine and think it’s a great new 
approach. I would love to see the new and 
a� ordable gadgets in this magazine. 

Darren Mansfi eld
Huddersfi eld

Yes will defi nitely buy the fi rst magazine, it 
looks di� erent and informative.

“I enjoy How It Works, All About Space and 
World of Animals, and a general tech mag 
from my favourite publishing company is ace!”

Mike, via email

Get in touch…
Turn to page 84 to discover how you can join our 
reader panel and help shape your new mag
        hello@gadgetdaily.xyz          @gadget_magazine          facebook.com/gadgetmagdaily
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YES, THIS IS A REAL 
HOVERBOARD…
…but it’s not coming to a skate park 

near you any time soon
Initially dismissed by some nay-sayers 
as a hoax, the Lexus hoverboard is very 
much real. Known as Project SLIDE, it 

was developed for the car manufacturer 

by German scientists. It works using 

superconducting magnets, which have to 

be cooled to -192 degrees Celsius (-313.6 

Fahrenheit) using liquid nitrogen, to levitate 

off the ground.

British skateboarding star Ross McGouran 

was given the honour of testing the board 

out. “I’ve spent 20 years skateboarding,” said 

McGouran, “but without friction it feels like 

I’ve had to learn a whole new skill, particularly 

in the stance and balance you need to 

ride the hoverboard.” However, McGouran 

eventually mastered it, riding it up and down 

ramps and grinding it along a set of stairs. 

McGouran even re-created the iconic scene 

from Back to the Future Part II and rode the 

hoverboard across a shallow pool of water. 

However, don’t expect to be living out 

your own Marty McFly fantasies any time 

soon. Similar to a maglev train, for the 

hoverboard to float it must follow a magnetic 

track. To test out its invention, Lexus had to 

build a special ‘hoverpark’ in Barcelona. This 

meant laying around 200 metres of magnetic 

track beneath the surface of a skatepark.

While Lexus has not disclosed the cost 

of developing the SLIDE, due to the running 

cost of keeping a hoverboard in the air – it 

needs topping up with liquid nitrogen every 

ten minutes – the company has made it clear 

that the SLIDE will remain a prototype and will 

be not be offered for sale. Boo.

KICKASS KICKSTARTERS • NEAR FUTURE TECH 
LATEST LAUNCHES



Watch the Lexus hoverboard in action: youtu.be/ZwSwZ2Y0Ops

HOW THE LEXUS 
HOVERBOARD 
ACTUALLY WORKS

For 
the next 

best thing to 
a hoverboard, 
turn to page 

26

Magnetic field
Once they reach the critical temperature, 
the cooled superconductors create a 
magnetic field that repel the magnetic 
track, enabling the board to overcome 
gravity and float in the air

Specialist 
skatepark
The custom-made ‘hoverpark’ 
is actually a set of magnets 
with wooden boards placed on 
top. The more wood placed, 
the higher it’ll hover with a 
maximum height of 4cm

Kick, push
The superconductors interact with the 
magnets in such a way that they get 
‘trapped’ within the magnetic field (known 
as ‘flux pinning’ by physicists), so the rider 
can push it around the track, managing to 
glide with zero friction

Nitrogen vapours
Even at such cold temperatures, liquid 
nitrogen evaporates quickly. To maintain 
the necessary temperatures to keep the 
magnetic levitation going, the hoverboard 
has to be refilled every ten minutes

Superconductors inside
The board is packed with 32 
superconductors – ceramic tiles made 
of yttrium, barium cooper, and oxygen – 
stored in vats of liquid nitrogen to cool 
them to -192 degrees Celsius

009News



MICRO 
DRONE 3.0 
READY FOR 
TAKE-OFF

MICRO 
DRONE 3.0 
READY FOR 
ETA DEC ’15

The price of camera drones is 
set to fall as the Micro Drone 3.0 
takes to the air. Until recently, 
only large, expensive drones 
could carry cameras, but this 
$200 (approximately £130) 
quadrocopter shoots 1280 × 720 
photos and HD video at 30fps. 

As its name suggests, in 
addition to taking snappy 
pictures, this new drone from 
London-based firm Extreme 
Fliers is also incredibly small. 
Able to fit in the palm of your 
hand, the Micro Drone 3.0 is 
highly portable, but this doesn’t 
mean it’s underpowered. With a 
450mAh lithium cell battery, the 
Micro Drone 3.0 can fly up to 
eight minutes; it has a maximum 
range of 50ft (15m) when 
controlled from a smartphone, or 
300ft (91m) when controlled with 
the included radio controller. 

The additional expansion packs 
and the option to 3D print parts 
also enables users to further 
customise their flying experience.

All the aerial footage you take 
can be stored on an on-board 
microSD and streamed to your 
smartphone via Wi-Fi, so you 
can also broadcast video live 
and online through apps like 
Periscope and Meerkat. You can 
even pop your smartphone in a 
Google Cardboard virtual reality 
headset and steer the Micro 
Drone 3.0 in first-person.

Extreme Fliers smashed its 
Indiegogo goal in August, initially 
asking for $75,000 (£49,405), 
before receiving $2.5 million (£1.6 
million) from online pledgers. 
Those backers will receive their 
Micro Drone 3.0 in November, 
before the camera drone goes on 
sale the following month.
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RACE 
DRONES 
IN FIRST-
PERSON 
POINT OF 
VIEW
As well as being able to 
turn your smartphone 
into a standard 
remote control for 
the Micro Drone 3.0, 
if you pop your phone 
inside a cheap Google 
Cardboard headset 
you can see what the 
quadrocopter sees. You 
can then fly the drone 
from a first-person 
point of view, while 
controlling it with the 
standard radio remote 
control. For more on 
Google Cardboard, turn 
to page 16.

TOP DRONES 
FOR EPIC SELFIES 

Is it a bird, is it a plane? No, it’s Bionic Bird! 
Another Indiegogo success story, you can buy 

this French drone with flapping wings now. 
Actual birds have been known to accept the 
so-called ‘furtive drone’ into its flocks as it 

flies 100 metres up. 
€119 / $149 | mybionicbird.com

Bionic Bird

Capable of shooting 1080p HD and with the 
ability to manually rotate the camera 180 

degrees, the distinctive-looking Bebop has 
a 14-megapixel fish-eye lens built right into 
its nose. So you don’t lose it, the Bebop will 

also return it to its start position when it flies 
higher than ten metres.

£399.99 / $499.99 | parrot.com

Parrot 
Bebop

While it’s more expensive than the others, 
the DJI’s Phantom 3 flies for 25 minutes on 
a single charge. As well as a self-correcting 

flight system, the Phantom 3 has a dedicated 
three-axis camera gimbal to cut down on 

shaky shots and ensure your 2.7K HD videos 
are of a movie-quality standard.

£649 / $799 | dji.com

Phantom 3 
Standard

The blades of this quadrocopter fold round 
your arm like a wristwatch, but with a simple 
gesture it will take flight and take photos of 

you. Want one? Well you can’t have one; Nixie 
is still in development.

TBC | flynixie.com

Nixie

flies 100 metres up. 
€119 / $149 | mybionicbird.com
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Game of Drones: 3D-print new frames 
for your toy, like this dragon

Flip 180
To perform a cool stunt, flip the switch on 

your controller or just shake your paired 
phone, and the Micro Drone 3.0 will 

reverse its propellers and fly upside down!

Small but 
mighty

UK-based creator 
Extreme Fliers says 
the drone is stable 

enough to fly in winds 
of up to 45mph

Connect more
As well as being able to 
3D-print custom frames to turn 
the drone into a dragon, you 
can snap on extra components 
including a camera gimbal 
using magnets

RACE 
DRONES 
IN FIRST-
PERSON 
POINT OF 
VIEW
As well as being able to 
turn your smartphone 
into a standard 
remote control for 
the Micro Drone 3.0, 
if you pop your phone 
inside a cheap Google 
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you can see what the 
quadrocopter sees. You 
can then fly the drone 
from a first-person 
point of view, while 
controlling it with the 
standard radio remote 
control. For more on 
Google Cardboard, turn 
to page 16.
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HEAR 
COMES

BATBAND

The Batband’s creator, Studio Banana 
Things, has been known to put its 
collective heads together and dream up 
new ways to use our noggins before. A 
lot less high tech than the Batband, the 
Ostrich Pillow was a cushion that you wore 
over your head for on-the-go napping. 
Delightfully weird, it became a Kickstarter 
success story, raising nearly $200,000 
(£132,000) of investment in 2012.

FROM THE 
MAKERS OF…
OSTRICH PILLOW 

Touch controls
Not content to do away with headphones and wires, 
the Batband has also replaced buttons with two touch 
sensors so that you can adjust the volume, skip tracks 
and take calls with a tap or a swipe

Drop the bass
Inspired by the echolocation 

used by bats and sonar 
used by dolphins, the 

Batband transmits sound 
through vibrations. Studio 

Banana Things has achieved 
frequencies below 100Hz in 

its lab tests

While it may look like someone’s wearing 
Geordi La Forge’s Star Trek visor backwards, 
the Batband is a set of next-gen headphones 
that blast music straight through the 
listener’s skull. The tech ensures the wearer 

is still aware of their surroundings while 

enjoying a private soundscape, so there is no 

danger of missing the sound of screeching 

tyres as you step out to cross a busy road.

The £165/$250 Batband works via three 

transducers, with two above your ears 

and one at the back of your hands. These 

emit sound waves at a frequency that can 

pass through the bones of the skull and be 

recognised by the inner ear. The Batband 

should also offer a lot less sound leak than 

regular headphones.

So-called ‘bone-conduction’ headphones 

have been around for some time, however 

the Batband is the first to completely 

abandon headphones. London-based 

creator, Studio Banana Things, says the 

Batband’s audio fidelity is unrivalled and 

the incorporation of a microphone 

to take and make calls is unique. 

Fully funded through 

Kickstarter, the Batband is 

available to pre-order 

now and will ship 

in April 2016.

SOUND VIBRATIONS

INNER EAR

BATBAND

BONE CONDUCTION

HOW THE BATBAND WORKS

HEAR 

ETA APR ’16



Panono is a digital photography revolution – and 
we mean that in every sense of the word. Thirty-six 
cameras are placed around the ball so when the 
shutter snaps, a 360-degree panoramic image is 
created so you will never miss a thing when taking 
a landscape or group shot. 

A fun alternative to the selfie stick, you take 
a photo with it by hurling the ball in the air.  The 
camera will automatically trigger when it’s at the 
highest point of its trajectory and take the photo as 
it’s about to fall. Don’t panic if your catching skills 
aren’t the greatest in the world and you’re worried 

about breaking this €1,499 / $1,499 (approximately 
£1,010) camera,  because it has been designed to 
be robust and withstand drops and falls. 

The Panono’s panorama is a whopping 108 
megapixels. Far too big to be viewed on your 
phone, instead the gadget will send you a preview, 
so you can check you’re happy with the shot. But 
you’ll need to connect Panono to a PC to stitch the 
finished image together.

For more on the Panono, subscribe to Gadget 
as we’ll be getting hands on with this funky photo 
bomb in issue two.

01 Child’s play
The Acer Revo Build Mini 

PC is constructed from modular 
blocks, so you can customise the 
computer to your needs just by 
stacking components on top of 
the base unit like Lego bricks.

02 Out of the box
The Revo Build Mini PC 

base unit is just 125 x 125mm and 
comes with either an Intel Pentium 
or Intel Celeron processor, 
integrated HD graphics and a 
decent 8GB RAM. 

03 How it works
The blocks are connected 

through Pogo pins with magnetic 
alignment so there’s no hassle 
with wires when swapping out 
modules. The blocks also work 
independently and with other PCs.

04 Keep stacking
Other modular blocks that 

will be available when the Acer 
Revo Build Mini PC launches in 
the UK in the middle of this month 
include a wireless power bank as 
well as an audio block containing 
speakers and microphones.

CAPTURE 360° 
IMAGES WITH THE 

PANONO PHOTO BOMB
out NOW!

CAPTURE 360
IMAGES WITH THE 

PANONO PHOTO BOMB
out NOW!

CAPTURE 360° 
IMAGES WITH THE 

PANONO PHOTO BOMB

PANONO IN 
NUMBERS

108MP
Final image 
resolution

600
Number of shots 

it can store

Diameter of Panono
11cm

4

Graphics block

Main PC section

Voice (audio) block

Hard drive

Power block
REASONS ACER WANT 
YOU TO BUILD YOUR 
NEXT PC OUT OF LEGO

OUT NOW!
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SMARTWATCH 
BLOCKBUSTER

ETA May ’16
Smartwatches are evolving fast. Both 

Google and Apple are in an arms race – or 

should that be wrist race – to jam-pack their 

smartwatch software with the most features. 

This is great for the user, unless you own last 

year’s tech and aren’t eligible for updates. 

Meanwhile, Motorola, Samsung and Pebble 

have all announced new versions of their 

smartwatches. Life is going to get expensive if 

you’re going to have to upgrade your watch 

as often as your phone. However, Blocks aims 

to make this a problem of the past.

Blocks offers a $280 smartwatch 

that enables you to swap out individual 

components – such as a better camera 

or faster processor – instead of having to 

upgrade to a brand new device. Taking the 

form of your watch strap links, you can also 

easily chop and change components, such as 

adding more battery for a long trip or a heart 

monitor when you go to the gym. You can 

also tailor the smartwatch to suit your style, 

choosing between a circular or 

square watchface.

 Blocks is similar to Google’s 

own Project Ara, which wants to 

harness the same pick-and-mix 

tech for Android phones. Except 

Blocks is set to beat the tech giant 

to market, with its Kickstarter 

backers expecting to get their first 

watches in May 2016.

What makes 
Blocks special?
Blocks is the 
world’s first fully 
customisable 

smartwatch, which gives users the 
chance to choose what features 
are important to them. If you think 
about all the features that can be in 
a smartwatch, it is impossible to put 
them all in a single unit. Samsung, 
Apple and even Pebble are making 
a compromise, deciding which 
features to put in a smartwatch. For 
us, we are building a watch that 
is completely individual to your 
lifestyle. If you’re a runner you can 
attach a heart rate monitor. If you’re 
into adventure sports you can 
attach an altitude meter. If you’re a 
businessperson you can add a SIM 

card module that transforms the 
watch into a stand-alone object 
from your smartphone.

How did you come with the 
concept for Blocks?
It actually arose out of a dispute. 
We were working on a wearable 
device. I was really passionate 
about health sensors and my 
cofounder, Alireza [Tahmasebzadeh], 
was really passionate about gesture 
controls. We simply couldn’t agree 
so after three weeks he called and 
said “let’s make this thing modular”. 
I thought “this is great”, and that’s 
how it started.

How easy is it to put this together? 
Oh, so easy. It’s basically Lego – 
you just take out a pin and clip 

the modules together. You can 
connect and disconnect modules 
while the watch is running, so if 
your battery is running low you can 
just clip on a new battery. 

How many modules can be on 
one device?
You can have four to five modules 
on one device. We did our surveys 
and found four makes perfect 
sense. Smartwatches should also 
be simple. It is a fully functioning 
smartwatch already, though. It has 
a lot of features before you start 
attaching the modules. 

Other than personalisation, are 
there any other benefits to a 
modular smartwatch?
Classic watches were made to last. 
When new smartwatches come 
out, though, you have to ditch your 
last one and that’s not something 
we feel works with watches. When 

you buy it, the watch may cost you 
$300 but then you can continually 
upgrade it – block by block – 
when an update comes out, rather 
than buying a whole new one. It’s a 
watch that evolves with your needs 
and with new technology.

How are the modules and 
software developed?
Everything will be Blocks
certified. It is an open platform 
so anyone can develop and 
submit ideas. We will be working 
with developers to bring that 
technology to our users. The 
hardware is also open source 
so we will work with external 
developers to create the modules 
as well, which is very exciting. 
That means we can partner with 
various companies, such as one 
that is an expert in blood oxygen 
levels, so that expertise can be 
translated to our watch. 

BLOCKS COFOUNDER SERGE DIDENKO 
EXPLAINS HOW BLOCKS WAS BUILT

“ Let’s make this thing modular”

Make it bespoke
You can clip on up to five 
modules at any one time, in 
addition to the stock features 
that are already preloaded onto 
the Blocks smartwatch

Rugged outside 
The casings are made from 
plastic, with metallic pins 
holding the modules together. 
This makes the watch tough 
enough for any adventure

upgrade to a brand new device. Taking the 

form of your watch strap links, you can also 

easily chop and change components, such as 
Rugged outside 
The casings are made from 

Top pedigree
Blocks is powered by a 
Qualcomm Snapdragon 
400 quad-core processor 
and it has been designed 
by British jewellery 
manufacturer Tateossian. 
Production is handled by 
Compal Electronics, who 
also happens to make 
Toshiba and HP laptops

Compatibility 
Blocks will run an Android operating 
system, but will also be compatible with 
iOS, so you will be able to pair it with either 
an iPhone or an Android smartphone



THE WORLD’S BEST
TV-BOOSTING SOUNDBASES

JUST GOT BETTER

You’re one connection away from award winning TV sound
• Sits under or in front of TV, transforming sound with
 powerful 2.1 stereo and surround performance
• Enjoy wireless music from all your devices via aptX Bluetooth
• Great bass: no subwoofer required
• Voice mode for super-clear dialogue
• Easy, single-cable install
• Includes learning remote
• Available in white, silver & black*
 * DM100 silver & black only

Praise for Canton soundbases
[The DM55] sets the standards for 
a� ordable soundbases
What Hi-Fi? Sound and Vision

Hands down the best sounding 
soundbase on the market
Trusted Reviews

Reaches a level  of sophistication  you 
simply don’t expect from a soundbase
Home Cinema Choice

Super-sized soundbase makes movie 
night unmissable with killer sound quality 
Trusted Reviews

Buy the best now from Richer Sounds, visit richersounds.com
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It’s here, it’s cool 
and you better get 

used to it

VIRTUAL 
REALITY

Google Cardboard is the low-
tech solution that is making 

VR available to everyone

Facebook is betting $2 billion 
(£1.32 billion) that the Oculus 

Rift is the future of gaming

Microsoft’s HoloLens plans 
to bring apps to life using 

augmented reality

Shoot your own virtual reality 
home movies with 16 GoPros 

strapped to a wheel

017Virtual reality



WHY YOU 
NEED GOOGLE 
CARDBOARD…

Making virtual a reality for the masses, Google Cardboard only 
requires a smartphone, a cardboard cut-out and a pair of lenses. You 

can either download the template for free and assemble your own, 

or buy a made model for as little £10/$15 online from manufacturers 

such as DODOcase and I AM Cardboard. Originally launched for just 

Android phones, Google recently launched Cardboard 2.0, which 

works with the iPhone 6 and other six-inch smartphones.

01 Remove from packaging
The first step is gently removing the 

unfolded Cardboard headset from the slipcase, 
quietly realising and rejoicing at how much of 
the work has already been done for you.

02 Fold into shape
All you need to do is fold the headset 

out and push the flap inside the small hole. 
Even the most sausage-fingered of you will be 
able to do this with no problems.

03 Finish the headset
Rest your phone on top of the flap and 

pinch the sides of the flap where indicated, 
before bringing the top of the headset down. 
Marvel at how easy this has all been.

 

VIRTUAL 
REALITY

Assembling a headset

Insert your phone
Cardboard makes the most of your phone’s display, 

processing power and motion sensors to bring 
virtual reality worlds to life

See through
As the lenses are already 
folded ‘into’ the Cardboard, 
there’s no fiddly assembly 
necessary and there’s no 
risk of the lens tumbling 
out either. Perfect!

DODOcase P2

$24.95
dodocase.com

Made from corrugated 
cardboard, this headset can 
work with either an iPhone 6 
or six-inch Android phone and 

has 37mm biconvex lenses 
to ensure that you get an 

ultrawide field of vision. 

works with the iPhone 6 and other six-inch smartphones.

I AM CARDBOARD 
CARDBOARD KIT

I AM CARDBOARD 
EVA

KNOX ALUMINIUM 
VR VIEWER

CARDBOARD…

Insert your phone
Cardboard makes the most of your phone’s display, 

See through
As the lenses are already 
folded ‘into’ the Cardboard, 
there’s no fiddly assembly 
necessary and there’s no 
risk of the lens tumbling 
out either. Perfect!

DODOcase P2

$24.95
dodocase.com

Made from corrugated 
cardboard, this headset can 
work with either an iPhone 6 
or six-inch Android phone and 

has 37mm biconvex lenses 
to ensure that you get an 

I AM CARDBOARD I AM CARDBOARD 
CARDBOARD KITCARDBOARD KIT

The classic cardboard 
design but this updated 
version comes with a 
conductive button that 
replaces the magnet 

switch of the original. It 
works with any phone 
and can be assembled 

in three steps.
£14.99 | $19.99
imcardboard.com

This bright foam 
headset arrives prebuilt 

and assembled, and 
with a random colour 
pattern. It comes with 

NFC, a stretchable head 
strap and is compatible 

with a variety of 
phones.

£17.99 | $24.99
imcardboard.com

Like all Knoxlabs’ 
viewers, this headset 
is Google Cardboard 

certified, but it’s the only 
machined and hand-

crafted metal and 
wood version, making it 
beautiful as well as an 

exciting gadget.
$85

knoxlabs.com
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6 GOOGLE CARDBOARD APPS THAT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND

Jack White: Third-D
Free

Android users don’t 
need a ticket to enjoy 

a 360-degree view 
of former The White 
Stripes guitarist Jack 

White as he performs at 
Fenway Park in Boston.

Roller Coaster VR
Free

Trundle along the 
tracks of a deserted 
rollercoaster on a 

tropical island, with 
plenty of sharp turns 
and twists to satisfy 
adrenaline junkies. 

Zombie Shooter VR
Free

You’re in a post-
apocalyptic subway 

filled with rotting 
cadavers. Look at the 
weapon to pick it up 

and then glance at the 
door to start the game. 

Sisters
Free

Find yourself in a creaky 
house in the midst of 

a thunderstorm with a 
pair of dolls. When one 

disappears and the door 
opens, you’re in for a 

few surprises. 

Orbulus
Free

Explore 360-degree 
photos from around 

the world, from cities 
to museums. Just look 
at an orb in the menu 

screen to select a 
photosphere.

Titans Of Space
Free

Discover the wonders of 
space with this guided 
tour, accompanied by 
a soaring soundtrack. 
All objects are shrunk 

down to one millionth of 
their actual size.

Watch Jack 
White play live
“The gaming apps are 
good fun, but this has 
to be my favourite VR 

experience. I’d definitely 
download more apps 

like this.” Phil

Ride a 
rollercoaster
“You feel like you’re 

actually moving! I loved 
it but unfortunately my 
friend felt so sick, that 

she had to take the 
headset off.” Jo

Kill blood-
thirsty zombies 

and mutants
“It reminds me of a 

classic arcade FPS. The 
graphics aren’t amazing 

but you could end up 
wasting hours.” Tim

Lose your 
nerve in a 

haunted house
“This really freaked me 
out! Wear headphones 

– they make the 
experience even more 

unsettling.” Jodie

Explore 
360-degree 

photos
“This proves that still 

images can be just as 
impressive as video 

when it’s given the VR 
treatment.” Andy

Tour the 
Solar System

“Wow! This has to be 
the best VR app I’ve 
tried. I can see this 

being a great tool for 
teaching children in 

schools.” Ella

MIND GAMES
How VR headsets trick your brain

We know it’s virtual – the clue 
is in the name – but what 
we see can be so immersive 
that we forget our friends 
might be watching and 
recording the whole 
thing. YouTube is now 
filled with videos of 
people wrestling 
with a cardboard 
contraption 
on their face 
like it’s a 
facehugger 
from Alien. 
The secret 
to this brain 
trickery 
lies in the 
lenses of the 
headset and 
some clever 
technology…

MIND GAMES
How VR headsets trick your brain

We know it’s virtual – the clue 
is in the name – but what 
we see can be so immersive 
that we forget our friends 
might be watching and 
recording the whole 
thing. YouTube is now 

Motion
The accelerometer and gyroscope in 
your phone bring a sense of motion to 
the VR environments, enabling you to 
turn your head, look around and see 
more of the world you’re exploring

Mimicking reality
Each eye sees things from a slightly different 

angle – just close one eye and then the 
other to see the same view shift. 

Cardboard replicates this 
by converting files 
into a split-screen

Lenses
The lenses focus and reshape 

the image for each eye. Both views 
are merged in the brain to form 
a single image with an illusion of 
depth by replicating the way we 

view the real world

3D effect
The split-screen view is separated 
by a divider inside the headset, so 
you end up with one display per 
eye. This creates a stereoscopic 
effect, which makes 2D images 

appear in 3D

Get Cardboard for free
Google also makes the Cardboard 
blueprints available to everyone. 

Download and make your own headset 
at bit.ly/1MFsCWV.
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Facebook is willing to bet that gamers will fall headset-over-heels 
for the Oculus Rift. The social network bought Oculus for $2 billion 

(£1.32 billion) in 2014 and has been developing the tech ever since in 

preparation for the release of its consumer edition in 2016. Billed as 

lighter and sleeker than its predecessor, the DK2, this model will arrive 

with a wireless Xbox One controller and a slew of games thanks to 

Oculus’ partnership with Microsoft and retail for around $350.

…AND WHY 
YOU’LL WANT 
OCULUS RIFT

High-tech 
sensors
An external camera with 
near-infrared CMOS sensor 
tracks the position of your 
head. That means if you 
lean in, the 3D environment 
will appear to get closer

 The social network bought Oculus for $2 billion 

RUN 
FREE IN 3D
While the Oculus Rift doesn’t 
go on sale until next year, 
accessories for the headset 
are already big business. The 
Virtuix Omni is a $699 (about 
£460) treadmill allowing you 
to traverse virtual worlds like 
you’re really there

Shoes
To use the treadmill 
you have to wear 
specialist shoes with 
slippery – sorry, 
‘low friction’ – 
plastic pads on the 
bottom to enable 
smooth, 360-degree 
movement

Safety harness
The treadmill includes a 
harness to stop you falling 
out – trust us, we’ve seen 
it happen!

Improved 
lenses
The consumer edition 
features adjustable lenses so 
those who wear glasses can 
keep their spectacles on. The 
size of the lenses has also 
been increased for a better 
viewing experience

VIRTUAL 
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features adjustable lenses so 
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(£1.32 billion) in 2014 and has been developing the tech ever since in 

preparation for the release of its consumer edition in 2016. Billed as 
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with a wireless Xbox One controller and a slew of games thanks to 

Oculus’ partnership with Microsoft and retail for around $350.
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VR can be so convincing that you want to 
touch the world around you, but you end up air 
grabbing like a pop star to no avail. That’s why 
Oculus Touch is so groundbreaking; this pair of 
wireless controllers gives you virtual hands. The 
Oculus Rift can track where they are because 
they’re covered in the infrared LEDs that are 
detected by the infrared camera that also 
tracks the headset. The results are natural 
movements and a feeling of presence even 
in a virtual world.

TAKE CONTROL

New design
The DK2 might be pretty bulky, but the 
consumer edition is sleeker and more 
refined. The headset’s design has been 
tweaked to be more balanced and 
comfortable to wear

The motherboard
The tech is packed into a single board, 
which gets rid of the need for an external 
control box. It’s a major difference from 
the previous Oculus model

Samsung display
The Oculus DK2 uses the 
same 5.7-inch AMOLED 
screen as the Samsung 
Galaxy Note 3; another case 
of mobile companies getting 
a slice of VR action, along 
with Sony, Google and HTC.

3D sound
The consumer model has 
built-in – but removable – 
headphones to enhance 
the immersive experience. 
This is bound to make 
horror games all the more 
grisly and frightening

021Oculus Rift 021
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touch the world around you, but you end up air 
grabbing like a pop star to no avail. That’s why 
Oculus Touch is so groundbreaking; this pair of 
wireless controllers gives you virtual hands. The 
Oculus Rift can track where they are because 

Finger-detecting 
sensors

These enable your virtual 
hands to make the same 

gestures as your real ones

Control layout
Each controller has an analogue 

stick, two buttons and triggers for 
your index and middle fingers



6 MORE VR 
GOGGLES LOOKING 

TO GET AHEAD

Available: 2016
This headset is powered by the PlayStation 
4 and will use the existing Move controllers. 
Unlike the Oculus Rift, there’s no integrated 

audio or top strap over your head, which 
you’ll either like or hate.

Available: 2016
Microsoft is adding the finishing touches to 
HoloLens, which suffers from a limited field 
of view but has been received well by those 
who tried it. HoloLens also looks and feels 

like a luxurious peripheral.

PLAYSTATION VR

Available: 2016
The developer kit is now available and with 
its open source development, low latency 
and low price, it’s an attractive entry-level 

option. You can also swap the faceplates, as 
a fancy extra.

Available: March 2016
Not only does FOVE’s headset look more 

futuristic than its rival, it has something the 
others do not: eye-tracking. This makes for 
a more natural experience that can reduce 

so-called ‘VR nausea.’ 

FOVE VR

like a luxurious peripheral.

FOVE VRFOVE VR

you’ll either like or hate.

Available: 2016

PLAYSTATION VRPLAYSTATION VR MICROSOFT 
HOLOLENS

TO GET AHEAD

Available: November 2015
The Gear VR contains the same tech as 
an Oculus Rift, but you have to insert a 

Samsung smartphone into a handset to act 
as the display like an up-market Google 

Cardboard. Retails from $100.

Available: 2016
It’s been hailed as the closest thing to The 

Matrix because it’s so incredibly immersive. 
Early testers say that this is the headset to 
beat, as it gives you the freedom to walk 

around VR scenes.

SAMSUNG 
GEAR VR

RAZER OSVR

Available: 2016

HTC VIVE Performing virtual surgery
Practice makes perfect and virtual reality gives medical 
professionals the chance to perform life-saving procedures 
over and over again. From superimposing 3D images of 
tumours over a patient before surgery, to creating virtual 
doctors for patients to talk to – this is one area where VR can 
make a huge difference.

Educating all ages
Low cost, easy to use and with the ability to transport 
you anywhere, Google believes Cardboard can be used in 
schools. The Expeditions Pioneer Programme is trialling 
in classrooms all over the world, with teachers controlling 
headsets so students can take ‘virtual field trips’ to the ocean 
bottom, the surface of Mars and foreign countries.

Training future soldiers
The Army, Navy and Air Force have adopted VR as a way 
of training the soldiers of tomorrow. The simulations help 
prepare them for dangerous combat situations, medic 
training and piloting vehicles. VR is also being used to treat 
post-traumatic stress disorder, enabling sufferers to cope 
with their symptoms in a ‘safe’ environment.

3 COOL WAYS VR IS BEING 
USED RIGHT NOW
Virtual reality is about to change the way 
we learn, work and play

022 VIRTUAL 
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Sensors
These are dotted around the device and 
help track your movements so that you 
can use hand gestures to interact with 3D 
images, Minority Report-style

Unique lenses
A ‘light engine’ above the lenses 
projects light into the headset. 
Layers of glass diffract the light, 
helping to trick your eyes into 
seeing virtual objects

Cameras
Multiple cameras monitor the room so the 
HoloLens knows where objects are and can lay 3D 
images over the top. You can also let other people 
access a camera to see through your eyes

Built-in speakers 
These speakers replicate how the 
human ear receives sound from 
specific locations so that you can hear 
holograms from anywhere in the room

When you change the way you 
see the world, you change the 
world you see. That’s the tagline 

for Microsoft’s HoloLens, an 

augmented reality (AR) headset 

that brings high-definition 

holograms to life in front of your 

eyes. It effectively merges the 

digital world with the real one, 

enabling wearers to transform 

the way they approach their 

work and their leisure. Scientists 

at NASA are even using the 

HoloLens to explore Mars using 

holograms of Mars Rover images. 

With this technology, they can 

walk across the Red Planet’s 

surface, examine objects and 

conduct experiments. Not only 

can it be used to educate space 

explorers, but students in schools 

could also benefit from 3D 

images. Suddenly, there’s a life-

size skeleton in the room, ready 

to be examined from every angle. 

It’s the future, on your face.

Instead of just phoning 
Dad to help with a DIY 
disaster, the HoloLens 
makes it like he’s there

WHY HOLOLENS COULD BE 
THE NEXT, NEXT BIG THING
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SHOOT YOUR OWN 
VR HOME MOVIES

Google doesn’t just want you to 
passively watch virtual reality content 
through your Cardboard headset, it 
also wants you to go out there and 
make your own. This involves capturing 

360-degree video with a 16-camera 

rig, known as a Jump camera, which is 

then converted into a single virtual reality 

experience using a piece of Google software 

called the Jump Assembler.  Google has 

partnered with GoPro to create the first 

commerically available Jump camera called 

the GoPro Odyssey. But costing $15,000 

(almost £9,585), this option is aimed purely at 

professionals. In the DIY spirit of Cardboard,  

Google will eventually make the Jump 

camera blueprints available online for free for 

everyone. This should drive down the price of 

making your VR movies in time.

16 cameras
The Odyssey is comprised 
of 16 synchronised  GoPro 
Hero 4 Black cameras. 
They sit inside the 
panoramic capture rig and 
can shoot 8K, 360-degree 
video from all angles

Housing
Weighing more than 6.5kg (14.4lbs), it’s a 
pretty hefty piece of kit that’s rugged but not 
waterproof. There’s only a limited quantity at 
the moment and it costs $15,000!

High-quality 
video
GoPro cameras have 
become the go-to option 
for action enthusiasts who 
capture their daring antics 
in high-quality, first-person 
footage. Each Hero 4 
camera currently retails at 
£369 ($499)

Unique design
The size of the rig and the circular arrangement of the 
cameras are designed to work with the Jump assembler – 
software that stitches all the video gathered into one VR film

024

CAPTURE 
8K, 360º 
VIDEO USING 
16 GOPRO 
CAMERAS

Jump Assembler explained

01 Record the footage
The Jump camera consists 

of 16 video cameras on a circular 
rig to capture footage from every 
angles. Theoretically, any digital 
camera can be used. 

02 Stitching together
You then upload the 16 

pieces of video to the remote 
Jump Assembler. It takes many 
computers to merge the footage 
into one video. 

03 360 results
The finished video enables 

you to experience a scene in every 
direction. Jump’s 3D alignment has 
the equivalent resolution of five 4K 
televisions on at once.

04 Upload to YouTube
These videos can be 

uploaded to YouTube, where you 
can have a taster of the possibilities 
(search for ‘360 video’). Expect 3D 
viewing to follow soon.

Google’s Jump Assembler stitches videos 
together to create VR experiences

GoPro Odyssey

$15,000
gopro.com
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You don’t need the sprawling, 
professional setup of the 
GoPro Odyssey to delve into 
360-degree video. Proving 

that good things come in small 

packages is this pocket-sized 

camera that can do a decent 

job of capturing 360-degree 

photos and videos. The Ricoh 

Theta S shoots in every direction, 

creating spherical results that 

can be shared via social media, 

such as YouTube’s new 360 

channel. It can also be uploaded 

directly to Google Maps, so 

everyone online can explore 

the panoromic images that you 

create. Reasonably priced, this 

device will be perfectly placed to 

capture video content for Google 

Cardboard and other virtual 

reality headsets. 

Google’s Street View has saved many people trying to find their 
way and now it can save anyone jonesing for some 360 action. 
Using the Street View app, you can spin around and capture a 

pretty decent 360 view of your surroundings. Here’s how…

SHOOT 360º MOVIES AND 
PHOTOS WITH ONE CLICK

TAKE PANORAMAS 
WITH YOUR PHONE

Two-sided lens
There’s a fish-eye lens on each side 
of the camera that contains CMOS 
sensors and captures 360-degree 
images with a combined pixel count 
of 14 megapixels. It also shoots full 
HD video at 30fps

Battery life
The lithium ion battery will last long enough 
on average to capture 260 photos before 
you have to plug into your PC to recharge

Switch modes 
To switch between still image 
capture and shoot video, tap 
this button. If you hold this 
button down and then press 
the power button, you can also 
switch to live streaming mode 
and share your HD panoramas 
in real-time over Wi-Fi

8GB storage
The Ricoh Theta S’s memory 
may not sound very much, 
but it’s the equivalent of 1,600 
panoramic images or 65 
minutes of video. A blue light 
will flash when the memory
is almost full

01 Tap the camera
Once you’ve 

downloaded the free Google 
Street View app and signed in 
with a Google account, tap the 
floating orange camera icon to 
take your own photo sphere.

02 Point at the dot
In camera mode, a circle 

and an orange dot will be placed 
over your view. As you move 
your camera, so will the circle. 
When the orange dot is inside the 
circle, it captures an image.

03 Repeat and rotate
Once you’ve captured 

your first image, rotate on the 
spot and you’ll see more orange 
dots. Once again, aim your 
camera at them to develop a 

more complete 360-degree 
image. It’s looking good!

04 Publish to 
Google Maps

When you have captured enough 
images, the app will generate 
your photo sphere. If you like, 
you can upload it to Google 
Maps Street View or save them as 
private for only you to see.

Tap the camera
Once you’ve 

downloaded the free Google 
Street View app and signed in 
with a Google account, tap the 
floating orange camera icon to 
take your own photo sphere.

Repeat and rotate
Once you’ve captured 

your first image, rotate on the 
spot and you’ll see more orange 
dots. Once again, aim your 
camera at them to develop a 

more complete 360-degree 
image. It’s looking good!

Switch modes 
To switch between still image 
capture and shoot video, tap 
this button. If you hold this 
button down and then press 
the power button, you can also 
switch to live streaming mode 
and share your HD panoramas 
in real-time over Wi-Fi

8GB storage
The Ricoh Theta S’s memory 
may not sound very much, 
but it’s the equivalent of 1,600 
panoramic images or 65 
minutes of video. A blue light 
will flash when the memory
is almost full

01 Tap the camera
Once you’ve 

downloaded the free Google 
Street View app and signed in 
with a Google account, tap the 
floating orange camera icon to 
take your own photo sphere.

03 Repeat and rotate
Once you’ve captured 

your first image, rotate on the 
spot and you’ll see more orange 
dots. Once again, aim your 
camera at them to develop a 

more complete 360-degree 
image. It’s looking good!Ricoh Theta S

£300 / $349.95
theta360.com
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YOU’LL 
NEVER WALK 

AGAIN
Why traipse around on 

your feet like an ape, 
when you can glide 

with these high-tech 
travel solutions?
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RioRand 
£278 | $410

riorand.com

6.2mph

1000W

12.4 miles

10kg

SmartGlider 
£399.99

futurewheels.com

10mph

132W

9.3 miles

13kg

Oxboard 
£590

oxboard.eu

9.3mph

300W

9-12 miles

10kg

WEB

SPEED

DRIVE MOTOR

RANGE

WEIGHT

PhunkeeDuck 
$1,499

phunkeeduck.com

12mph

Unknown

Over 10 miles

8kg

IO HAWK 
£1,499 | $1,799.99

iohawk.com

6.2mph

Unknown

8-12 miles

10kg

Best known as a swegway in the UK (a 
combination of ‘swag’ and ‘Segway’) and 
a hoverboard in the US, this two-wheeled 
contraption is set to take streets across 
the world by storm. Already the must-have 

Christmas toy for every teenager we’ve 

spoken to, these swegways have been 

endorsed by celebrities 

including John Legend, 

Niki Minaj, Justin Bieber and Lily Allen. 

Rapper Wiz Khalifa made headlines this 

summer when he was arrested for refusing 

to dismount from his hoverboard while going 

through security at LAX airport. Afterwards 

he tweeted about the event, “All because I 

didn’t want to ditch the technology everyone 

will be using in the next 6 months.” One 

reason Khalifa may be right on the money 

is because swegways are so easy to use. 

The board is fitted with two touch-sensitive 

pads, one for each foot, which activate the 

motor as soon as you step on them. This can 

be a bit frightening for first-time users, but 

this sensitivity also makes the swegway very 

intuitive. You only have to shift your weight 

slightly for the gyroscopes to move you in the 

corresponding direction. There is a downside, 

though; swegways are very heavy. Weighing 

13kg, this isn’t really something you’d want to 

have to lug about once the battery inevitably 

gives up the ghost.

SmartGlider

£399.99
futurewheels.com

Resembling a Segway, the 
SmartGlider uses gyroscopes 
for balance while an electric 
motor glides you along at up to 

10mph. Just lean backwards 
or forwards to move in 

either direction. 

WHAT’S 
IN A 

NAME?
The price of 
hoverboards 

vary wildly, but 
the specs are 

very similar

endorsed by celebrities 

including John Legend, 

be a bit frightening for first-time users, but 

this sensitivity also makes the swegway very 

13kg, this isn’t really something you’d want to 

have to lug about once the battery inevitably 

gives up the ghost.

“It’s really easy to ride and has a surprising 
amount of power.” Luca Melville, 16

Okay, so you aren’t 
actually ‘hovering’, 
but these are still 
pretty damn cool

10MPH

9.3 MILE
RANGE

13KG

 HOVERBOARDS 
ARE TAKING OFF

Footplates
Each side of the board rotates 

independently, helping you balance and 
enabling you to steer the board
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to dismount from his hoverboard while going 

through security at LAX airport. Afterwards 
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is because swegways are so easy to use. 
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futurewheels.com

Resembling a Segway, the 
SmartGlider uses gyroscopes 
for balance while an electric 
motor glides you along at up to 

10mph. Just lean backwards 
or forwards to move in 

either direction. 
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3 TRANSPORT 
REVOLUTIONS 
THAT FLOPPEDTHAT FLOPPED

DeLorean DMC-12
1981
“If you’re gonna build a time machine 
into a car, why not do it with some 
style?” said the character of Doc 
Brown in Back to the Future. Sadly, 
the American public weren’t as big 
a fan of the DeLorean’s distinctive 
gull-wing doors. The DeLorean Motor 
Company went bankrupt a year after 
the car went on sale.

BMW C1 2000
Intended to offer urban drivers a safe 
alternative to the scooter, the C1 had 
a roll cage and twin seatbelt that 
made you look like a jet pilot. Despite 
only selling 12,000 units, making it 
one of BMW’s most spectacular flops, 
the company announced an electric 
version in 2009.

Segway
2001
Though Steve Jobs once 
said the Segway would be 
as big as the PC, the two-
wheeled self-balancing 
vehicle never took off. 
This was partly due to 
its dorky design, but it 
was hampered by 
regulation. For 
instance, in the 
UK, Segways can 
only be ridden on 
private property.

How to ride a swegway

01 Get on it
If you try and step 

onto the swegway one foot 
at a time, you’ll engage one 
motor and not the other; 
the board may spin or 
judder and you’ll likely fall 
off. Instead, step both feet 
quickly onto the board.

02 Balance
If you feel unsteady, 

relax and you’ll find the 
board does the balancing 
for you. If the board emits 
a shrill beeping and starts 
to vibrate it means you’re 
unbalanced, so shimmy 
around until it shuts up.

“If you can ride a 
skateboard, you’ll soon 
get the hang of this”
Josh Barnett, 24

03 Move it
You only 

need to shift your 
weight slightly to 
make the swegway 
move forwards, 
backwards or turn left 
or right, so calmly and 
gently lean into it.

Celebs, like Lilly Allen, have been 
spotted riding swegways

Get your feet on the 
swegway quickly and 
you’re ready to go 

IS THIS A 
HOVERBOARD, 
UNICYCLE OR 
SKATEBOARD?

Despite being produced by a 
company called Hoverboard 
Technologies, we’re not sure 
what to call this. On the one 
hand, it has one wheel, but riding 
it is more like a skateboard. 
However, when the LEDs around 
the edge light up, this makes you 
look more like Marty McFly than 
any swegway ever will. Funded 
through Kickstarter for $3,775 
each (around £2,465), the first 
100 Hoverboards will arrive next 
summer. We’ll have ten, please.

029Hoverboards

How to ride a swegway

01 Get on it
If you try and step 

onto the swegway one foot 
at a time, you’ll engage one 
motor and not the other; 
the board may spin or 
judder and you’ll likely fall 
off. Instead, step both feet 
quickly onto the board.



While so-called hoverboards might look a 
little intimidating to the newbie, we can all 
understand the fundamentals of how they 
work: it’s a board with two wheels on either 
side, which you step on to go. The Ninebot 

One C+is not so simple, though. It just looks 

like a wheel – there’s no seat or handlebars to 

grip onto – so how do you ride the thing?

You have to stand on the mono-wheel’s 

two fold-out pedals (which can be a 

challenge in itself) and lean forward to drive it 

forward. Putting a little bit of weight on your 

back heel will slow it down and eventually put 

it in reverse, while gently tilting left or right will 

turn it in either direction. To stop you from 

wobbling too much, the Ninebot is packed 

with gyroscopes to keep you balanced. It 

can take some practise however, so Ninebot 

also sells training wheels to get you started. 

However, once you’ve got to grips with it, 

you can reach top speeds of 22km/h on a flat 

surface. With a wide wheel tread, you can also 

ride it off-road and pro users can ride it down 

stairs and perform bunny-hops.

It looks like you are 
straddling two frisbees, but 
could this be the future?

While so-called hoverboards might look a 
little intimidating to the newbie, we can all 
understand the fundamentals of how they 
work: it’s a board with two wheels on either 
side, which you step on to go. The Ninebot 

One C+is not so simple, though. It just looks 

like a wheel – there’s no seat or handlebars to 

grip onto – so how do you ride the thing?

You have to stand on the mono-wheel’s 

two fold-out pedals (which can be a 

challenge in itself) and lean forward to drive it 

forward. Putting a little bit of weight on your 

back heel will slow it down and eventually put 

it in reverse, while gently tilting left or right will 

turn it in either direction. To stop you from 

wobbling too much, the Ninebot is packed 

with gyroscopes to keep you balanced. It 

can take some practise however, so Ninebot 

also sells training wheels to get you started. 

However, once you’ve got to grips with it, 

you can reach top speeds of 22km/h on a flat 

surface. With a wide wheel tread, you can also 

ride it off-road and pro users can ride it down 

stairs and perform bunny-hops.

It looks like you are 
straddling two frisbees, but 
could this be the future?

“It was tricky at fi rst to get the 
balance right but once you 
got going it was a smooth 
experience” Jon Wells, 28

WEAR A HELMET
Given the steep learning curve 
and the lack of handlebars to hold onto, 
Ninebot recommends wearing protective 
clothing when using its mono-wheel, including 
a helmet, kneepads and elbow pads for 
maximum safety.

With no seat, you ride a 
Ninebot standing up. This 
looks pretty cool, but can 
make your ankles ache 
after a while

“The Ninebot 
is the coolest 
looking of all 
these gadgets” 
Asher Hutchinson, 16

030 You’ll never 
walk again

HOT WHEELS

12MPH

20�25KM
RANGE

13.8KG



Airwheel X3
While the Airwheel is much 
lighter than the Ninebot, it can’t 
go the distance and will need 
charging more frequently.
Top speed: 12mph
Max range: 23km
Weight: 9.8kg
£509.99 | $849
airwheel.direct

Inmotion V3
With built-in Bluetooth 
speakers, an LCD display 
and two parallel wheels, the 
Inmotion V3 is one helluva 
tricked-out unicycle.
Max speed: 11mph
Max range: 25km
Weight: 13.5kg
£609/$799 | imscv.com

Firstwheel Dyno
With a distinctive boxy design, 
the Firstwheel Dyno looks the 
part, but it’s the heaviest here 
and plagued with limited range 
and limited availability.
Top speed: 11mph
Max range: 12km
Weight: 13.6kg
£425 | firstwheel.com

NINEBOT’S 
BIGGEST RIVALS

WHAT’S INSIDE 
A NINEBOT? 

Modular design
Designed to be tinkered 
with, you can easily remove 
and replace all of the 
Ninebot’s parts at will and 
choose from a range of 
outer cases or ‘shells’

Waterproofed
The Ninebot has an IP65 
rating, which means you 
can go out on it come 
rain or shine. You can 
also power wash it after a 
particularly dirty ride as all 
the circuitry is sealed tight

Hidden handle
When you do need to carry the Ninebot about, 
the gadget has an inconspicuous rubber-
coated handle that pulls up when required 

Magnesium 
alloy frame
Intended to be both 
lightweight and 
durable, the frame 
pedals are made 
from a magnesium 
alloy. The pedals are 
also designed to be 
anti-slip

Self-balancing sensors
A complex series of gyroscopes and accelerometers feed 
into a microprocessor, which work to calculate the rider’s 
position up to 500 times per second

Ninebot One C+

£795.95
speedyfeet.uk

Looking like the Minority 
Report’s answer to the 
unicycle, you stand on flip-
down pedals, while this 

electric-powered ‘single 
wheel transporter’ can 

travel up to 20km/h.

With a distinctive boxy design, 
the Firstwheel Dyno looks the 
part, but it’s the heaviest here 
and plagued with limited range 
and limited availability.
Top speed: 11mph
Max range: 12km
Weight: 13.6kg
£425 | firstwheel.com

Ninebot One C+

£795.95
speedyfeet.uk

Looking like the Minority 
Report’s answer to the 
unicycle, you stand on flip-
down pedals, while this 

electric-powered ‘single 
wheel transporter’ can 

travel up to 20km/h.

No next-gen unicycle would 
be complete without a 
companion app. Ninedroid is a 
free download for iPhone and 

Android that pairs with your 
Ninebot via Bluetooth to 
display your speed, mileage 
and remaining battery life. You 
can also customise the colour 

of your Ninebot’s lights and, 
as a security feature, you 

can even remotely lock 
your Ninebot.

TRACK YOUR PROGRESS

031mono-wheels



The idea of a motorised skateboard is so 
simple, it makes you wonder why these 
things haven’t been around for years. But 

trying to mount a suitably powerful motor 

and battery pack onto a slim slab of wood 

is not easy to do. However, after years of 

experimentation, a number of them are now 

on the market – but they aren’t cheap.

Available for £899.99 / $1,366.19 from 

firebox.com, the ZBoard Pro has a price that 

will make your eyes water, but it’s one of the 

few you don’t have to import into the UK. 

The ZBoard Pro has a 400W motor and 

10Ah LiFiPO4 battery strapped to the bottom. 

This takes up the majority of the board’s base 

and does mean you won’t be grinding rails 

with it any time soon, but it also means that 

you can ride up to 17mph for over 10 miles, 

with a charge of around 6 hours. You can 

even achieve 20mph if you shell out a little bit 

extra for a urethane speed wheel upgrade. 

A  new and improved ZBoard 2 is also set 

to launch this autumn, in both Pearl and Blue 

editions. The $1,399 Pearl edition’s top speed 

is 20mph and can go 24 miles on a single 

charge, but is three kilograms lighter than the 

ZBoard Pro. The $1,199 Blue edition is also 

capable of 20mph and weighs jut 7kg, but 

only has a range of 16 miles.

An on-board motor makes these great for 
travelling, not so great for grinding

Drive wheel
This is the wheel that is 
attached to the motor, 
powering the skateboard

HOW ELECTRIC 
SKATEBOARDS STACK UP

Bustin Pintail Street
Despite this board’s classic 
design, the Pintail Street is 
pretty high tech with power-
saving regenerative breaking, 
top speeds of 23mph while 
weighing just 7.8kg.  
£905 | $1.199
evolveskateboardsuk.co.uk

Boosted Dual
The price is high, but you can 
achieve 20mph - while riding 
up hill. It also incorporates a 
wireless handheld control so 
that can accelerate or apply 
brakes using Bluetooth.
$1,299
boostedboards.com

Inboard M1
The world’s first and only 
skateboard with motors in 
the wheels, so there’s no ugly 
external motor. However, it’s 
not cheap and is currently still 
on pre-order.
$1,399
inboardskate.com

Street Surfer
With chunky wheels, this 
electric skateboard surfs 
the turf as well as it does 
the concentrate streets. The 
wheelbase is shorter than 
most, to help with tight turns.
$830
fiikelectricskateboards.com

SELF-BALANCING 
UNICYCLE
If you think two wheels is too 
many, but think the Ninebot 
is a step too far, try the SBU 
V3. It looks like a conventional 
unicycle,but it also has a black 
box full of electronic wizardry. 
Working on the same principles 
as the hoverboard and Ninebot,  
it contains gyroscopes and 
accelerometers to help keep you 
upright. With the addition of a 
saddle, we found it much easier 
to balance on than the Ninebot, 
and got to grips with riding it 
after about 20 minutes. With a top 
speed of 15mph and a range of up 
to 10 miles, you can cover a lot of 
ground and we felt comfortable 
riding it to work – even if we got a 
few bemused looks. The SBU V3 
is available from firebox.com for 
£1,500 / $2,286.89.

ELECTRIC 
SCOOTERS
While hoverboards and mono-
wheels are on the bleeding-
edge of technology, what 
can you actually ride to work 
without worrying about falling 
off? The Razor RX200 is just 
£279.99/$279.99, making it the 
most affordable electric vehicle 
in this round-up, as well as the 
easiest to use. It has a single 
speed twist-grip throttle on one 
side of the handlebars and a 
straightforward brake lever on 
the other. The heavy-duty alloy 
wheels mean you can ride it 
on and off the road, while the 
200W motor can reach 12mph. 
Significantly lighter than the 
Ninebot, ZBoard or swegway, 
there’s no reason you couldn’t pop 
a wheelie or a few other tricks 
with the Razor if you wanted.

032 You’ll never 
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Drive wheel
This is the wheel that is 
attached to the motor, 
powering the skateboard

edge of technology, what 
can you actually ride to work 
without worrying about falling 
off? The Razor RX200 is just 
£279.99/$279.99, making it the 
most affordable electric vehicle 
in this round-up, as well as the 
easiest to use. It has a single 
speed twist-grip throttle on one 
side of the handlebars and a 
straightforward brake lever on 
the other. The heavy-duty alloy 
wheels mean you can ride it 
on and off the road, while the 
200W motor can reach 12mph. 
Significantly lighter than the 
Ninebot, ZBoard or swegway, 
there’s no reason you couldn’t pop 
a wheelie or a few other tricks  SMART 

SKATEBOARDS

HOW TO RIDE A ZBOARD PRO 03 Natural 
movement

Beyond the motor, the 
ZBoard Pro handles like a 
regular skateboard, so it’s 
very easy to get to grips 
with and steer.

01 Go pedal
The ZBoard 

has two touchpads 
built into the board. 
The one on the front 
is to go forwards. The 
more pressure you 
put on it, the faster 
you go.

02 Reverse pedal
Putting your foot down on the 

back pad will slow you down, however 
if you press on it hard you’ll start moving 
backwards. This is fortunate as the Z Pro 
can be hard to turn round.

17MPH

16KM
RANGE

11KG



The Ninebot One E+ is the more advanced model of the 
Ninebot One C+ we tested. It has a more powerful motor 

and battery capacity, with a top speed of 20km/h and 

can cover 32km before needing to be recharged. 

It can also connect to your phone with a 

companion app and has stylish LED lights. 

As well as the Ninebot, Project42.com 

sells a range of ‘personal wheel’ 

high-tech transport solutions, 

including the Inmotion V3, 

Firstwheel Gizmo and 

Airwheel X3.

If you agree walking from place to place is so 
20th Century, you’re in luck as our friends at 

Project42.com have a £719 Ninebot One E+ to give away
The Ninebot One E+ is the more advanced model of the 
Ninebot One C+ we tested. It has a more powerful motor 

and battery capacity, with a top speed of 20km/h and 

can cover 32km before needing to be recharged. 

It can also connect to your phone with a 

companion app and has stylish LED lights. 

As well as the Ninebot, Project42.com 

sells a range of ‘personal wheel’ 

high-tech transport solutions, 

including the Inmotion V3, 

Firstwheel Gizmo and For your chance to 
win a Ninebot One E+, 
answer the following 

question.

What is the top speed 
of a Ninebot One E+?

A. 20km/h

B. 200km/h

C. 2km/h

Email your answer to

win@gadgetdaily.xyz

WORTH
£719

TERMS AND CONDITIONS The closing date for entries is 20 November 2015. Please be aware that answers must be submitted to the above 
website only. This competition is open to residents of the United Kingdom and Ireland only. Imagine Publishing has the right to substitute the prize 
for a similar item of equal or higher value. Employees of Imagine Publishing (including freelancers), Project42.com, their relatives, or any agents are 
not eligible to enter. The editor’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be entered into. Prizes cannot be exchanged for cash. Full terms and 
conditions are available upon request. From time to time, Imagine Publishing or its agents may send you related material or special offers. 
If you do not want to receive this, please state it clearly on your competition entry.

FOR MORE 
INFORMATION 
ON NINEBOT, VISIT

033competition

 WIN 
A NINEBOT



TESLA TECH THAT  
EVERY CAR NEEDS 
IMMEDIATELY
11 ways electric cars are sexy now
Electric cars. No? That phrase didn’t cause 
a tingle of excitement somewhere in your 
crotch? We don’t blame you – the term 
‘electric cars’ registers between ‘Christmas 
jumpers’ and ‘cold chips’ on the Excite-O-
Meter. But getting people jumping out of 
their seats and into electric cars is a battle 
Tesla is committed to winning and there’s 
enough sparkling tech in its flagship Model 
X SUV and Model S saloon that you can 
forgive the sound of champagne corks 
popping over at Tesla HQ. 

From practical considerations (quick 
public charging) to cool features (wireless 
upgrades) to here’s-something-to-brag-
about stats (Model S sports the same 0-60 
time as a Porsche 911 Turbo S), there’s a 
lot here to love. But what’s really going to 
get people gasping with awe rather than 
pointing and laughing at your electric car is 
that you can remotely control your Tesla via 
smartphone. At last, remote control cars for 
grown-ups!

Regenerative braking
Taking your foot off the accelerator 
isn’t just a way of slowing down 
in the Tesla; it turns you into a 
modern-day magician. Not only will 
the brakes automatically (and softly) 
reduce the vehicle speed, the energy 
from this action gets put back into 
the electric motor, extending how 
far you can drive before needing to 
charge. It’s the sort of sorcery that 
would make Harry Potter put his 
flying Ford Anglia on Auto Trader 
without a second thought

17-INCH 
TOUCHSCREEN
The touchscreen that serves as the nerve centre 
for the entire car is a work of art. Imagine a 
giant iPad Pro with features such as internet 
browsing, Google Maps navigation and even 
music streaming through Bluetooth. It’s 
designed to be easy to operate while on the 
move, though perhaps it’s best not to use it to 
catch up on last night’s X Factor when driving 
home after work

Over-the-air updates
Technology dates quickly and what is today’s must-have 
gadget is tomorrow’s think-of-a-convenient-excuse-for-
still-owning-it ordeal. Imagine owning an out-of-date 
smartcar! That’s double embarrassment. Fortunately for 
us, Tesla is one step ahead of these social faux pas – you 
can wirelessly update the software powering your motor, 
ensuring that you get the latest technology in your car as 
soon as it becomes available

Air suspension
Airbags don’t just exist in your steering 
wheel to explode in your face if your driving 
isn’t on point. In Tesla’s Model S, they also 
exist on the axles of the wheels. “But that 
isn’t going to save any lives!” you cry in 
confusion. Indeed, and that isn’t the point. 
When prompted by touchscreen menu 
controls, the airbags by the wheels lower 
or raise the chassis of the car, enabling 
you to tackle steep hills, enhance the car’s 
performance or you can even pretend it’s 
the world’s slowest low-rider by raising and 
lowering your car in the driveway. Oh come 
on. It’s what we’re all thinking

Silent stealth tyres
Like all electric cars, a Tesla is quiet when it’s 
on the road, with no engine roar prompting 
the neighbours to frown at you through 
their bedroom windows. However, that 
means there’s nothing to distract you from 
noticing the rolling noise from the tyres. 
Tesla’s solution? Tyres made from exotic-
sounding ContiSilent rubber, which are 
padded with foam to ensure that anytime 
you’re behind the wheel, you’re silent 
enough that you can imagine yourself 
carrying out car-to-car assassinations

Tesla Model X

£95,000 | $144,000
teslamotors.com

While Tesla already offers a 
fleet of supercars, its latest 
model reinvents the SUV. 
Beyond its signature wing 

doors, it’s as fast as a 
Porsche and can go 250 

miles on one charge.

034



Rear parking camera
There’s a huge 17-inch touchscreen 
in the Tesla’s dashboard, which 
gives you a clear view of what’s 
happening behind your car at all 
times via a discreet camera just 
above the rear licence plate. Think 
that magical hovering rear-view 
mirror in Gran Turismo, only here 
you don’t have to worry about 
online players smashing into the 
side of your car

AUTOPILOT ON BOARD
Tesla uses sonar to power its advanced cruise control

Dodge traffic
The Autopilot system can also detect 

an opening in traffic, change lanes and 
accelerate back to driver’s desired speed

Stay safe
12 ultrasonic sensors, radar and a 

forward-facing camera detect nearby 
vehicles and can initiate braking to

help prevent a crash

‘Falcon wing’ doors
Straight out of Back to The Future, the 
Model X has double-hinged doors that 
use sensors to help clear obstacles, such 
as garage ceilings, walls and parked cars. 
Retro chic aside, Tesla says these doors 
will make it easier to put young children in 
car seats without hitting their heads

‘Bioweapon defense mode’
If you want to survive a biological terrorist attack, you might want to buy a Tesla. The Model X has an air 
filter ten times the size of any other car. With the tap of a button, you can engage the ‘bio-weapon defense 
mode’, which will ruthlessly filter the air to medical-grade quality. The company claims it’s 300 times better 
at filtering bacteria, 500 times better at filtering 
allergens, 700 times better at filtering 
smog and 800 times better at 
filtering viruses

When you want to drive your car, Tesla does 
so much work for you that you’ll almost 
feel redundant as a driver. The doors will 
automatically open when it detects your keyfob 
nearby and once you’re inside, the car will do 
its best Transformers impersonation as the door 
handles sinks into the car’s body and reshapes 

the Model S to reduce drag. Oh, and the 
car starts automatically too, doing away 

with the need for a start button. 
Optimus Prime is no doubt 

nodding with approval.

KEYLESS ENTRY
The Tesla welcomes you with 
pop-out door handles

12 ultrasonic sensors, radar and a 
forward-facing camera detect nearby 

vehicles and can initiate braking to

12 ultrasonic sensors, radar and a 
forward-facing camera detect nearby 

vehicles and can initiate braking to

Remote controls
There’s an accompanying app for the 
Model S and up, as is standard procedure 
for any gadget these days – even if that 
gadget is on four wheels. The app is 
practical, letting you set the temperature 
of your car before you set off on a long 
journey, but also fun. You can flash the 
headlights and sound the horn from safe 
distance, great for finding your Tesla in 
a car park or scaring gormless youths 
hanging around your car. You can 
even check the exact location of 

your car, in case it’s ever stolen
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01 Assessing 
the task

If the driver wants to park, 
they simply press the car’s 
park assist button, which 
calls ultrasonic sensors into 
action to judge if the gap is 
big enough for the car to 
manoeuvre into

03 Steering 
inputs

As the driver lets go of the 
wheel, the ECU dials in the 
necessary steering inputs 
for the car to ensure a 
correct trajectory for the 
car to make the park

02 Setting up
If the gap is deemed big 

enough, the car is automatically 
put in the best starting position to 
do the manoeuvre

04 Pedal power
The driver still has to 

control the speed of the car via 
the foot pedals, so stay alert!

01 Parallel parking can be a pain in the 
bumper at the best of times, but if Ford’s 
new Active Park Assist technology is 

anything to go by, manually attempting to swing 
your car into those tiny gaps at the side of the road 
will soon be a thing of the past. Now, the car can 
take complete control at the crucial time, making 
computerised inputs to the steering wheel to 
ensure you achieve a perfect park.

AUTOMATIC 
PARKING ASSIST
Not confident of that tight-
looking parallel park? Ford 
drivers need worry no more

WAYS A 
CAR CAN 
DRIVE 
ITSELF3

Cars of the near future are putting 
the ‘auto’ in automobile

036 3 ways a car can 
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01 Laser 
monitoring

While the car is in motion, a laser 
sensor detects the positioning of 
other objects in front of the car

01 Setting the 
function

A driver manually engages adaptive 
cruise control via a stalk on the 
steering wheel column

03 ECU
Meanwhile, the car’s ECU 

monitors the car’s forward speed 
as well as its proximity to objects 
detected by that laser.

03 The bounce 
back

These signals bounce back off objects 
in front, enabling the vehicle to gauge 
its distance from the car in front

02 Hazards
The hustle and bustle 

of a busy city means there are 
plenty of potential hazards in 
front of a forward moving car

02 Radar
When adaptive cruise 

control is selected, a radar 
mounted to the front of the car 
constantly pings out signals

04 Stop!
If the ECU calculates 

the driver will not avoid an 
obstacle in time, the car’s 
brakes are applied automatically, 
bringing the car to a halt

04 Brake!
If the radar reveals the distance 

to a car in front is too small, braking is 
automatically applied to the vehicle so a 
consistent distance is maintained

02The hustle and bustle of a 
city street is an incredibly 
tough environment to 

spot potential hazards because 
there’s simply so many things that 
you have to look out for. However, 
manufacturers are installing City 
Safety technology on vehicles, 
which monitors the road ahead 
and, if it is decided the driver 
will not stop in time to avoid a 
collision, automatically applies the 
brakes. This technology, originally 
piloted by Volvo, can work at 
speeds of up to 30mph; perfect for 
driving in urban areas.

ENJOY A 
CITY BRAKE
This automatic braking 
tech keeps you safe on 
those busy roads

03Cruise control is fitted to 
most high-end cars today, 
in which the driver lets the 

car’s on-board computer assume 
responsibility for maintaining a preset 
speed. This enables the driver to 

remove their foot from the accelerator 
pedal. However, the next generation 
of this technology is adaptive cruise 
control, where the car automatically 
adjusts its speed to maintain a specific 
distance from the vehicle in front.

ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
Could this be the end of tailgating?
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01 Position the 
device close

Your iPhone or Apple Watch 
doesn’t need to physically 
touch the terminal, but must 
be extremely close. Your bank 
account can’t be emptied if 
you’re simply standing by the 
payment desk

02 Make sure it’s 
unlocked

Apple Pay will only work if 
your Apple Watch is unlocked 
and that means entering a 
passcode that only you should 
know. Even when you’ve done 
that, you have to physically 
double-click the side button 
to authorise the payment

03 Checking the 
transaction

The card you’re paying with 
shows on the screen but the 
number doesn’t. No bank 
details are stored on your 
device; your Watch checks an 
encrypted code linked to your 
account instead

04 The Secure Element chip
There’s a grand-sounding Secure 

Element chip in the iPhone, iPad and Apple 
Watch which stores a unique Device Account 
Number. Only this, along with a dynamic 
security code relating to the purchase you’re 
making, is sent to the terminal

05 Verifying with 
card providers

The terminal needs to check 
that your card provider will 
release the funds. It sends the 
amount you’re spending with 
your Secure Element key and 
an identifier that is unique to 
the merchant

06 Use your 
fingerprint

When you’re holding 
your iPhone close to 
the terminal, you need 
to press down on the 
Touch ID. That way, the 
device can read your 
fingerprint and prove it’s 
you doing the shopping 
(unless some fiend has 
sliced off your thumb)

Number of US locations expected to 
accept Apple Pay by December 2015

Banks signed up 
supporting Apple Pay

of all contactless payments in 
the US are made with Apple Pay

UK limit on Apple Pay 
transactions - there is no 

limit whatsoever in the US

Percentage of US iPhone users 
who have used Apple Pay

Number of US card users 
able to use Apple Pay

Number of locations available 
in UK at launch

Credit cards registered in first 
three days by early adopters

Countries 
currently using 
Apple Pay (US 
and UK)

APPLE PAY BY NUMBERS
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Apple 
Pay

It’s far safer than a 
wallet full of cash
Hate the idea of your jeans’ pockets bulging 
with a wallet full of notes and coins? You want 

to go cashless. Apple Pay is making payments 

through a smartphone or smartwatch a smart 

thing to do and no, you’re not going to end 

up accidentally buying everyone in the queue 

at Starbucks a double-shot mocha with extra 

cream. Apple Pay is fully encrypted and it relies 

on Near Field Communication so your device 

has to be within centimetres of the reader 

to work – your financial details can’t just be 

plucked out of the air and besides, they’re 

not even stored on your device (not even the 

retailer sees them). You don’t have to worry 

about someone nicking your Apple device, 

either. Transactions need your passcode, 

fingerprint or your Apple Watch to be unlocked 

before they’re authorised. Safe as houses.

Why you don’t 
need to be 
afraid of

01 Use 
the 

stored card
Go to the Apple 
Wallet app on your 
iPhone and you’ll 
see an Apple Pay 
prompt. By tapping 
Add Credit or Debit 
Card, you can use the 
details already on file 
for iTunes or the App 
Store. Enter your 
card’s security code.

03 Set up 
Apple 

Watch
Now you can add 
your Apple Watch. 
You pretty much 
have to go through 
the procedure again, 
with the Wallet app 
sending you another 
code. You must have 
a passcode enabled 
on the Watch in order 
for it to work.

02 Add 
a 

new card
To start afresh, 
tap Add a Different 
Credit or Debit Card. 
Position your card in 
front of the camera 
so it picks up the 
number, agree to 
the terms and get a 
verification code by 
text or email. Enter 
this and you’re done.

Add a card to Apple Wallet
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Smart homes aren’t for us, are they? They’re for 

playboy millionaires, for rich brain surgeons and 

for evil villains eyeing up world domination. It’s 

an easy mistake to make and that’s why we’re 

here to say you don’t need to dip into a Scrooge 

McDuck-style pit of money to kit out your home 

with smart technology. In this straightforward 

and easy-to-follow guide, we’ll introduce you 

to some of the best most affordable gadgets 

on the market designed to light, monitor and 

protect your home, 21st Century smart-style.

DIY upgrades you can easily 
complete in a wet weekend

SMART 
HOME 

PROJECTS
THAT ARE WAAYY EASIER 

THAN YOU THINK
(AND CHEAPER TOO)

PROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTSPROJECTS

DIY upgrades you can easily DIY upgrades you can easily DIY upgrades you can easily DIY upgrades you can easily DIY upgrades you can easily 

777
042

SMART 
HOME

PROJECTS
THAT ARE WAAYY EASIER 

SMART 

Monitor everything 
with smart cookies

PROJECT

7

Track all the little things in your life with 
this useful tech

Save money with 
smarter heating

PROJECT

5

Attain the perfect ambient temperature 
and save money to boot 



043Smart home 043Smart home

Install smart lighting

PROJECT

1

Save energy, save money and turn your 
lighting into a decorative feature

Replace your locks with 
keyless smart hardware

PROJECT

3

Improve your security and never worry 
about losing keys in one fell swoop

Protect your family with 
a smart smoke alarm

PROJECT

6

It’s one of the most important devices you 
could have, so get a smart one

Monitor your home
with smart security

PROJECT

4

Keep a sharp eye on your castle wherever 
you happen to be

Wire up your appliances 
with smart sockets

PROJECT

2

Set up your appliance to work as you 
want and then forget about them



01 Screw in
Hue smart 

bulbs are both screw 
thread and bayonet 
fitting, so ensure you 
have compatible 
fittings. That aside, all 
you have to do is screw 
them in and turn the 
light on. If you can’t do 
that, then this probably 
isn’t the guide for you

Lore sunt eles autem. Ciae pla dolupta ersperia 
velende ssinum apelicipsam veliquis ipsandi ditis 
quae conemqu aerspercius. Bo. Nam eost qui 
tet magnihi lictatet aut volupti doluptas ea que 
voloreprore none velectatibus sunt re pore nos 
solupta estoris eosteni hilles es dento inis molor 
repera venti as auda vid

To make your home stand out, you want to avoid ordinary light 
bulbs and go for smart bulbs to add the finishing touch. After all, 
you don’t order sirloin steak and then smother it with ketchup. 
Philips Hue has squeaked ahead of the competition with its 
versatile smart strip lights, compatible with Apple HomeKit: 
a bridge that enables other manufacturers to connect 
and update their smart devices. If you want to really get 
fancy, then you should consider investing in Philips 
Hue Personal wireless lighting, which can be paired 
with your TV to suit the programme you’re 
watching. Harsh, bright lighting to amplify the 
intensity of action films? Soft lighting for 
those intimate Netflix-watching 
sessions? This will do it.

Install lighting kits that are 
probably smarter than you 

INSTALL SMART 
LIGHTING

Elgato Avea £39.95 | $39.95
Why waste time finding your phone, when you can dim the lights 
with just a flick of your wrist? Elgato’s Avea smart bulbs allow 
you to adjust brightness and vividness from your Apple Watch and 
choose from nine different ambient mood settings. It’s worth noting 
Philips Hue has recently updated its 
companion app, so it can do the 
same thing.

Philips Hue has also updated its app so that 
you can dim the lights with your Apple Watch

CONTROL YOUR LIGHTS WITH YOUR APPLE WATCH

The latest model 
of Philips Hue even 
respond to Siri 
voice commands

1
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Philips Hue Personal 
wireless lighting

£149.99 | $199.99
meethue.com

Contains three 8.5W (40w 
equivalent) smart bulbs and one 
Hue bridge to connect your 

new lighting system to your 
house – all you need to get 

up and running.



02 Plug in
Philips has provided a standard, 

CATV network cable, in case you don’t 
have one. Plug it into the Hue bridge 
and wait until all three lights are on

03 Get connected
Make sure your smartphone is 

hooked up to your home network and 
download the free Philips Hue app from 
iTunes or Google Play

Each Hue bulb comprises of 11 LEDs (five 
yellow, four red, two blue) and a logic board for 
networking and control. They have a maximum 
output of 600 lumens, which is technical 
moonspeak for not-actually-that-bright but 
it’s still bright enough to create an atmosphere 
in the average living room. If you want things 
to be brighter, you can simply add a few more 
smart bulbs to the system.

HOW SMART 
BULBS CHANGE 
COLOUR

CHOOSE A 
WHITER SHADE 
OF PALE

03 Get connected
Make sure your smartphone is 

hooked up to your home network and 
download the free Philips Hue app from 
iTunes or Google Play

04 Control light
Once you’ve connected 

the bulbs to the Philips Hue bridge 
and connected your smartphone, 
smartwatch or tablet device, give 
each individual bulb a name to 
distinguish them – Vladimir, Master 
Chef, it’s up to you. To change the 
colour and tone of each lamp, you 
just choose the colour and drag 
the slider. Hue comes into its own 
when you select preprogrammed 
‘scenes’ for mood lighting
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hooked up to your home network and 
download the free Philips Hue app from 

PAINT YOUR 
WALLS WITH 

LIGHT

Philips Friends of Hue LivingColors 
Bloom Colour Changing Lamp
£149.99 | $199.99
A spotlight alternative to the Philips Hue smart bulbs; 
the 120 lumen Bloom lamp isn’t designed to light up 
a whole room, rather add a dash of colour.

LIFX White 800
£25 | $39.99
If you find Philips Hue’s 
rainbow-coloured bulbs 
a touch too garish for 
your decor, try LIFX’s 
White 800 smart 
bulbs. These enable 
you to make subtle 
adjustments in tone 
and brightness with 
a thousand shades of 
white to swipe through.

045Smart lighting
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Until now, our use of the humble power 
socket hasn’t really changed since Edison 
and Tesla’s electricity war over 150 years 
ago. Using power lines for secure and 
efficient home networking was a recent 
and novel development, and now there’s 
the smart socket to add to the mix. Belkin’s 
WeMo Insight Switch enables you to monitor 
and remotely control any electronic device 
plugged into it via your iOS or Android 
handset. You can schedule a fan heater, for 
example, have the WeMo alert you when a 
laundry cycle is finished or check up on how 
much TV the kids have been watching. 

Belkin WeMo Insight 
Switch

£49.99 | $59.99
belkin.com

Use this smart socket for a 
variety of tasks, such as putting 
your electronic devices on a 

schedule, setting notifications 
and monitoring use via 

your device of choice.

01 Create a new rule
Once your WeMo is 

connected to your home network, 
tap the rules tab at the bottom-
centre of the screen, then tap + to 
create a new rule. 

02 Select a device
Choose the device 

you want to create a rule for. 
Restricting telly time will probably 
make you and the WeMo 
unpopular with the kids.

04 WeMo it
Finally, choose which days 

of the week and how long you 
want this programme to run for. 
Save it and your smart socket will 
take care of the rest.

03 Time restriction
Tap ‘On until time’ to 

select a time when the device will 
turn off automatically. WeMo can 
of course accommodate more 
sophisticated functionality.

3 Awesome 
uses for a 

smart socket

Did you remember 
to turn the iron off? 
Don’t panic! You can 
control it remotely 

WIRE UP YOUR 
APPLIANCES 
WITH SMART 
SOCKETS

Create rules for your smart socket

1. Television
Cut your kids off from another room 

and escape their wrath

2. Heater
Warm up a cold room before you enter

3. Coffee machine
Get the brew going without

getting out of bed

Plug and play
Set up the WeMo switch 
and let it sort out what 
your appliances do

046 7 smart home projects that are waayy 
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Mr. Coffee Smart 
Coffeemaker
$179.99
This ten-cup WeMo-
enabled coffee maker lets 
you schedule what time it 
switches on and adjust the 
temperature, which can 
affect the brew’s flavour.

EXTEND YOUR 
SMART CIRCUIT
Belkin WeMo wants to schedule 
your whole smart home

Crock-Pot Smart Slow Cooker 
$169.99
Control how your dinner is coming along with this 
WeMo-enabled slow cooker, with status updates 
and the option to automate how long it cooks for.

WeMo + 
OSRAM Lightify 
starter kit
$119.99
Containing two self-
adhesive light strips, 
adjust the colour and 
brightness of this 

starter kit with a tap 
of an app.

WeMo LED 
light starter set
£59.99 | $99.99
A cost-effective 
alternative to Philips Hue, 
WeMo’s kit includes two 
bulbs that – surprise, 
surprise – you can 
schedule to come 
on at set times.

CONNECT YOUR SMART 
HOME TOGETHER

Samsung 
SmartThings Hub
As well as working with Samsung’s 
own ecosystem of motion sensors 
and power outlets, the reasonably 
priced SmartThings Hub also works 
with other products, like Philips Hue 
lights and Sonos speakers.
£99| $99 | smartthings.com

Almond 2015
This slick-looking router also doubles 
as a Wi-Fi extender, so that it can 
connect devices even in your home’s 
worst black spots. It also sports a 
nifty touchscreen so that you can 
easily program your smart devices to 
play nicely together.
£99.99 | $99.99 | securifi.com 

nCube Home
A smart hub with a 
difference, the nCube will 
keep your smart home 
connected even if your 
internet goes offline. 
Putting privacy first, the 
nCube also ensures that 
none of your information 
is ever stored in the 
cloud. Only available in 
UK and Europe.
£95
ncubehome.co.uk

Athom Homey
This futuristic glowing ball enables you to control 
your smart home through voice commands and 
recognises five languages. It speaks even more 
with your devices, working across Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 
infrared, NFC and more.
€299 | athom.com

OnHub Wireless Router
As well as offering buttery smooth 1900mps 
streaming, Google’s own-brand router works with 
Bluetooth and Weave to support a variety of smart 
home gadgets and even prioritise bandwidth to 
specific devices. Only available in the US.
$199.99 | on.google.com

Amazon Echo
Amazon Echo is like 
Siri in a Bluetooth 
speaker. Not only can 
you ask it about the 
news and weather, 
you can command 
it to control lights 
and switches. Only 
available in the US.
$179.99
amazon.com

047Smart sockets

WeMo Maker 
£69.99 | $79.99
Connect any mundane 
device controlled with 
a power switch to 
the web, so you can 
automate the most 
humble of tech, such as 
blinds and sprinklers.

NetCam HD+ 
Wi-Fi Camera
£129.99 | $149.99
Record 720p video and 
audio with this camera. 
You can also schedule it 
to only watch your house 
during set hours, like 
when you go to work.

Flicking through this feature, you 
might have noticed that the smart 
home market is a crowded place. 
Unless you’re willing to commit to 

decking your home out with just one 

brand’s ecosystem of products – such 

as Nest, WeMo or SmartThings – you’re 

going to find yourself flicking through 

dozens of apps to control them all, 

while dedicating an entire bookshelf to 

the many control centres that plug into 

your router. That is unless you invest in 

a so-called ‘smart hub.’

Smart hubs let you consolidate your 

smart devices into a single, dependable 

system that you can control with one 

app. At the top end, there are products 

such as Google’s OnHub Wireless 

Router and Amazon Echo that include 

smart home integration, but you can 

also pick up dedicated smart hubs for 

under £100/$100.



Smart locks come in a variety of guises 
but all have one thing in common: they’re 
probably going to put conventional 
keymakers and locksmiths out of business. 
Out of all the available options, August is 

our favourite, simply for the convenience it 

affords you. Through your phone, you can 

send invitations to people you want to enter 

your home (housemates, family, plumbers 

and so on) and even create a schedule for 

when they’re allowed access. You’ll receive 

notifications of when they enter your home 

and when they leave. There’s no rushing 

around letting people in, and it puts an end to 

people waiting for you to arrive as well. And 

if you are feeling nostalgic, you can still open 

your door the old-fashioned way, if that’s 

what you prefer…

Get the green light
If you have permission to enter, 

August’s LED’s glow green as 
they unlock the door 

Lock down
For effortless 

security, the August 
Smart Lock will 

always lock your 
door behind you

Companion app 
Using the free app you 

answer the door without 
having to physically open it

Inside an August Smart Lock
No wiring

There’s no need to wire or connect 
August – it uses four standard AA 

batteries. That means your lock stays 
on even in a power cut. Sensors will 
let you know via phone notifications 

and emails, when the batteries need to 
be replaced 

Connectivity
At home, August will connect with 

your phone over Bluetooth. However, 
to be able to use it on the go – and 
see who’s coming and going in your 
house – you’ll also need to buy an 
August Connect Wi-Fi bridge ($49), 
which plugs into a two-pin socket 

Stylish construction
August is made from a durable 

anodised aluminium, but comes in a 
range of colours so it will discreetly fit 

in with your home’s decor

Easy install
August replaces the interior portion of 
your existing deadbolt and does not 
require you to change your exterior 

door hardware. In about ten minutes, 
you’ll be good to go

House keys are for 
the bourgeoisie, 
become a free spirit 
and go keyless 

REPLACE YOUR LOCKS WITH 
KEYLESS SMART HARDWARE

THREE 
REASONS TO 
INSTALL A 
SMART LOCK
01 They unlock 
with your phone
You already carry your 
smartphone everywhere you go; 
why carry keys as well? 

02 You can buzz 
people in from 
anywhere
If you’re running late, but your 
friends are already ringing your 
doorbell, you’ll get an alert on 
your phone and you can grant 
them access. 

03 You can see who’s 
gone in and out
If you register friends’ and 
family’s phones as digital keys 
for your smart lock, you can 
see a log of who’s entered and 
exited – and exactly when – 
remotely on your phone.

August Smart Lock

$249.99
august.com

Ridiculously easy to fit to 
any door, August will unlock 
when it senses your registered 
phone – or that of anyone 

you give permission to – via 
Bluetooth. Currently only 

available in the US.
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HOME ALERT BEFORE THE BREAK-IN

Keys are optional
In case of a flat phone battery, with 

August you can still use your physical 
keys and manually lock and unlock 

your door

Universal fitting
Every August smart lock also includes 

deadbolt attachment adapters to 
accommodate standard deadbolt locks

Yale Keyless 
Connected Smart Lock 
£132 | $225 | yale.co.uk
Yale offers a keyless lock that you can open using 
your smartphone, but it also comes with several 
NFC fobs that you scan in case your phone’s 
battery runs out. The smart lock is also compatible 
with Yale’s other security tech, working with CCTV 
cameras and home alarms.

Swann 720p 
Wi-Fi CCTV System 
£499.99 | maplins.com
In our Big Brother era of Google Street View, drones 
and CCTV, it’s even more relevant for homeowners 
to install cameras on their property. Swann’s 720p 
home security kit includes two night vision cameras 
(upgradable to four) with audio, door and window 
sensors, movement sensors and enough storage to 
record continuously at a distance of up to 15 metres 
for more than 24 days. Naturally, this can all be 
monitored remotely.

MORE THAN 
JUST A LOCK

ELECTRONIC 
EYES, 

BIOLOGICAL 
PEACE OF MIND

Battery backup
If there’s a power cut, then 
four AA batteries will back 
the lock up and it will even 
tell you when these are 
running low

Audio 
and video 
cameras
Two cameras 
with audio and 
visual pickup with 
infrared sensors 
enable you to 
monitor at any 
time of day

Motion detectors
Movement sensors can 
activate the cameras on 
standby while window and 
door sensors trigger an anti-
intrusion indoor siren

MONITOR YOUR HOME
WITH SMART SECURITY

There’s plenty of competition in the smart home 
alarm market, so this French manufacturer is 
making a big noise about the USP of its intruder 
alert system. The Myfox Home Alarm uses a 
sophisticated algorithm that can tell the difference 
between, for 
example, a 
football hitting 
your conservatory 
window and an 
intruder trying to 
smash their way 
through with a 
crowbar. And in that 
case, it will sound 
its 110db siren and 
alert you directly 
with a text.

All-seeing eye
This wide-angled full HD 
security cam with motion 
detection even has night vision, 
but also has a mechanical 
shutter if you require privacy

Siren call
Both the Myfox Home Alarm and Security 
Camera can be controlled from your phone 
and will alert you of trouble, wherever you are

Record & 
monitor
A wireless hub 
with a preinstalled, 
500GB hard drive 
enables you to record 
for 24 days continuously, while 
providing a feed to your smart device

Myfox Home Alarm £249 | $279

Myfox Security Camera £169 | £199 | getmyfox.com
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Battery backup
If there’s a power cut, then 
four AA batteries will back 
the lock up and it will even 
tell you when these are 
running low

Keypad
If you lose your phone 
or fob, you can still 
unlock with a pin code

Connected Smart Lock 

Yale offers a keyless lock that you can open using 
your smartphone, but it also comes with several 
NFC fobs that you scan in case your phone’s 
battery runs out. The smart lock is also compatible 
with Yale’s other security tech, working with CCTV 

Swann 720p 
Wi-Fi CCTV System 
£499.99 | maplins.com
In our Big Brother era of Google Street View, drones 
and CCTV, it’s even more relevant for homeowners 
to install cameras on their property. Swann’s 720p 
home security kit includes two night vision cameras 

MORE THAN 
JUST A LOCK

ELECTRONIC 
EYES, 

running low

and video 
cameras
Two cameras 
with audio and 
visual pickup with 
infrared sensors 
enable you to 
monitor at any 
time of day

Movement sensors can 
activate the cameras on 
standby while window and 
door sensors trigger an anti-
intrusion indoor siren

Record & 
monitor
A wireless hub 
with a preinstalled, 
500GB hard drive 
enables you to record 
for 24 days continuously, while 
providing a feed to your smart device

Battery backup
If there’s a power cut, then 
four AA batteries will back 
the lock up and it will even 
tell you when these are 
running low

Keypad
If you lose your phone 
or fob, you can still 
unlock with a pin code



HOW MUCH 
MONEY 
CAN NEST 
ACTUALLY 
SAVE YOU?
Every company says they’ll 
save you money. It’s basically 
Business 101 for anyone who 
wants to make money by 
claiming that they’ll save yours. 
In this instance, though, Nest is 
telling it how it is – it will save 
you money and independent 
stats prove it. In fact, the Nest 
Thermostat should pay for 
itself with the savings clawed 
back in just two years. It seems 
a bit of a no-brainer, regardless 
of the size of your home.

$145 The estimated average 
savings per year from fitting a 
Nest Thermostat

2 The number of years 
it takes for the Nest 
Thermostat to pay for itself

10-12% The average 
amount Nest Thermostat can 

save you on heating

15% The amount the Nest 
Thermostat could save you on 
cooling your home

Source: Energy Savings from the Nest 
Learning Thermostat: Energy Bill Analysis 
Results, Nest Labs, Feb 2015

SAVE MONEY WITH 
SMARTER HEATING
Take the guesswork out of 
heating your home thanks 
to the Nest Thermostat

Setting-up
Seriously, this is the first 

step. It’s not a trick! Much 
like a dedicated stalker, the 
Nest Thermostat observes 
and learns your behaviour. 

Then it will actually set 
scheduled temperatures 

over time with Auto-
Schedule. That could be all 

you need to do

Off out
If you leave the house 
unexpectedly without 

changing the setting on the 
Nest, it will turn itself down 

automatically to save energy. 
If your routine sees you 

leave the house at a regular 
time, Auto-Away will turn 

itself down as quickly as 30 
minutes after

It’s four years and three generations since the original 
Nest Learning Thermostat came along and the 
market has certainly warmed to it. It learns what kind 

of temperatures you like the rooms in your house to be, 

will tell you when you’re being energy-efficient and, 

of course, can be controlled and monitored 

via a smartphone app. Its smart approach 

has saved lots of people lots of money 

(by all accounts, up to 12 per cent 

on heating and 15 per cent on 

cooling) and now Google, since 

acquiring Nest Labs in 2014, 

has released a third-generation 

Nest Learning Thermostat with 

‘Farsight’; a simple feature 

that lights the display up 

whenever you sashay into 

the room.

Thinking ahead
If you’ve just found out you’ll be working 

late and you want to return home to a snug 
abode rather than a freezing cold cave, 

you can use the Nest app or even log into 
your Nest account online to tweak the 

temperatures. No more warming the home 
for someone who isn’t there

Mounting 
the Nest Thermostat
If you need your Nest to be mobile 
or can’t wall-mount it for any 
reason, a simple clock stand 
option is available 

Nest Cam 
Cost: £159 | $199
Keep an eye on your home with 
the Nest Cam, which enables you 
to view rooms while you’re away 
from the house. It does the looking 
and listening for you, too. Its motion, 
sound and infrared sensitive systems 
will send you alerts and even let you 
speak via its integrated mic
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Thermostat should pay for 
itself with the savings clawed 
back in just two years. It seems 
a bit of a no-brainer, regardless 
of the size of your home.

$145 The estimated average 
savings per year from fitting a 
Nest Thermostat

2 The number of years 
it takes for the Nest 
Thermostat to pay for itself

10-12% 
amount Nest Thermostat can 

save you on heating

15% The amount the Nest 
Thermostat could save you on 
cooling your home

Source: Energy Savings from the Nest 
Learning Thermostat: Energy Bill Analysis 
Results, Nest Labs, Feb 2015

you need to do minutes after
Nest Learning Thermostat came along and the 
market has certainly warmed to it. It learns what kind 

of temperatures you like the rooms in your house to be, 

will tell you when you’re being energy-efficient and, 

of course, can be controlled and monitored 

via a smartphone app. Its smart approach 

has saved lots of people lots of money 

(by all accounts, up to 12 per cent 

on heating and 15 per cent on 

cooling) and now Google, since 

acquiring Nest Labs in 2014, 

has released a third-generation 

Nest Learning Thermostat with 

‘Farsight’; a simple feature 

that lights the display up 

whenever you sashay into 

the room.

Thinking ahead
If you’ve just found out you’ll be working If you’ve just found out you’ll be working If you’ve just found out you’ll be working 

late and you want to return home to a snug late and you want to return home to a snug late and you want to return home to a snug 
abode rather than a freezing cold cave, abode rather than a freezing cold cave, abode rather than a freezing cold cave, 

you can use the Nest app or even log into you can use the Nest app or even log into you can use the Nest app or even log into 
your Nest account online to tweak the your Nest account online to tweak the your Nest account online to tweak the 

temperatures. No more warming the home temperatures. No more warming the home temperatures. No more warming the home 
for someone who isn’t therefor someone who isn’t there

Mounting Mounting 
the Nest Thermostatthe Nest Thermostatthe Nest Thermostat
If you need your Nest to be mobile If you need your Nest to be mobile If you need your Nest to be mobile 
or can’t wall-mount it for any or can’t wall-mount it for any 
reason, a simple clock stand reason, a simple clock stand 
option is available option is available 

Nest Cam Nest Cam 
Cost: £159 | $199Cost: £159 | $199
Keep an eye on your home with Keep an eye on your home with 
the Nest Cam, which enables you the Nest Cam, which enables you 
to view rooms while you’re away to view rooms while you’re away 
from the house. It does the looking from the house. It does the looking from the house. It does the looking 
and listening for you, too. Its motion, and listening for you, too. Its motion, and listening for you, too. Its motion, 
sound and infrared sensitive systems sound and infrared sensitive systems sound and infrared sensitive systems 
will send you alerts and even let you will send you alerts and even let you will send you alerts and even let you 
speak via its integrated micspeak via its integrated mic

Nest Learning 
Thermostat

£249 | $249
nest.com

A smart thermostat that learns 
which temperatures you prefer 
at which time of day. It is 

convenient, it is efficient and 
it will most likely save you a 

bunch of money.



At last, after years of trigger-happy, dumb 
smoke alarms screeching false alarms until 
your ears bleed, there’s a smart option. The 

Nest Protect smoke and carbon monoxide 

alarm combines these two vital services in a 

reasonably priced and intelligent package. It 

has a yellow and red alert status that sounds 

an alarm and tells you precisely which room 

the most dangerous levels of smoke or 

carbon monoxide is in, via text and voice 

alert. Naturally, the alarm can be deactivated 

from your smart handheld and it’ll also save a 

log of all events.

01 Install the app
You’ll need to download the free app 

from iTunes or Google Play first, then set up a 
Nest account before you do anything else. 

02 Get 
connected

The app will guide you 
through the process of 
connecting the alarm 
system to the internet 
and to any other Nest 
Protect alarms you have. 

03 Test the 
alarm

After you’ve added 
the Nest alarm to your 
account and before 
you install the alarm 
in the room of your 
choice, push the Nest 
button at the centre 
to test it. 

PROTECT YOUR 
FAMILY WITH A 
SMART SMOKE 
ALARM

Nest Protect

£89 | $99
nest.com

A super-brainy smoke detector 
controlled from your smart 
device that tells you where the 
source of the emergency is. 

In addition to smoke, it alerts 
you to dangerous carbon 

monoxide levels.

INSTALL SMART 
RADIATOR VALVES

WORKS WITH NEST

Energenie Mi|Home Hub & Heating Pack 
£169.99 | energenie4u.co.uk
If there’s one thing we love, it’s saving energy. It explains our 
fondness for being lazy (we’re saving energy, see?). This doesn’t 
just apply for morning lie-ins either – the Energenie4U Radiator 
Valves essential work as remote controls for your radiator, with 
daily programmes to maximise savings and an automatic valve 
maintenance cycle to stop your radiator from seizing up.

Petnet 
SmartFeeder
Use this to make 
sure your pet’s still 
get their chow when 
you’re away. Nest 
Cam will send you a 
snapshot when your 
friend eats from the 
SmartFeeder. 

Whirlpool 
washing 
machine
If Nest Thermostat 
notices you’re out, 
it will switch your 
Whirlpool to Refresh 
mode, so your 
clothes stay fresh 
and wrinkle-free.

Mimo 
Monitor
When the Mimo 
onesie senses your 
baby is warm, Nest 
Thermostat will turn 
down heat. If Mimo 
senses your baby 
waking, it alerts you 
through Nest Cam.

Mercedes-
Benz
Your Mercedes 
will alert the Nest 
Thermostat when 
you’re a few streets 
away, so it can get 
to work heating the 
house up, ready for 
your arrival. 

Beep Dial
Beep connects your 
old hi-fi to the Wi-Fi 
network, but will 
silence the music 
when Nest Protect 
sounds it alarm. A 
great alert by itself.

Philips Hue
When Nest Cam 
senses motion 
when you’re away, it 
will turn your Philips 
Hue lights on and off 
as if you’re rattling 
about at home.

IFTTT
Nest works well 
with the popular 
automation app, 
enabling you 
to set up better 
connections with 
apps and devices. 

Misfit Shine
Wear this fitness 
tracker in bed and 
it will tell the Nest 
Thermostat to start 
warming up the 
house before you 
wake up.

Misfit Shine

The 

Nest Protect smoke and carbon monoxide 

alarm combines these two vital services in a 

reasonably priced and intelligent package. It 

has a yellow and red alert status that sounds 

an alarm and tells you precisely which room 

alert. Naturally, the alarm can be deactivated 

from your smart handheld and it’ll also save a 

You’ll need to download the free app 
from iTunes or Google Play first, then set up a 

02 
The app will guide you 
through the process of 
connecting the alarm 
system to the internet 
and to any other Nest 
Protect alarms you have. 
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Whirlpool 
washing 
machine
If Nest Thermostat 
notices you’re out, 
it will switch your 
Whirlpool to Refresh 
mode, so your 
clothes stay fresh 
and wrinkle-free.

silence the music 
when Nest Protect 
sounds it alarm. A 
great alert by itself.

Home hub
While the smart valves 
attach to your radiators, 
the hub coordinates 
their efforts



In your 
trouser pocket
Count your steps and 

calories in your day-to-
day routine

On medicine 
you take daily

Mother can let you 
know when and if to 

take your pills

On stuff you don’t 
want touched

Find out if someone else 
has been putting their 
hands in the cookie jar 

MONITOR 
EVERYTHING 
WITH SMART 
COOKIES

The concept of this smart home device is that it 
should learn to live with us and our habits, rather 
than the other way around. Sen.se Mother, plus its 

four motion cookies, will monitor just about anything 

you do and send you alerts. Say, for example, you 

want to make sure you’re drinking enough water. 

Attach a cookie to your water glass, set a period 

between drinks and Mother will buzz your smart 

device if the motion cookie isn’t activated. Or place 

one in your pocket and Mother will act like a step 

counter, monitoring your movement and counting 

calories during the day. The motion cookies can be 

affixed to just about anything, detecting the presence 

of other objects and people as well as changes in 

temperature, so you’re only really limited in their use by 

your own imagination.

Turns out that Mother really 
might know best 

Stay hydrated
Today’s busy working lifestyle means it’s 

easy to neglect your water intake. But attach 
a cookie to your water filter and Mother will 

remind you when your next drink is due

The hub
Mother’s eyes will 
glow when activated, 
in any colour of your 
choice. Eerie

On stuff you don’t On stuff you don’t 
want touched

Find out if someone else 
has been putting their 
hands in the cookie jar 

You can expand 
Mother’s family with 
extra cookies, which 
can be bought in packs 
of four 

Mother has a myriad of its own 
apps for the most common 
activities, with a Senseboard 

interface that displays the day’s 
data from all the cookies

Sen.se Mother

£245 | $299
sen.se

The Mother hub and its family 
of cookies can monitor and 
track data for all sorts of daily 
activities, relaying updates and 

alerts to a tablet, mobile or 
desktop device connected 

to the network. 

WHERE 
COULD 
YOU STICK A COOKIE?

On your coffee 
machine

Measure your coffee 
intake by monitoring 

the temperature

On your 
front door

It will tell you if and 
exactly when someone 
has entered your home

Under 
your pillow

The movement data can 
be used to show the 
quality of your sleep

Here are a few suggestions to get you started…

The sensor
Four ‘cookies’ can perform several 

functions, relaying data to Mother to 
within a 65-foot (20-metre) range
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Olympus Cameras

A new perspective.

Discover more: anewperspective.olympus.co.uk

What has continued to motivate us over the years? 
Outstanding innovation that generates new 
perspectives and new possibilities.
The new OM-D E-M10 Mark II features 
powerful 5-Axis Image Stabilisation 
delivering spectacularly clear and 
blur-free images in any situation 
– which you can then share instantly 
thanks to built-in Wi-Fi.



IS THIS THE 
BEST STEAK 
YOU’LL EVER EAT?

Whether it’s a succulent sirloin 
or tremendous T-bone, the 
OptiGrill will automatically 
detect temperature and 
thickness to surgically sear 
your meat

Steaks are a connoisseurs’ meal: whether they are 
cooked rare, medium or well done, the art is in keeping 
the meat succulent and juicy without spending an hour 
chewing on each piece. So Tefal’s OptiGrill is a godsend 
to even the most ham-fisted home chef, promising 
restaurant-quality steaks every time. The OptiGrill is a 
step up from its main competitor, the George Foreman 
Grill: it cooks more evenly, has a drip tray to remove 
the oil, can cook from frozen and sports six dedicated 
programmes for cooking different meats and fish. Never 
again will you have to wonder what’s for dinner: the 
OptiGrill has all the answers.

Cooking steak is all about working with 
temperatures to ensure the steak is 
browned on the outside and tender on 
the inside. The browning is the result of 
something called the Maillard reaction, 
which is a chemical process between 
the sugars and amino acids in the meat. 
For this, the temperature needs to be 
at least 180 degrees °C on the outside. 
Inside the steak, the temperatures can 
be lower, depending upon how you 

want your steak cooked: 55 degrees °C 
for rare, 63 degrees °C for medium or 
71 degrees °C for well done. The key 
here is when proteins in the meat called 
myosin and actin ‘denature’ and change 
shape. Myosin denatures between 49 
and 55 degrees °C, while actin denatures 
at around 66 degrees °C; so those who 
like their steaks rare or medium have 
a preference for when the myosin is 
denatured and the actin is not.

THE SCIENCE OF STEAKS
Rare
Internal temp: 55ºC
Myosin denatured

Medium
Internal temp: 63ºC
Myosin denatured

Well-done
Internal temp: 71ºC
Myosin and actin denatured
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Cooking 
level indicator

Tired of not having 
your steak cooked the 

way you like it? The 
OptiGrill’s cooking level 
indicator tells you how 

far it has got through 
the cooking process, 

with a beep and 
colour-coded LED 

to indicate rare, 
medium or 

well done

IS THIS THE

BEST STEAKBEST STEAK
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Cooking 
level indicator

Tired of not having 
your steak cooked the 

way you like it? The 
OptiGrill’s cooking level 
indicator tells you how 

far it has got through 
the cooking process, 

with a beep and 
colour-coded LED 

to indicate rare, 
medium or 

well doneAutomatic 
sensor cooking
Feeling hungry and fancy tackling that 8oz 
rump steak rather than the 6oz sirloin? The 
Automatic Cooking Sensor sports Tefal’s swish 
‘Precision Grilling Technology’ that measures 
the thickness of your steak and adapts the 
cooking time to suit it

Six cooking 
programmes

The OptiGrill is a multitasker; 
able to cook steaks, sausages, 

fish, bacon, burgers and 
chicken thanks to six handy 

cooking programmes 



“If I ordered this 
in a restaurant, 
I’d ask them to 
cook it a little 
more. Definitely 
underdone – more 
what I’d expect in a 
medium rare.”

Poppy
Likes her steaks:

Medium

“The texture inside 
didn’t feel cooked 
at all while the 
outside could 
have done with a 
lot more colour, it 
was much too pale 
for my liking.”

Newton
Likes his steaks:

Rare

Three steaks, cooked by the OptiGrill

Tefal OptiGrill

£150 | $250
tefal.com/Optigrill

An all-in-one table-top, fat-
reducing grill for cooking not 
only steaks but also burgers, 
bacon, chicken, fish and pretty 

much any other form of 
animal you could want to 

chomp down on.

Cooking steak with the OptiGrill

02 Automated 
cooking

Lazy cooks, rejoice! The OptiGrill 
does all the hard work so you 
don’t have to. The automatic 
sensor cooks the steak to 
the appropriate temperature 
depending on how thick it is. All 
you need to do is wait until the 
cooking-level indicator lets you 
know that it’s ready.

03 Quick and easy 
cleaning

The downside of a good meal: the 
washing up afterwards. Fear not 
though – the OptiGrill’s removable 
plates are simply wiped clean 
while a tray collects any dripping 
oil, meaning you’ll be back on the 
couch before the footie starts!

01 Cooking 
for the 

microwave 
generation
The OptiGrill is 
designed to make the 
microwave chef feel 
right at home. Switch 
it on, select what meat 
you are having from the 
six programme menu, 
press OK and then wait 
for it to cook!

THE STEAK TASTE-TEST

I’d ask them to 

more. Definitely 
underdone – more 
what I’d expect in a 
medium rare.”

more. Definitely 
underdone – more 
what I’d expect in a 

“Although it tasted 
great, I didn’t 
actually like the 
look of it, inside or 
out. I think it was 
a bit undercooked 
for a proper, well-
done steak.”

Matt
Likes his steaks:

Well done
at all while the 
outside could 
have done with a 
lot more colour, it 
was much too pale 
for my liking.”

at all while the 
Rare

at all while the 
outside could 
have done with a 
lot more colour, it 
was much too pale 
for my liking.”

I’d ask them to 
cook it a little 
more. Definitely 
underdone – more 
what I’d expect in a 
medium rare.”

at all while the 
outside could 
have done with a 
lot more colour, it 
was much too pale 
for my liking.”
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Large 
cooking 
surface
The OptiGrill is 
a beast, sporting 
a 600cm square 
cooking area 
(for three or four 
pieces of meat) and 
weighing 6kg 

Removable
hot plates
The OptiGrill’s removable 
plates lift straight out and 
make cleaning up 
very simple

Cook from frozen
So your other half told you to 
get the steaks out of the freezer 
and defrosted before they 
get home that evening. You 
hear the car pulling up in the 
drive and remember there was 
something you had to do. Don’t 
panic! The OptiGrill’s defrost 
setting will have those steaks 
ready to cook in no time



We all need our daily dose of 
caffeine in the morning, but 
many people don’t realise that 
you can make yourself that 
perfect, steaming cup of coffee 
just the way you like it… in 
your own home. There’s a way 
to get your ideal cup on every 
budget, too – you don’t have to 

import some crazy Italian-made 
coffee-shop machine just to 
get the most out of your beans. 
But different devices yield very 
different results, and we’re here 
to clarify exactly which gadget 
will deliver what kind of coffee – 
from a short, sharp espresso to 
the ever-impressive latte heart.

Nespresso 
Gran Maestria

£479.99 | $699
nespresso.com

George Clooney’s favourite, 
Nespresso machines use pods 
of pre-ground coffee to make 

easy espressos in less than a 
minute. This model comes 

with a milk frother.

Proof you don’t have to hit 
the high street to get the 
most of your java

YOU’RE 
MAKING

WRONG

YOU’RE 
MAKING

WRONG

Brewing coffee is a scientific process: 
when you push water through ground 
beans, you dissolve soluble flavours 
into the water, and the end result is 
affected by many factors, such as the 
ratio of coffee to water that’s passed 
through it, the amount of coffee that 
actually gets dissolved into the brew, 
the weight of the coffee in the brewer. 
This is why you get such varied tastes 
and consistencies from different 
machines. It is also the explanation of 
why an AeroPress can provide such 
good espresso in a relatively small 
machine, and also how the Nespresso 
machines can consistently deliver an 
even, measured brew.

HOW COFFEE 
GETS ITS FLAVOUR

Coarse FineCoffee grind size

1 min

2 min

3 min

4 min

5 min

E
xt
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French press Drip coffee machine

Chemex

Nespresso

AeroPress

Espresso machine
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AeroPress

£20.99 | $29.95
aeropress.com

A manually powered filter, the 
AeroPress produces espresso-
strength concentrations that 
can be measured out one cup 

at a time. Great for travelling 
coffee connoisseurs, it 

requires little to set up.

Sage by Heston 
Blumenthal the 
Barista Express

£549.99 | $599.99
sageappliances.co.uk

This coffee shop-quality 
machine comes with a 
steamer for professional milk 

preparation, and can adapt 
to any type of coffee.

AND THE REST
For iced coffee
This hourglass-shaped coffee maker 
filters water through the beans, 
doing nothing to affect the flavour 
of the brew as the filtration process 
occurs. We recommend this for iced 
coffee – the purity of the machine 
works well with cold brews and 
simple Americanos.
Chemex Classic 
Three Cup Classic
£35.32/$36.93
chemexcoffeemaker.com

For perfect grinds
If you’re going for the AeroPress or 
another smaller method of making 
coffee, this Burr grinder will enable 
you to process your own beans, 
making them as course or as fine as 
you’d like.

De’Longhi KG79 Burr Grinder
£49.99/$69.95
delonghi.com

For the commuter
For the travelling coffee connoisseur, 
the Minipresso machine lets you 
prepare properly processed shots 
of coffee on the go; perfect for 
commutes or trips away.

Minipresso
£48.00/$59.00
wacaco.com
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The Barista Express offers the 
best cup of coffee you could 
want – no matter what kind of 
brew you’re after. Yes, it does 

take longer than an AeroPress or 

a Nespresso, but the control you 

have over the brewing process 

is a worthwhile trade-off. From 

selecting the ideal size of your 

grind to texturing the milk so it’s 

just right for you, a barista-style 

machine is the perfect accessory 

for anyone looking to drink a 

personalised coffee.

MAKE THE 
PERFECT 

CAPPUCCINO

01 Grind the beans
The ‘conical burr’ grinder 

will turn the beans into the ground 
coffee that water is filtered through 
to create your drink. As a rule, fine 
grinds allow for the most water to 
pass through – go too coarse and 
you lose a lot of flavour.

02 Tamp the coffee
Untamped coffee is three 

times the volume of what you 
should have in a coffee machine 
basket – therefore it’s important 
that you tamp the coffee properly. 
A compact coffee puck will filter 
much better than a loose one.

03 Pull the 
espresso

Depending on your 
preferred strength, you 
can choose to hit one or 
two shots of coffee from 
the machine. If water 
pressure is too low, water 
flows too quickly through 
the coffee and you won’t 
get good crema/flavour. 
Too much pressure 
produces mottled and 
uneven flavours. 

04 Steam 
the milk

A steamer is the most 
versatile method of 
preparing milk – you 
can ‘texture’ the milk 
to your tastes, aerating 
it first and swirling 
it in the dispenser 
afterwards to create a 
smooth, even liquid that 
can create ‘latte art’ on 
the coffee’s surface. 

Making an espresso with AeroPress 
will take no more than one minute. 
Because this process (and the 
temperature to which you need 
to boil the water) is lower than 
conventional methods, an AeroPress 
coffee produces a lower acid level 
in the final brew (less than one fifth 
of a regular drip brew). That, plus 
the easy cleaning and its general 
user-friendly attitude, means the 
AeroPress offers the best value for 
money of any of the methods here.

Make a perfect 
co� ee in less 

than 60 seconds

01 Prepare the filter
Wet the reuseable paper filter and 

apply it to the inside of the plastic alloy 
strainer – this is where the coffee brew will 
be pushed through into the cup.

0 0 0 00 0

02 Dispense the coffee
Use the provided scoop to fill the 

AeroPress chamber with ground coffee – one 
scoop is the equivalent of two 30ml servings (or 
two espressos).

0 0 0 10 0

“This is the best barista coffee you 
can get in your own home – the 
options you have to alter all the 

variables of your own coffee 
make the best choice for 

any kind of bean”

TASTE

058 you’ve been making 
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Nespresso machines are 
perfect for quick, high-quality 
espressos but might leave 
fans of cappuccinos or lattes 
wanting more, especially 
the models that don’t have 
milk frothers. The coffee 

pods themselves provide 

the best-tasting preground 

coffee on the market, but 

having limited kinds of beans 

or roasts available might put 

adventurous drinkers off. In 

terms of no-mess, no-fuss 

coffee, though, Nespresso 

comes out on top: you’re 

effectively getting restaurant-

quality drinks from the press 

of a single button and a very 

aesthetically friendly machine.

HOW A NESPRESSO 
MACHINE WORKS

03 Decant the water
Don’t let your kettle boil fully, but about 

four fifths of the full cycle. Slowly, pour in the 
water and submerge the grind. As the beans are 
covered in water, more flavour is released.

0 0 0 20 0

04 Stir, rest and push
Agitate the solution to release more 

of the flavour, then let the coffee settle. This 
enables the taste to mature in the chamber for 
that strong espresso flavour.

0 0 0 30 0

05 Push the plunger
After a little less than a minute, push 

the plunger down, forcing the water through 
the coffee under pressure, creating a level 
espresso in the cup.

0 0 0 50 5

01 Insert the pod
Select a flavoured pod for your coffee 

– the machine will pierce the foil in a grid-
like way and then force high-pressure water 
through the pod. This method extracts the 
flavoured grounds on the way through.

02 Heat the water
The heating element inside the machine 

will kick in, and the water will start to be pumped 
through it, heading for a specialised needle near 
the top of the machine to increase the pressure 
before it passes through the pod.

03 Add some pressure
Nespresso machines 

work at only one-to-two bars of 
atmospheric pressure (less than a 
typical espresso machine’s eight-
to-15 times atmospheric pressure). 
It can achieve using less thanks to 
a special air compressor.

04 Pouring the coffee
The now hot and highly-

pressured water will pass through 
the pod, like water would in 
an espresso machine. A hole is 
pierced in the top of the pod to 
pass water through, and the filter 
paper on the ‘lid’ stops any of the 
grounds from escaping.

“AeroPress coffee is tastier than 
other methods of brewing, because 

the filtration method is kinder on 
the coffee. It lacks the crema, 

though, so won’t deliver a 
perfect espresso.”

TASTE

“The varieties of coffee that come 
with Nespresso are the best when 

it comes to variation, but the 
predetermined serving sizes 

could put you off if you 
prefer stronger 

coffee.”

TASTE
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The Retron 5 brings 
vintage videogames to 
your big-screen TV
Hyperkin’s exciting hybrid console enables 
you to play all those classic games that have 
been taking up space in your loft or spare 
room. Instead of having to own the original 

console, this clever device will enable you 

to play NES, SNES, Mega Drive, Game Boy, 

Game Boy Advance and Game Boy Color 

games. You can even play Master System 

games with the correct adapter.

In addition to being incredibly versatile, 

the Retron 5 is also perfect for using on new 

TVs (old consoles suffer due to their low 

resolutions), making it an essential device 

for those who don’t want to 

clutter their rooms with all sorts 

of different systems. It might be 

ugly to look at, but it’s amazing 

at what it offers and comes 

highly recommended.

The Retron 5 brings 
vintage videogames to 
your big-screen TVyour big-screen TV
Hyperkin’s exciting hybrid console enables Hyperkin’s exciting hybrid console enables 
you to play all those classic games that have you to play all those classic games that have 
been taking up space in your loft or spare been taking up space in your loft or spare been taking up space in your loft or spare been taking up space in your loft or spare 
room. Instead of having to own the original  Instead of having to own the original  Instead of having to own the original 

console, this clever device will enable you console, this clever device will enable you 

to play NES, SNES, Mega Drive, Game Boy, to play NES, SNES, Mega Drive, Game Boy, 

Game Boy Advance and Game Boy Color Game Boy Advance and Game Boy Color 

games. You can even play Master System games. You can even play Master System 

games with the correct adapter.

In addition to being incredibly versatile, In addition to being incredibly versatile, 

the Retron 5 is also perfect for using on new the Retron 5 is also perfect for using on new 

TVs (old consoles suffer due to their low TVs (old consoles suffer due to their low 

resolutions), making it an essential device resolutions), making it an essential device 

for those who don’t want to for those who don’t want to 

clutter their rooms with all sorts clutter their rooms with all sorts 

of different systems. It might be of different systems. It might be of different systems. It might be 

ugly to look at, but it’s amazing ugly to look at, but it’s amazing ugly to look at, but it’s amazing 

at what it offers and comes at what it offers and comes at what it offers and comes 

highly recommended.highly recommended.

The joypad
The Retron 5’s 
weakest link; while 
it can be used 
for games, you’re 
best off navigating 
menus with it

Amazingly 
versatile
The Retron 5 can also handle Mega 
Drive, NES and SNES joypads, with all 
pads being interchangeable

Cheater’s paradise 
In addition to adding homebrew 
games, an SD card lets users add 
various cheats or call up existing 
save states

HDMI goodness
The output of the Retron 5 
is razor-sharp, ensuring that 
your old games will look 
amazing on modern TVs

5 LAST 
CONSOLE

YOU’LL EVER NEED

REASONS WHY THIS IS THE

Region free
While some ports can be a little 
tight, the ability to play games 
from all regions is insanely good
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Retron 5

£129.99 | $199.03
funstock.co,uk

A brand-new system designed 
to play the classics of old on 
your shiny big-screen TV. It’s 
time to drag out all of your old 

games, plug in your cart and 
you’re ready to go. Vintage 

game nirvana.

IT PLAYS ORIGINAL GAMES FROM ALL THESE…

Nintendo Game Boy
Despite competing with a suddenly 
busy handheld market in the early 

Nineties, Game Boy emerged triumphant by 
some distance thanks to its incredible battery 
life and the huge popularity of Tetris.
Top three to play… 
1. Tetris
2. Pokémon Red & Blue
3. Donkey Kong

5

Sega Mega Drive/
Genesis
Sega’s console was a huge 

success in the United States and 
Europe, as Sega brought its arcade 
games and arcade knowhow to the 
living room for an affordable price.
Top three to play… 
1. Streets Of Rage 2
2. Sonic The Hedgehog 2
3. Golden Axe

1

Super Nintendo 
Entertainment 
System

The main rival to Sega’s Mega Drive 
in the Nineties, SNES had a fantastic 
library of games from its own titles 
like Super Mario World to third-party 
games like Final Fantasy VI.
Top three to play… 
1. Super Mario Kart
2. F-Zero
3. Street Fighter II Turbo

2
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busy handheld market in the early busy handheld market in the early 
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2. Pokémon Red & Blue2. Pokémon Red & Blue
3. Donkey Kong3. Donkey Kong
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Sega Mega Drive/
Genesis
Sega’s console was a huge 

success in the United States and success in the United States and 
Europe, as Sega brought its arcade Europe, as Sega brought its arcade 
games and arcade knowhow to the games and arcade knowhow to the 
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Top three to play…Top three to play…
1. Streets Of Rage 21. Streets Of Rage 2
2. Sonic The Hedgehog 22. Sonic The Hedgehog 2
3. Golden Axe3. Golden Axe

1

Super Nintendo 
Entertainment 
System

The main rival to Sega’s Mega Drive 
in the Nineties, SNES had a fantastic 
library of games from its own titles 
like Super Mario World to third-party Super Mario World to third-party Super Mario World
games like Final Fantasy VI.
Top three to play…
1. Super Mario Kart1. Super Mario Kart
2. F-Zero
3. Street Fighter II Turbo

2
Nintendo 
Entertainment 
System

One of the most influential bits of 
hardware ever made, the NES helped 
the games industry recover following 
its crash in 1983 thanks to its low 
price and fantastic games.
Top three to play… 
1. Super Mario Bros.
2. Contra
3. Punch-Out

3
Nintendo 
Game Boy 
Advance

When Nintendo injected more muscle 
and power into its Game Boy line, the 
result was the Game Boy Advance, 
which allowed for more complicated 
and in-depth games to be played 
while on the move.
Top three to play… 
1. Pokémon Ruby & Sapphire
2. Advance Wars
3. Castlevania: Aria of Sorrow

4

“ It might be ugly 
to look at, but it’s 
amazing at what it o� ers”

All original
The Retron lets you play the original 
carts, using the original joypads, but 

on your big-screen TV
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Capture point of view video
These covert recording glasses are the perfect cover 
for when you want to document what you’re doing. 
The glasses take microSD cards up to 32GB, so you 
can pack in plenty of video, and the tiny camera is 
so discreet that you would struggle to find it even if 
you were looking. The best part is that, unlike some 
video glasses, these beauties are slim and small 
enough to pass for real glasses.

Reading Glasses with 720p Video Camera 
£180 / $322.20 | spycatcheronline.com

Record sneaky 
photos and video
Bond was famous for his watches, 
and while this one might not 
contain a grappling hook or a bug 
scanner, it does offer some pretty 
awesome tech. The face contains 
a tiny pinhole camera; combined 
with the microphone on the side 
of the watch you can record video, 
audio or photographs using the 
buttons on the side. The built-in 
4GB of storage and battery offers 
almost two hours of recording. Oh, 
and it tells the time, too.

Spy Watch 4GB
£79.95 
Red5.com

Sound-activated 
recording
This BIC-style lighter actually hides 
an incredible secret – in the base 
of the lighter is a camera that can 
record high-resolution video and 
still images. Activated with a click 
of the igniter button, the camera 
will instantly capture to a microSD 
card to view later. But its best trick 
is a sound-activated recording 
function – leave it in a room and if 
it detects a sound over 65 decibels 
it will automatically record for 
three minutes.

Lighter Hidden Camera/DVR
£99 / $177.21 
spycatcheronline.com

Scraper

Screwdriver Wire strippers

File

Saw blades

Knife blades

Tweezers

UNDER 
COVER

fi ve gadgets hidden in 
everyday objects

UNDER 
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Hide your secrets
Keeping data safe, and handing it off to 
other agents, is a tricky job. But with the 
covert Spy Coin, all you need to do is save 
the information on a microSD card, place 
it inside the hollow coin (which opens with 
a few taps) and hand it to your contact. It 
looks exactly like a real pound coin (there 
are also other currencies), so no suspicions 
would be raised as you pay for a drink 
given to you by an undercover agent.

Spy Coins
$33.00 | spy-coins.com

A toolbox in a pen
Bond’s arsenal has included more pens than we 
get through in a year, but now that we’ve got a 
12-in-1 Multi-tool Pen, we don’t think we’ll ever 
need another. This bad boy offers everything 
you could need for a mission including 
screwdrivers, cutting blades, wire strippers and 
a file. There’s even a sawblade, which is perfect 
for when you need to cut your hands free after 
being tethered to a lion’s cage, or something 
equally as terrifying.

12-in-1 Multi-tool Pen
£9.99 / $15.29 | firebox.com

No spy arsenal would be complete 
without an unhackable phone. While 
Sony pay for the privilege of having Bond 
use the Xperia Z5 smartphone in Spectre, 
the Blackphone 2 is the phone 007 would 
really use in the field.

Made by Geneva-based security 
firm Silent Circle, this new Android 
smartphone is built from the ground up 
to maximise privacy and ensure it can’t be 
hacked. It offers encrypted peer-to-peer 

phone calls and ‘Silent Text’ messaging 
so no one can eavesdrop on your 
conversations, while the Security Center 
feature allows you to control how much 
of your personal data apps can use on a 
case-by-case basis.

The Blackphone 2 can also be wiped 
remotely and Silent Circle has committed 
to fixing bugs and issuing updates within 
72 hours of discovery.

THE PHONE THAT’S
UNHACKABLE

Hide your secrets
Keeping data safe, and handing it off to 
other agents, is a tricky job. But with the 
covert Spy Coin, all you need to do is save 
the information on a microSD card, place 
it inside the hollow coin (which opens with 
a few taps) and hand it to your contact. It 
looks exactly like a real pound coin (there 
are also other currencies), so no suspicions 
would be raised as you pay for a drink 
given to you by an undercover agent.

spy-coins.com

really use in the field.
Made by Geneva-based security 

firm Silent Circle, this new Android 
smartphone is built from the ground up 
to maximise privacy and ensure it can’t be 
hacked. It offers encrypted peer-to-peer 

case-by-case basis.
The Blackphone 2 can also be wiped 

remotely and Silent Circle has committed 
to fixing bugs and issuing updates within 
72 hours of discovery.

Smart 
networking
The Blackphone 2 
offers smarter Wi-Fi, 
to stop you from 
joining unsecure 
networks that could 
compromise your 
security

Silent phone
The Blackphone offers its 
own audio call system that 
is entirely encrypted for 
extra security

Security Center
The phone is set up with the 
highest level of security out of 
the box, but your security settings 
can be entirely customised in the 
Security Center

Spaces
The Blackphone divides the 
user interface into Spaces, 
and each Space is kept 
entirely quarantined. This 
means you can have a social 
space and a work space, and 
neither one can access the 
information in the other

Blackphone 2

£648 | $799
silentcircle.com

A security-heavy smartphone 
that encrypts your data. The 
phone ensures you never use 
an unsecure connection, gives 

you security options and is 
used by genuine agents 

around the world. 

Silent OS
The security software 

in the Blackphone 
was developed by 

Phil Zimmerman, the 
founder of PGP. His 

company developed the 
software used by Edward 

Snowden, so you know 
it’s pretty damn secure
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Watch them in the dark
If you need to do more than just watch 
someone, the Seek Thermal XR is the perfect 
companion. It plugs into your iPhone or 
Android smartphone and offers thermal 
imaging through its associated app. You can 
record footage or simply watch people using 
just their heat. You can even see if someone 
has just left a seat, or whether a computer 
has recently been switched off, making it the 

perfect way to detect 
when intruders have 
been about.
Seek Thermal 
Compact XR 
£259 / $299
amazon.com

Listen in from long range
This takes your standard listening operation 
to a whole new level. Plug in the included 
headphones and point the Biodish in the 
direction of your target to get clear sounds 
from a long distance. A built-in magnoculor 
enables you to watch as well as listen, while 
a recording function lets you save up to 12 
seconds of audio for playback later. With a 
range of up to 100 metres, this is ideal for 
those stakeouts from further afield.
BioDish-1000
$89.99
internationalspyshop.com

Stay in contact
When you’re watching and listening to a target, 
you could soon find yourself with your hands 
full of equipment. To help with this problem, 
the Moto Hint is an incredibly small Bluetooth 
headset that slips into your ear, exactly like in 
the spy movies. It’s not completely invisible, 
but it’s small enough that you can use it 
without drawing much attention. For a stake-
out, it’s the perfect accessory thanks to the 
recharging pod built in its case. 
Moto Hint
£99.99 / $129.99
motorola.com

Stay in contact
When you’re watching and listening to a target, 

How distance 
listening works
The satellite dish-style device 
focuses sounds from a long 
distance onto a microphone at the 
centre of the dish. This sound is 
then pumped into the connected 
headphones for clear listening

How thermal imaging works
Hot objects, including humans, emit heat in 
the form of infrared light. The Seek camera 
picks up this light and creates an image on 
the phone’s screen

EYES AND EARS
Cool surveillance tech

Stop enemy agents 
from listening in
When you don’t want your 
conversation to be overheard, 
one of these Smartphone 
Encryptors is a must-have. The 
device plugs into your smartphone’s 
headphone jack and converts your 
conversation into analogue noise that is 
completely inaudible to humans. This is 
then transmitted to your recipient – who will 
also need one of the devices – to decrypt 
the signal. It works with any number on any 
network, and can even encrypt calls from 
everyday apps like Skype.
Smartphone Encryptor
£348 / $622.92 | spycatcheronline.com

Stop enemy agents 
from listening in
When you don’t want your 
conversation to be overheard, 
one of these Smartphone 
Encryptors is a must-have. The 
device plugs into your smartphone’s 
headphone jack and converts your 
conversation into analogue noise that is 
completely inaudible to humans. This is 
then transmitted to your recipient – who will 
also need one of the devices – to decrypt 
the signal. It works with any number on any 

Compact XR 
£259 / $299
amazon.com

When you’re watching and listening to a target, 
you could soon find yourself with your hands 
full of equipment. To help with this problem, 
the Moto Hint is an incredibly small Bluetooth 
headset that slips into your ear, exactly like in 
the spy movies. It’s not completely invisible, 

without drawing much attention. For a stake-
out, it’s the perfect accessory thanks to the 

When you’re watching and listening to a target, 
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Night 
and day

The two buttons 
found on the top 

offer some simple 
options – one will 

turn the goggles 
on, while the other 

will activate the 
IR sensor

Zoom
This pair of binoculars offers 
an extra set of lenses that 
can clip onto 
the front for 
increased 
magnification

Filtered
The high-grade image 

intensifier tubes are colour 
and gain optimised so every 
image is as clear as possible

Light it up
The IR illuminator on the front of 
the goggles fires infrared light at 

the surroundings. Find out 
how it works below!

Dual magnification, the ability 
to offer vision in total darkness, 
wrap-around eyecups and 

a supergrippy ABS plastic 
bodyshell make these a 

vital spy tool. 

Yukon Tracker RX 
2x24/3.5x42

£509.95
thomasjacks.co.uk

Bond’s gadget selection has included all kinds of 
useful eyewear, from X-ray sunglasses to specs 
that remotely detonated a bomb. These night-

vision goggles might not be as compact as the 

fictional gadgets from the Q Branch, but they are 

powerful. A lens converter offers dual magnification 

options with minimal effort, making this pair perfect 

for long-distance viewing. An IR illuminator on the 

front of the goggles provides enough infrared light 

to enable the goggles to see in low-light or total 

darkness, making these the perfect addition to your 

gadget collection. Let’s put it this way: if Bond was 

heading into Russia to track Blofeld at night, this 

would be the first piece of kit on his wish list. 

HOW NIGHT 
VISION WORKS

The conversion
These image-enhancement goggles 
use a photocathode to turn the 
protons (which enter the goggles as 
infrared light) into electrons 

Duplication
The electrons then hit a 
high-voltage microchannel 
plate, which multiplies them 
many times

The magic 
The electrons then hit a screen coated in 
phosphorus, and as they collide with it the 
electrons excite the phosphorus, releasing 
photons that glow green

The result 
Because the electrons were multiplied, the 
image is much brighter than you can see 
with your naked eye, giving you excellent 
night vision

AFTER NIGHTFALL
INSIDE THE TRACKER RX

069Spy kit



3. LIVE AND LET DIE
Bug detector
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
SG5 Wideband Digital Bug Detector 
Price £110 / $196.90 Website spycatcheronline.com
Perform routine sweeps of your rooms for listening 
devices with this little detector.

7. THE WORLD IS NOT ENOUGH
Bagpipe flamethrower
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal No
Bagpipe flamethrower
Price N/A Website N/A
Anyone who has visited Edinburgh has seen a street 
performer with a set of home-made flaming bagpipes!

2. ON HER MAJESTY’S SECRET SERVICE
Compact camera
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
GoPro Hero
Price £109.00 / $129.99 Website gopro.com
This cheap but powerful wearable camera takes five-
megapixel snaps and is ultracompact.

6. GOLDENEYE
Digital binoculars
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
Sony Cyber-shot DSC-WX220 Camera
Price £139 / $199.99 Website sony.com
A 10x zoom and Wi-Fi make this a close equivalent of 
Bond’s binoculars.

10. SKYFALL
Radio transmitter
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
Walkie Talkies Stealth
Price £24.95 Website Red5.co.uk
These compact radios may not have the range of 
Bond’s, but they’re still cool.

1. GOLDFINGER
Car GPS
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
Garmin nuvi 52LM 5” Sat Nav
Price £109.99 / $149.99 Website garmin.com
Bond’s car GPS was revolutionary at the time – now 
it’s just very useful.

5. A VIEW TO A KILL
Snooper
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
I Spy Tank
Price £77.77/$99.81 Website robotshop.com
You can control this little robot with your iPhone or 
iPad, snap photos and record video.

9. QUANTUM OF SOLACE
Quantum earpiece
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
Moto Hint
Price £99.99/$129.99 Website motorola.com
Motorola’s discreet earpiece will let you listen in; it’s 
getting invited to the conference call that’s tricky.

4. OCTOPUSSY
Seiko T001-5019 Video Watch
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
LG Watch Urbane
Price £259.99 / $349.99 Website amazon.com
This LG smartwatch can control your smartphone’s 
camera to record live video.

8. DIE ANOTHER DAY
Virtual combat training simulator
Real Life Equivalent Yes Legal Yes
Google Cardboard Kit
Price £8.99/$16.99 Website amazon.com
A cardboard smartphone mount lets you experience 
virtual reality on a budget.

BOND 
IN REAL 

LIFE
which bond gadgets 
have made it to the 

real world?

BOND

1 5 7

2 6 8

3 9

4 10

FROM RUSSIA 
WITH LOVE
Pager
Why buy a pager for 
£100+ when you can 
just use a smartphone?

MOONRAKER
Laser rifle
Bond’s weirdest 
adventure also featured 
some seriously futuristic 
(and not yet made) tech.

DIAMONDS 
ARE FOREVER
Slot machine ring
If Q’s ring existed, it would 
definitely be illegal.

THE MAN WITH 
THE GOLDEN GUN
Prosthetic nipple
When a nipple is as 
high-tech as a Bond 
film gets, you know 
something’s wrong.

TECH THAT DIDN’T MAKE IT
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The science behind a Nerf blaster is a 
mysterious and wonderful thing; its 
secrets passed down to generations of 
adept marksmen throughout the years… 

nah, we’re just kidding, it is actually pretty 
simple. Nerf blasters are a wild alternative to 

the likes of paintball or airsoft, providing a fun 

way to assault and attack your best friends, 

family and, you know, your enemies, in a way 

that minimises casualties. There are a ton 

of options to kit out your weapons locker, 

but if you’re looking for a great blend of 

power and range, Gadget has some essential 

recommendations for you to try.

Shoot out!

Don’t get cocky
You wouldn’t get very far without one of 
these; the cocking mechanism essentially 
primes the gun to fire. As with many 
weapons in the Nerf range, you’ll have to 
manually cock it to shoot

Trigger finger
With the weapon cocked, aim and pull the trigger. 
The barrel rotates, ready to be cock and load again

Safety first
While it probably 
would look a lot 
cooler with a different 
coloured tip, most 
Nerf guns come with 
a bright orange front 
to help differentiate it 
from a more deadly 
weapon; safety first

Nerf N-Strike Elite 
Mega CycloneShock
£19.99/$19.99

90 feet
1 dart 
per second

Zombie Strike 
Hammershot 
£14.99/$14.99

68 feet
1.2 darts per second

N-Strike Mega 
Centurion 
£39.99/$49.99

Longstrike CS-6
£29.99/$29.99

38 feet
1 dart per second

N-Strike Elite 
Demolisher 2-in-1
£44.99/$39.99

90 feet
1.8 darts 
per second

N-Strike Elite 
Rhino-Fire Blaster 
£79.99/$99.99

69 feet
2.03 darts 
per second

N-Strike Modulus 
ECS-10 Blaster 
£57.99/$49.99

90 feet
2 darts 
per second

100 feet
1 darts pet second

Longstrike CS-6

074 Wanna know what’s 
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Nerf N-Strike Maverick

£17.99 | $24.99
nerf.hasbro.com

A great starter weapon for all 
enthusiasts, holding six shots 
in chamber and boasting an 
average rate of fire of 60 

rounds per minute (if you 
could reload that fast) and 

a range of 7.5 metres.



While it used to be a case of the harder you pumped, the harder you 
hit your buddy in the face, it’s now a lot simpler to inflict foamy terror 
on those that you love. Pull back the slide on the top of the gun (1), 
which condenses the spring (2) and fills the chamber of air inside (3). 
Pulling the trigger (4) will then release the large spring, shrinking the air-
filled chamber quickly and forcing the contained air into the barrel (5), 
propelling the foam bullet forwards.

Six shooter
In most gunfights, you’re 
only at your deadliest 
when you’ve got bullets in 
the chamber. Reloading 
is a pain, which is why 
weapons that hold multiple 
foam bullets are preferred

Kick back
When the spring is compressed, it’ll pull the air 
plunger back. Firing will uncoil the spring, propelling 
the plunger to push air quickly through the barrel, 
which fires the bullet

Almighty spring
You wouldn’t get far without one of these. The 
spring is attached to the cocking mechanism and 
the plunger, giving the power to fire bullets

Firm grip
Nerf has a vast range these 
days, and the grips change 

between models. The more 
money you lay down, the more 

comfortable the weapon

Attachments 
welcome
The tactical rail above the 
cocking mechanism is designed 
to fit officially sanctioned 
accessories, such as a scope or 
tactical light; you never know, it 
might come in handy

HOW A NERF GUN FIRES

1

2

4

53

Whether you’re looking for a long-range 
sniper rifle, extra firepower or a red dot 
sight for more covert ops, the Nerf N-Strike 
Modulus Blaster is for you. This gun is 
impressive in its own right, with a battery-
powered, flywheel-driven shooter that fires 
darts an average of 27 metres. However, its 
big selling point is that you can customise 
it with over 30 add-ons. An optional 
targeting scope, drop grip and dual-rail 
barrel are included, with upgrade kits sold 
separately for as little as £16/$12.

Nerf N-Strike Modulus ECS-10 Blaster 
£57.99 | $49.99

CHOOSE YOUR 
WEAPON
Unleash an arsenal with 
Nerf’s customisable blaster

Shoot further and with greater precision 
using a distance scope, long barrel and struts

Defend yourself by adding a blaster shield 
and a shoulder stock for steadier shots

When the spring is compressed, it’ll pull the air 
plunger back. Firing will uncoil the spring, propelling 
the plunger to push air quickly through the barrel, 

CHOOSE YOUR 
WEAPON



BOOST THE RANGE OF A NERF MAVERICK

01 Remove the 
barrel

Take your Maverick apart by 
unscrewing the eight body 
screws (one is hidden under the cocking 
mechanism) and the three cocking mechanism 
screws, before lifting the top part of the gun 
and mechanism off. Make a note of where 
each part fits. Remove the barrel component 
by lifting it out of the body. Nothing else should 
come free from the body.

04 Reposition the cap
The barrel structure is now modified 

for power and Russian roulette-style loading. 
Re-insert the metal rod through the barrel and 
attach the grey piece and orange cap. The 
orange cap is best positioned by hammering it. 
Your barrel should be complete again, however 
the grey plastic piece should be knobless. 

07Lock and load!
Congratulations! You have modded 

your very own Maverick. Now go and humiliate 
your friends by peppering them with darts from 
greater distance, while reloading faster.

02 File it down
The barrel mod lets the 

loading chamber snap out of the 
body for easy insertion of darts. 
Take the barrel and with your forked hammer, 
prise the grey plastic piece at the orange-tipped 
end of the unit away. You’ll get three pieces: 
metal pole with orange cap, grey piece, and 
circular orange cap. Take the grey piece and 
file away the curved knob. File away the yellow 
knob on the lower half of the gun’s main body.

03 Add more power
Take the remaining barrel 

and unscrew the three screws to 
take the black lid off the top. It 
looks like there is a lot of stuff in here, but don’t 
worry as you can bin the springs and tri-podded 
caps as they slow the darts down. Once binned, 
take the six orange caps and cut the central 
columns off close to the base, leaving the discs. 
Put the discs back in the six chambers (stub 
downwards) and screw the lid back on.

05 Customise the air chamber
Now take the air chamber, where the 

gun’s air is gathered and released from when 
you cock and fire it – and pull the end out. 
Notice how when you look down the inner 
cylinder the oval-shaped hole covers only 
roughly half the circumference? Well, that 
half of the chamber needs to be filled with 
Blu-Tack, as in doing so you will decrease the 
volume in which the same amount of air will be 
compressed into, thereby increasing the force 
of its release when the trigger is pressed. The 
best way to do this is to roll a tube of Blu-Tack 
the same length as the cylinder, insert it, and 
then flatten out the surfaces so it snugly fits 
the curvature (of course, make sure the oval-
shaped hole is completely unrestricted).

06 Put it back 
together

Finally, reassemble your gun so it 
is how it was when you first took 
the top part of the gun’s body 
off and then, taking four penny coins, position 
them like this behind the rear end of the spring. 
This will reduce the amount of room the spring 
has to coil and, consequently, make it more 
compressed when you cock the gun, increasing 
power. You can now place the top part of 
the gun’s body and cocking mechanism back 
on and re-apply all your screws. You should 
have what looks like a regular Nerf Maverick, 
however the barrel will slide out fully from the 
side and the combination of barrel, air chamber 
and spring power hacks will mean it fires further 
and flatter than a stock model.

07Lock and load! 22ft 63%35ft
Distance 

before mod
Increase 
in power

Distance 
after mod
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TRACK ANYTHING WITH THIS TOP TECH

NEVER 
LOSE...
YOUR GADGETS

YOUR KIDS
YOUR PETS
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3 WAYS YOU CAN USE THE TRACKR
Trackr’s crowdsourced coverage is 
reassuringly wide reaching, even in the UK

If your lost item is out of your phone’s 
Bluetooth range, when someone else with 
a Trackr is within 100 feet of your Trackr, it 
will pig back off the other device’s signal. 
This means you will then get an alert 
telling you its exact GPS position. Trackr is 
used world wide, so the chances of your 
device coming into contact with another 
are high. Worse case scenario and you 
lose your device in a remote area, the 
Trackr Bravo has a one-year battery, so 
should meet another Trackr eventually!

CROWDSOURCE 
YOUR LOST 
PROPERTY

No-one likes being asked “where did you 
last see it?”It’s the king of annoying questions, 

even outranking classics like “did you know 

you had something on your face?” So clasp 

your hands together in joy for the existence 

of the Trackr Bravo, our favourite tracking 

device simply due to how convenient it is. It’s 

the size of a ten-pence piece so it’s discreet 

and once you’ve tied it to the side of your 

favourite gizmo, you don’t have to think 

about it until you need it.

Whenever you lose your keys, wallet, 

USB stick or whatever it is, just fire up Trackr 

Bravo’s companion app for iOS and Android 

to ring the device or view it on a map. Easy! 

Just don’t lose whatever you’ve downloaded 

the app on. Otherwise you deserve to be 

bothered by those annoying questions.

No-one likes being asked “where did you 
last see it?”It’s the king of annoying questions, 

even outranking classics like “did you know 

you had something on your face?” So clasp 

your hands together in joy for the existence 

of the Trackr Bravo, our favourite tracking 

NEVER LOSE…

YOUR GADGETS
Trackr uses crowdsourcing to find the GPS location

Your phone can locate the Trackr’s Bluetooth signal

OVER 
100 FT

UNDER 
100 FT

01 Stash one in your wallet
The size of a coin, the Trackr is ideal 

to stash in your wallet in case you should lose it.
02 Attach one to your keys

The Trackr is easily loops onto a 
keychain so you can find your keys in a rush.

03 Stick one on your bike
Don’t worry about cycling through a 

puddle, your Trackr is water resistant.

£24.99 | $29.99
thetrackr.com

Trackr Bravo
This Bluetooth dongle easily 
attaches to your possessions 
so that you can track their 
location. It’s weather proofed, 

has a one year battery life and 
a 85dbl siren to help you 

find your missing item.



Child trackers may seem a difficult market 
but the huge range of devices makes them 
more appealing than ever before, particularly 
if your little one has a habit of wandering 
off to feed crisps to dogs or whatever it 
is that distracts them. A key (and 
often overlooked) part of any 
child tracker is making 
sure it appeals to the 
child, so they don’t 
run away out of sheer 
embarrassment in the 
first place. As a result, 
many of the devices 
come in bright colours 
and showcase a wealth 
of designs so that when 
you do find out where your 
little explorer has gone, he or 
she won’t be crimson red with 
embarrassment.

01 
Prevention 
measures
The parent attaches 
the device to the child 
with a simple wrist 
strap so he or she can 
be monitored. It’s a 
cool-looking gadget 
so the child doesn’t 
mind wearing it.

Trax GPS Tracker
Cost: $249
The Trax is the best equipped of the bunch. 
With a built in Micro USB port, a charging 
port and a pre-paid SIM, its real-time 
mapping works in over 30 
countries.

SAFE Kids 
Paxie Band
$175
One of the coolest looking of the devices 
on offer, the Paxie Band comes in a 
range of styles. It can measure a child’s 
temperature and heart rate as well as track 
them using GPS.

Filip 2
 $149.99
It may looking like any old wristwatch but 
there’s actually a lot of tech packed into 
the Filip 2. Parents are notified whenever 
their child moves out of user-designated 
‘safezones’ with tracking working over GPS, 
GSM and Wi-Fi. Currently US only.

HAVE YOUR 
PICK OF THE 
WEARABLES

Child trackers may seem a difficult market 
but the huge range of devices makes them 
more appealing than ever before, particularly 
if your little one has a habit of wandering 
off to feed crisps to dogs or whatever it 

NEVER LOSE…

YOUR KIDS

£42 | $32
mommyimhere.com

Mommy I’m here 
Teddy Tag
This teddy-shaped radio 
receiver fits to your child’s wrist 
and wil alert you when they 

have wandered off beyond 
your set distance. Ideal for 

a busy supermarket.

“The Teddy Tagg 
sounds an alert 

when their 
child could be

 in danger”

080 never lose… Your kids



03 Using 
your tracker

The parent can use the app to set 
the distance at which the alarm 
sounds. You can also configure 
and track multiple Teddy Tags.

02 Child goes missing
If the child wanders to far, 

both the app on the phone and 
the Teddy Tag itself sound an alert, 
letting the parent know that the 
child could be in danger 
of getting lost.

04 Finding your child
The alarm should give you enough 

warning to find your child, but is little help 
with directions - for that you need to invest 
in a GPS tracker, which can be a little more 
complicated to setup and run.

TRACK WITH AN APP
If you’re child is old enough to carry a 
smartphone, theres a great selction of tracking 
apps available for both Android and iOS

Find my Friends
If all your family have 
iPhones, iPads or iPods, 
you can track them with 
this app. As well viewing 
their location, you can 
get alerts when they 
leave school or home.
Free/ iOS 8.0

Life360 
Locator
A private Facebook 
for your family, you 
can message kids 
back and forth as well 
as track locations.
Free/ iOS 7.0
Free/ Android OS

Find My Kids ~ 
Footprints™
A simple app that lets 
you stalk your children 
and get location-
based alerts.  Parental 
controls mean they 
can’t switch it off.
Free/ iOS 4.3

Both GPS and Bluetooth boast 
good connectivity but which is 
best? The occasional dead zone 
aside, GPS comes out on top due 
to its worldwide navigation system. 
GPS is designed to be exact in its 
tracking, a trait that comes from 
its original use in the military. 
Bluetooth is still effective though; 
it generally uses less of battery and 
more often than not is cheaper. 

WHY GPS BEATS BLUETOOTH 

Free/ iOS 7.0
Free/ Android OS

01 It’s accurate
GPS receivers are accurate to 
within 5 to 10 metres on average.

03 It can do a lot more
GPS can be used to determine 
speed, bearing, distance and more.

02 It’s reliable
GPS works even in dense foliage or 
urban settings with tall buildings.

081Child trackers



Power storage
The Whistle’s battery can last for up to ten 
days walkies and can recharge fully in just 

one hour

Easily attached
Fastening to the collar, the 

gadget will stay on your hound 
on even the toughest of hikes 

and is waterproof to boot

Easily attached
Fastening to the collar, the Fastening to the collar, the 

gadget will stay on your hound 
on even the toughest of hikes 

and is waterproof to boot

NEVER LOSE…

YOUR 
PETS
Many pets carry microchips to identify them if they 
go missing but several companies are going one step 
further. Using systems to track your pet, devices such 

as the Whistle will help put the minds of pet owners 

to rest. There are many devices on the market and the 

Whistle, like many, utilises the power of GPS. Working 

with your smartphone, Whistle attaches easily to a collar 

and enables you to view a map with live 

updates of your dog’s roaming habits. 

As an added bonus, another 

Whistle device, the Activity 

Monitor, tracks your dog’s 

health and can even tell 

you when they are too 

hot or cold.

Small yet durable
At 37 grams (1.3 ounces), the Tagg is both 

lightweight and small so will not cause your 
pet any discomfort

$79.95
whistle.com

Whistle GPS 
Pet Tracker
Whistle GPS Pet Tracker 
attaches to your pet’s collar, 
allowing you to locate your pet 

in real-time and track their 
daily activity on your phone.  

Currently US only.
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STRAP A 
GOPRO 
TO YOUR 
POOCH
£23.95/$35 
From GoPro to the Sony Action 
Cam, there’s quite a range of 
small high definition cameras 
in today’s market. The Kurgo 
Dog Harness boasts the ability 
to mount several different 
cameras to your pooch, so 
you can use a combination of 
different cameras to witness 
a trip from a canine’s point of 
view. The harness has a five-
point adjustment system for 
the camera and is light yet 
durable for comfortable long 
walks and hikes with your dog.

3 WAYS 
WHISTLE ALSO 
TRACKS YOUR 
PET’S HEALTH

01 Track pooch progress
With nationwide coverage over 

the entire US, you’ll never worry about 
your pet wondering into GPS dead zones. 
The creation of home zones also allows 
you to set up virtual boundaries.

03 Cold canine or hot dog?
The gizmo is fitted with a 

temperature sensor that can tell when 
your pet’s getting too hot or cold for 
comfort. This feature will be accessible in 
the companion app from this autumn.

02 Monitor hound health
This feature will stop your dog 

whining and scratching at the door and 
keep it active. By monitoring trends, it will 
help you decide how and when man’s 
best friend needs their walkies.

WE 
TRACK 
A CAT!

Follow your feline’s 
forays with the 

Tractive

WE 
TRACK 
A CAT!

Follow your feline’s Follow your feline’s 
forays with the 

Tractive

We always thought our cat, Morag, was a 
pretty lazy beast, spending her time mostly 
sleeping, or at least lying around, waiting 
for her belly to be stroked. However, having 
pinned a Tractive Realtime GPS Pet Tracker 
to her collar, we were surprised how much 
ground she covered in just 24 hours.

3 WAYS 

Tractive’s app lets 
you set safe zones, 
so you’re warned if 
your pet goes too far

£69.95 | $106
tractive.com

Tractive Realtime GPS 
Pet Tracker
As well as providing a real-time 
feed of your pet’s location 
as they wander about, this 

waterproof tracker has a 
built-in light to help you find 

them in the dark.
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Take our 3-minute survey at 
www.gadgetdaily.xyz/survey 
and win a place on our panel 

We love writing Gadget and hope 
you enjoy reading it just as much. 
To make sure we’re producing 
you the best possible magazine, 
we want to ask you what you 
would like to see in future issues. 
By answering just a few quick 
questions, you could really help us 
– you might even be selected to 
join our Gadget reader panel!

READERS SURVEY

Jack Parsons
Editor

Join our panel and help us make the 
magazine even better!

Join our
Reader Panel 
today!



●  See new ideas and changes before anyone else
● Get invited to attend special events in your area
● Test third-party products for review
● Have a chance to meet the Gadget team 

● Shape the future issues of the magazine
● Enter into exclusive competitions

Complete our survey to join our 
Gadget panel and:

Complete our survey and win your place today
www.gadgetdaily.xyz/survey

Take the 
survey on 
any device

Only 
takes 3 
mins!

Complete
 survey

Step 1
Get 

involved

Step 2
Earn 

rewards

Step 3

Take the chance to get 
closer to the team than 

ever before



Apple iPod classic

£299 | $399
apple.com

Launched in 2001, the iPod 
MP3 player cost a staggering 
£299 on release and was only 
compatible with Macs, but that 

didn’t stop it becoming the 
must-have gadget to own.

Those old hard drives were 
big. Really, really big

The iPad classic ended its life with a 
hard drive packing a whopping 160GB 
of storage. This means that you’ll be 

able to fit every song you own (or are 
ever likely to own) and probably every 

episode of your favourite TV shows 
and podcasts, too. All tucked away in 
your pocket. You definitely can’t do 

that with a smartphone.

It’s all about the quantity 
and the quality
With space on phones at a premium, 
it’s likely that you’ll only ever burn your 
music at the default settings. Although 
the sound quality will be decent 
enough, you have the space to import 
songs on an iPod at a much higher bit 
rate (up to 320kbps). If you play tracks 
imported at a higher bit rate on a pair 
of high-quality headphones then you’ll 
really notice the difference.

Why you still need 
1,000 songs in 
your pocket

6 GOOD 
REASONS TO…

 iPOD
DUST OFF YOUR
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Although it’s commonly accepted that 
smartphones are getting smarter every 
year, with thinner cases, sharper screens 
and better cameras, we would argue 
that the iPod is still the best way to carry 
around your music and video library. 
Sure, it means that you’ve got to carry two 
devices instead of just one, but the pros far 
outweigh the cons. Don’t believe us? Here 
are six cast-iron reasons why your love for 
the iPod should be eternal.



Save your phone’s battery for you 
know… making calls or something
To paraphrase Uncle Ben from Spider-Man, with 
great power come great battery drainage, and 
that’s never been more true with a smartphone. 
Luckily for you iPod owners though, your pocket 
MP3 player will go on playing music quite happily 
for days between charges – and you can save your 
phone’s battery for the important stuff – like taking 
selfies or tweeting pictures of your dinner.

It’s practically 
impossible to 
break one
As we’ve owned every 
generation of iPod, it’s fair 
to say that, over the years, 
they’ve been field-tested 
to within an inch of their 
lives. They’ve been dropped, 
submerged in coffee and, 
in one unfortunate case, 
run over in a field by a Land 
Rover. But we’ve never 
broken one yet.

You can carry your life in your pocket
The iPod is also capable of being used as an external 

hard drive, meaning you can back up your entire 
computer and carry it around with you at all times. 

Simply connect your iPod to iTunes, go to Summary 
(or Settings) and select ‘Enable disk use’.

They are worth a lot of money
If reasons one through five haven’t endeared the 
iPod classic to you, there’s plenty of people that will 
buy it off you. Last year, a rare U2 special edition of 
the iPod classic sold for $90,000 (around £58,900) 
on eBay. Another original iPod on the auction site 
had a list price of $180,000 (£117,810), though the 
seller did  struggle to find a buyer. Meanwhile, a 
regular iPod classic in its original packaging also 
sold for $20,000 (£13,090).

“In one case, the iPod “In one case, the iPod 
was run over in a fi eld was run over in a fi eld 
by a Land Rover. But 
we’ve never broken 
by a Land Rover. But 
we’ve never broken 
by a Land Rover. But 

one yet”
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What do Premier League stars Sergio 
Agüero, Alexis Sánchez and Philippe 
Coutinho all have in common? Well, apart 
from receiving weekly pay packets large 
enough to fund a small country for a year, 
they boast soccer skills in abundance. And 
with the aid of the Adidas miCoach smart 
ball, so could you.

The smart ball is an intelligent football; 
it measures your performance and gives 
feedback. Keeping the ball company is its 
very own app connected to your phone 
via Bluetooth. This is like having a personal 
trainer in your pocket: giving you instant 
feedback on power, spin, strike and 
trajectory along with ball-mastery tutorials, 
coaching tips and guidance to help improve 
ball touch and handling.Smart sensors inside this 

ball will give you 
feedback to improve 

your game

WILL TELL YOU WHY 
YOU’RE NOT PLAYING 
IN THE PREMIERSHIP

SMART
FOOTBALL

THIS

“Get instant feedback on power, 
spin, strike and trajectory”

feedback to improve feedback to improve 
your gameyour game

“Get instant feedback on power, 
spin, strike and trajectory”

ball will give you 
feedback to improve feedback to improve 

your game

“Get instant feedback on power, 

Adidas miCoach 
Smart Ball

£145 | $200
adidas.com

Fine-tune your technique and 
take your game to another 
level. The smart ball has a 

built-in sensor that tells you 
everything you need to 

know about your kick.

Get connected
The smart ball sends all of its data to the 
companion app on your phone. This is 

done wirelessly using Bluetooth 4.0 low 
energy, giving longer battery life

Kick it
As long as you’ve set up the companion 

app, the only thing you have to do is kick 
the ball for instant feedback and pro tips

What it measures
The smart ball’s sensors 

measure the power, spin, 
strike and trajectory of every 
kick, with a full breakdown 

of stats viewable in the 
companion app
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WHAT A PRO PLAYER THINKS
“ For me, the smart ball is great 
for practicing free kicks. By 
being able to track the ball 
fl ight path on the app and 
see where I kick the ball, I 
can practice my kick with 
pinpoint accuracy.” 
David Silva (Man City & Spain)

WHAT A PRO PLAYER THINKS
“ For me, the smart ball is great 

Fully charged
The smart ball includes 
its own charging base. 
This uses wireless 
charging to power the 
internal lithium battery 
that stays charged for up 
to seven days

Sensor module
Sitting in the centre of the smart ball is a sensor 
module that uses a 16-bit microcontroller along with 
a triaxial accelerometer to track force and trajectory

Straight and true
Keeping the sensor module dead 
centre in the smart ball is a collection 
of Kevlar strings. This ensures that the 
sensor doesn’t move however hard 
the ball is hit

Bluetooth
Integrated into the central sensor module is an 
Bluetooth LE (Low Energy) controller which provides 
the connection to the companion app

Tough 
construction
How hard can you kick the Size 
5 regulation weight smart ball? 
Hard as you like thanks to its 
thermal bonded 32 panels with 
heat-welded die-cut TPU outer 
panels and TPU bladder

Durability
Tested to the same standards as the 
2014 World Cup ball, the smart ball 
was kicked at 70mph against a wall by 
a robotic leg over 3,500 times

A sensor package is suspended in the centre of the ball. 
This analyses the flight characteristics and uses proprietary 

algorithms to determine the speed, bend and trajectory.

WHAT’S INSIDE
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WAYS TO SUCK 
LESS AT THE 
SPORT YOU LOVE
Improve your game with these 
performance-enhancing wearables6

This sensor cleverly tracks cycling 
speed, distance and cadence (also 
known as peddling rate). Easily 
fitted to the rear chain stay of 
your bike, it uses magnets to track 
the revolutions of the crank as 
you pedal. All of this data is then 
Bluetoothed to your phone where 
it can be fed into popular apps like 
Strava and Cyclemeter.

Soup up your 
cycling speed 
with this on-
board computer

Wahoo Blue SC

£49.99 | $53.40
wahoofitness.com

“The Garmin Vivofi t 
2 has a battery life 

that lasts over a year 
even though it tracks 

your daily activity”

The Wahoo Tickr wearable heart 
rate monitor straps around your 
chest to give you a real-time 
reading of your heart rate and 
calories burned. As well as working 
with both iPhone and Android 
devices, Tickr also integrates with 
over 50 fitness apps so you can 
better analyse your vital statistics.

Feel the burn in 
real-time

Wahoo Tickr

£49.99 | $59.95
wahoofitness.com
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Not sophisticated enough to be 
called a smartwatch, the TalkBand 
B2 still offers more features than 
the average fitness band. As well 
as automatically detecting whether 
you’re walking, running or cycling, 
not to mention tracking your sleep, 
a part disconnects to work as a 
Bluetooth headset.

The life tracker 
that turns into 
an earpiece

Huawei TalkBand B2

£138.99 | $179.99
amazon.com

Tee yourself up for success with 
this wearable that straps onto your 
golf glove. Whether you’re looking 
to hit the ball an extra 20 yards 
or improve your aim, this gadget 
measures club speed, tempo, hip 
rotation and more to crunch the 
numbers and offer tailored training 
reports to improve your game.

A swing tracker 
that doesn’t 
cost an arm 
and a leg

Zepp Golf

£129.99 | $149.99
zepp.com

These headphones motivate you 
and keep track of your workout. 
Working with the free Jabra Sport 
Life app, the earbuds offer words 
of advice for over 40 indoor 
exercises. Sweat-proofing is also a 
useful addition, while Dolby Sound 
Enhancement ensures you don’t 
have to sacrifice music quality.

Dolby-quality 
earbuds that 
o� er intelligent 
coaching

Jabra Sport Coach

£119.99 | $149.99
jabra.com

Thanks to a low-power LCD 
display, the Garmin Vivofit 2 has 
a battery life that lasts over a year 
even though it tracks your daily 
activity, including step count, 
calories and distance. In fact, the 
Vivofit 2 will also encourage you to 
stay active throughout the day with 
alerts if you sit down for too long.

The activity 
tracker you only 
need to charge 
once a year

Garmin Vivofit 2

£89.99 | $99.99
garmin.com
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DON’T 
DIE ON YOUR 

CYCLE COMMUTE
8 bike bits to 
stay safe and 
be seen

Skyline 
360

£175 / $199
revolights.com

Super-smart wheel lights for front 
and back. The clever bit is they 
synchronise to your speed and 

create a legal headlight and 
the rear even acts as a 

brake light

“They synchronise to 
your speed and create 

a legal headlight”

DON’T LUU 
Ultra 2000
£180 / $280
luutech.com

Almost brighter than a thousand 
suns, the Ultra 2000 pumps out 
2000 lumens. This is enough to 
feel the heat on your hand and 

guarantee that you will not 
be missed

Cycliq 
Fly 6

£99 / $169
cycliq.com

This is a rear light with a 
difference. A big bright rectangular 

light incorporates a built-in HD 
camera to record the action 

behind you, ideal if you’re 
in traffic accident

Cycliq 

£99 / $169
cycliq.com

This is a rear light with a 
difference. A big bright rectangular 

light incorporates a built-in HD 
camera to record the action 

behind you, ideal if you’re 

Eva 
Blut Frame 

Folder
£160 / $243

velorution.com
Need to carry documents, keys, 

phones and tablets but don’t want 
a backpack? Sling the stylish Blut 

bag over your crossbar and 
then over your shoulder 

when you arrive
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Bike 
SpokeLit

£7.99 / $12.19
firebox.com

Put this LED to your spokes and 
it adds instant visibility as your 

wheel becomes a light. Try 
red, blue green or disco 

to be seen in style

Visijax 
LED Sports 

belt
£24.99 / $38

www.visijax.com
Need to be seen? Of course you do. 
Accompany your bright lights with a 

rechargeable LED sports belt that 
glows in the dark. If a motorist 

can’t see this they shouldn’t 
be driving

Visijax 
Commuter 

Jacket
£119 / $159
www.visijax

You will be hard to miss in this bright 
illuminous green jacket. A joy to wear, 

this Commuter model includes 23 
integrated high-intensity LEDs 

and motion-activated, self-
cancelling amber turn 

signals

Overade 
Plixi

£80 / $121
velorution.com

Short of space? The Overade Plixi 
helmet neatly folds into half the 
size of when it’s on your head. 

Take it off and quickly fold 
away, ready to use 

again
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4 WAYS THE BLAZE CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE…

You will leave no doubt as to your presence with the Laserlight shining away

01 Be seen by buses and lorries
Projecting a bike symbol six metres 

in front of a bike means that drivers of large 
vehicles will be aware a cyclist is nearby.

02 Junction aware
As a cyclist approaches a junction a 

single light may go unnoticed. The bike symbol 
forewarns drivers and makes them look again.

03 Pedestrians pay attention
Vehicles are not the only source of 

danger. Pedestrians walking between cars may 
miss you, but not with the Blaze bike symbol.

“The Laserlight casts 
a bight green bike 
symbol six metres 
ahead of the bike”

Blaze Laserlight

£125 | $200
blaze.cc/laserlight

The world’s first laser bike light, 
Blaze sits on your handlebars  
and projects an image of a 
bicycle up to six metres onto 

the road in front of you, 
warning motorists that 

you’re approaching.
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BAT 
SIGNAL 
BIKE 
LIGHT
This laser 
projector will 
catch any 
motorist’s eye
According to Blaze, 79% of cycling incidents 

happen when drivers manoeuvre into the 

rider’s path. With cyclists so low on the road 

peaking order, you need to make sure that 

you are are seen. The Blaze Laserlight goes 

one step beyond the usual bike light with 

the addition of a laser-powered projector. 

This casts a bright green bike symbol (similar 

to the design that appears in bike lanes) six 

metres ahead of you to forewarn motorists 

that you’re approaching.

Transport for London has recognised the 
potential of the Blaze Laserlight and has 
fitted them to 250 Santander Cycles, the 
city’s self-hire bike scheme, better known 
as ‘Boris bikes’. The lights are built directly 
into the frame, which guarantees perfect 
position of the laser every time.

BLAZE AND 
THE BORIS BIKE

04 Don’t get flattened
Overtaking vehicles are not adverse to 

cutting in early. The bike symbol provides an 
obvious point for motorists to pull in.

Bracket
To conserve battery and ensure no one is blinded, the 
the laser projector only works when the Laserlight is 
attached to the charging bracket

Charging
 The  Blaze Laserlight holds a 13 hour charge, so should 
be good for several bike rides. When it does run out, just 
plug the USB cable into the back of your PC

SIGNAL 

According to Blaze, 79% of cycling incidents 

rider’s path. With cyclists so low on the road 

peaking order, you need to make sure that 

you are are seen. The Blaze Laserlight goes 

the addition of a laser-powered projector. 

This casts a bright green bike symbol (similar 

to the design that appears in bike lanes) six 

metres ahead of you to forewarn motorists 

THE BORIS BIKE

Light button
The LED button controls how 

the light is displayed. Tap to 
cycle through the different 

modes. Start with bright, tap 
for brighter and start flashing 

if feeling brave 

Bike button
The key component of the Blaze 
Laserlight is the laser button (bike 
symbol). This projects the critical 
green bike symbol up to 20ft on 
the road ahead

Casing
The casing is aircraft-grade machined 
aluminium with an etched, silver nickel 
control panel. The bracket is made from 
weather-resistant marine-grade steel

Rubber inserts
If you’re handlebars are not 22-33mm 
diameter, you can still fit the bracket snugly 
using the rubber inserts provided

Light
Keeping the key component (the laser 
projector) company is the actual light. This 
pumps out a high of 300 lumens, but dims 
to 100 lumens when battery is low
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Livescribe 3 
Smartpen

£129.99 | $149.95
livescribe.com

The Livescribe 3 Smartpen 
transfers everything you 
write or draw straight to 

your chosen electronic 
device via the free 

Livescribe+ app.

Back up hand-written 
words to your iPad with 
this Bluetooth pen
If you’re anything like us, typing up 
hand-written notes isn’t how you 
like to spend your evenings. With the 
Livescribe 3 Smartpen, you don’t have 
to. When used with the Livescribe+ app 
and a compatible notebook, it instantly 
translates your messy scrawl into digital 
text and relays it straight to your iPhone, 
iPad or Android device via Bluetooth. 
Although it’s hard to believe that there’s no 
magic involved here, the pen actually works 
thanks to an infrared camera that reads 
the microdots on the Livescribe paper. This 
enables the pen to accurately map your 
journey across the notebook’s pages, so it 
can tell exactly what you’ve written. 
The Livescribe’s tricks don’t stop there; it 
is also able to record audio as you write, 
ensuring that anything you fail to jot down in 
time is safely recorded on your smart device 
for you to review later. Wouldn’t this have 
been great at school?

Back up hand-written 
words to your iPad with 

WHY WAS THIS NOT 
AROUND WHEN YOU 

LOST THAT NOTE 
THAT TIME?

For the Livescribe 3 smartpen to work, you 
need to have a specialised, compatible notepad 
fitted with Livescribe’s microdot paper. This 
paper has printed controls on the bottom 
of each page, which are recognised by the 
smartpen and relayed to the Livescribe app, 
enabling you to pause a session or start a new 
audio recording at will. The infrared camera 
reads the microdots on the paper rather than 
the letters that you are writing, and sends this 
data directly to the app on your smart device. 
Once there, the conversion into digital text 
begins. The data can then be added to notes or 
events on your calendar, or even sent to your 
friends and colleagues in an email.

HOW LIVESCRIBE 
TURNS YOUR 
WRITING DIGITAL

Livescribe 3 
Smartpen

£129.99 | $149.95
livescribe.com

The Livescribe 3 Smartpen 
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your chosen electronic 
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Although it’s hard to believe that there’s no 
magic involved here, the pen actually works 
thanks to an infrared camera that reads 
the microdots on the Livescribe paper. This 
enables the pen to accurately map your 
journey across the notebook’s pages, so it 

The Livescribe’s tricks don’t stop there; it 
is also able to record audio as you write, 
ensuring that anything you fail to jot down in 
time is safely recorded on your smart device 
for you to review later. Wouldn’t this have 

Back up hand-written 
words to your iPad with 

LOST THAT NOTE 
THAT TIME?

For the Livescribe 3 smartpen to work, you 
need to have a specialised, compatible notepad 
fitted with Livescribe’s microdot paper. This 
paper has printed controls on the bottom 
of each page, which are recognised by the 
smartpen and relayed to the Livescribe app, 
enabling you to pause a session or start a new 
audio recording at will. The infrared camera 
reads the microdots on the paper rather than 
the letters that you are writing, and sends this 
data directly to the app on your smart device. 
Once there, the conversion into digital text 
begins. The data can then be added to notes or 
events on your calendar, or even sent to your 

HOW LIVESCRIBE 

WRITING DIGITAL

Smart controls
At the bottom of each piece of 
paper are controls operated by the 
smartpen. These tell your device 
when to record a note or audio 
recording, and also relay the page 
that you are writing on



WHITEBOARD 
REINVENTED: 
THE SMART 
KAPP iQ 55

Whiteboard
The kapp iQ features a white board 
function, but can also access Windows 
for a plethora of functions.

Chalkboard
The kapp IQ is much easier to write on 
and is much cleaner than chalkboards 
(no more dusty fingers).

Flip chart
Flip charts used to be all the rage, but 
they simply can’t compete with the 
kapp iQ’s multiuser technology.

SMART 
kapp iQ 55 
comparisons
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On/off twist ring
Rather than having a button, the 
Livescribe 3 has an on/off twist ring, 
which is very easy to use and keeps 
the design sleek and uncluttered. This 
also retracts the ballpoint, so there is 
no need for a cover

Tough ballpoint
The Livescribe 3 is fitted with 
a retractable tungsten carbide 
ballpoint, which is incredibly 
durable. The ballpoint is medium 
thick, making it nice and easy to 
write with and use day to day

Hidden micro-USB
The integrated stylus keeps the 
micro-USB port concealed at the 
very top of the pen. When you 
need to charge the device, remove 
the stylus, plug in the charger and 
connect it to your computer

LED status light
This version of the Livescribe has 
an LED status light. This flashes 
a number of different colours 
that act as cues for the user, for 
example blue is shown when the 
Bluetooth is connected

Microdot technology
The paper’s Dot Positioning System (DPS) 
enables it to become a ‘live’ document that’s 
fully interactive with your smartphone or 
tablet. The smartpen’s infrared camera reads 
the dot pattern, which is then relayed to your 
smart device to create digital text

Home printing
Certain home printers are able to 
print the dot paper, which means 
you don’t need to continually buy 
new notebooks from Livescribe. 
This will end up saving you a lot of 
money in the long run

Interactive whiteboards aren’t exactly new 
tech, but what the SMART kapp iQ offers 
could revolutionise the way smart boards 
are used. Scanning the screen’s QR code 
triggers a Bluetooth connection between 
your smartphone and the board, enabling 
you to write on the board remotely, or 
backup what’s written on the board on 
your phone. The Ultra HD display is based 
on 4K panel technology, and lets users 
toggle between the whiteboard function 
and a fully operational Windows OS at 
the touch of a button. Mundane meetings 
are instantly made more collaborative, 
as anyone with an internet connection 
and the SMART kapp app can contribute 
as easily as those sat in the room. 
Incredibly, up to 250 individuals can 
join in with a single Bluetooth-enable 
brainstorming session. Smart Kapp 
iQ boards comes in two sizes to 
suit any purpose: a ‘55-inch model 
that costs £2,899/ $3,999, and a 
gigantic ‘65-inch model that costs 
£3,599/$4,999.
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The next time you’re struggling to find 
something on Netflix, consider this: there 
are thousands of movies and TV boxsets you 
can’t see because of where you live. With 

the right app, it’s possible to get around these 

restrictions (if you don’t mind breaching the 

site’s terms and conditions). You’ll have access 

to a wealth of new content: Mad Men and 

Family Guy in the US, for example, plus all the 

latest blockbusters that Sky keeps for itself in 

the UK. Unblock-US is one of the best tools 

for the job, making your device appear to be 

located in a country of your choice.

Switching to Unblock-US on Windows 
involves changing your DNS settings: 
find these in Windows 10 via Network 
& Internet from the Settings app, 
then choosing Change Adapter 
Options from the Wi-Fi (or Ethernet) 
page. Right-click the current adapter, 
choose Properties and set the 
Internet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/IPv4) 
DNS settings to those specified on 
the Unblock-US site – one for primary 
and one for secondary.

You can use Unblock-US on your iOS 
device as well. From the Settings app, 
tap on Wi-Fi, then tap on the network 
you’re currently connected to – tap on 
the DNS setting and then enter the 
primary and secondary Unblock-US 
codes, separated by a comma, as the 
values when prompted. Restart your 
iOS device to confirm the changes. If 
you want to verify that everything is 
working, visit the Unblock-US website 
in the device’s browser.

Android users on the latest editions 
of the OS (4.0+) need to go to the 
Settings app, tap on Wi-Fi, and 
then press and hold on the current 
network. Choose Modify Network 
from the pop-up dialog, then tick the 
Advanced options box – this gives 
you access to the IP settings, which 
you should change to Static. Enter 
the current DNS values (found on the 
Unblock-US website), then tap on 
Save and restart your device.

ACCESS UNLIMITED MOVIES ON ANY DEVICE

The set-up process for a Mac is very 
similar to that of a Windows machine. 
On the latest versions of OS X, go to 
System Preferences, choose Network 
and then choose your connection 
from the left – click the Advanced 
button, go to the DNS tab and you 
can enter the Unblock-US values 
(check the website for the current 
primary and secondary values). As 
with Windows, a computer and router 
restart may be required.

Mac setupPC setup iPad setup Android setup

The next time you’re struggling to find 

UNLOCK 
1000S OF 
HIDDEN 
NETFLIX 
MOVIES

Don’t let pesky restrictions 
stop you watching 

Netflix’s global library
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USA
• How to Train Your Dragon 2
• Mad Men
• Parks and Recreation
• Django Unchained
• Silver Linings Playbook

USA

Brazil
• Inception
• The Incredibles
• Inglorious Basterds
• A Most Wanted Man

Brazil

Argentina
• Les Misérables
• Vikings
• Avengers Assemble
• The Help

Argentina

Netherlands
• Guardians of the Galaxy
•  Captain America: 

The Winter Soldier
• Muppets Most Wanted
• Brave

Netherlands

Norway
• New Girl
• Star Trek
•  Captain America: 

The Winter Soldier
• Inside Llewyn Davis

Norway

Mexico
• Modern Family
• Wall-E
• Family Guy
• The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
• Tangled

MexicoMexico

Canada
• The Grand Budapest Hotel
• X-Men: Days of Future Past
• Nebraska
• 12 Years a Slave
• The Fall
• The Drop

Canada

YOU 

ARE 

HERE!

NETFLIX AROUND 
THE WORLD

Top entertainment you could be 
watching outside of the UK



Change the DNS settings on the 
console by going to the Settings 
menu and choosing Network from 
the list of options available. Choose 
to Set Up Internet Connection, select 
Custom, then choose the method 
you use to connect to the internet. 
Leave the IP address as Automatic, 
set the DHCP host as Unspecified, 
pick Manual and enter the Unblock-
US DNS codes from the site. Choose 
Next to test the connection.

From the Dashboard of the Xbox One 
interface, press the Options button on 
your controller and choose Settings 
from the menu that pops up. Choose 
Network>Advanced Settings, then 
scroll down to DNS Settings – choose 
Manual and enter the DNS codes 
you can get from the Unblock-US 
site. Verify you’ve entered them 
correctly and hit B on your controller 
to save. The Xbox One will check the 
connection again straight away.

01 Changing 
DNS 

settings 
Once you’ve signed up 
for a free trial at unblock-
us.com, follow the online 
guide to download the 
Windows or Mac set-up 
app, or reconfigure your 
computer’s DNS settings 
as instructed. You might 
have to reset both your 
computer and your 
router before the new 
settings take effect. 

03 Choose 
your 

country
After that you simply 
need to pick what part 
of the world you want 
to appear to be from: 22 
different countries are 
supported and the check 
box underneath lets you 
turn on Netflix captions 
if you’re not confident of 
being able to understand 
everything that’s being 
said on the screen.

02 Verify the 
connection

Everything is handled via 
the Unblock-US website 
(which uses your email 
address for verification) 
so there are no settings 
screens to work through 
or software applications 
you have to install after 
the initial setup. On 
the Unblock-US home 
page you will see three 
green bars when you’re 
successfully connected.

04 Enjoy the 
content

The final step: get 
watching. You should 
find your Netflix account 
repopulated with all 
kinds of good material 
you haven’t come across 
before, though you 
can still use the same 
account and Netflix 
will keep hold of your 
viewing history for the 
shows you’ve been 
watching previously.

Get started with 
Unblock-US for free

PS4 setup Xbox One setup

“ It is possible 
to get around 
restrictions… You’ll 
have access to 
a wealth of new 
Netfl ix content”

Germany
• Gravity
• Frozen
• The Big Bang Theory
• There Will Be Blood

Germany

Belgium
• Captain Philips
• Searching for Sugar Man
• Muppets Most Wanted

Belgium

Australia
• Guardians of the Galaxy
•  The Blind Side
• Big Hero 6
• The Big Bang Theory

Australia

*Source: 
Moreflicks.com, 

06-10-2015

099Unlock 1000s of hidden 
Netfl ix movies



01 Stay out of the way
A falling tree can fall on you faster than you can 

say ‘timber’! Check around you – is the tree on a slope? 
Which way will it fall? Is there a strong wind? 

02 Wear a hard hat
Trees are heavy, and large branches can be too. 

If something happens to fall on you, protect your noggin 
and make sure you’re wearing a hard hat.

03 Don’t be an eyesore
Chainsaws can be nasty things, spitting out 

wood like buckshot. You don’t want to get one of those 
splinters in your eye, so wear protective goggles.

04 Be a nice chap
One slip of the chainsaw and you could find 

yourself separated from your legs. Wear chainsaw chaps 
– leg protectors made from layers of bulletproof Kevlar.

05 What did you say?
Chainsaws are crazy loud and, if you are using 

one continuously, investing in a set of ear protectors is 
one of the first things you should do.

AVOID A 
CHAINSAW 
MASSACRE
01 Stay out of the way

A falling tree can fall on you faster than you can 
say ‘timber’! Check around you – is the tree on a slope? 
Which way will it fall? Is there a strong wind? 

02 Wear a hard hat
Trees are heavy, and large branches can be too. 

AVOID A 
CHAINSAW 
MASSACREMASSACRE

CHAINSAW LIKE A PRO

01 Where’s the ‘on’ button?
Before starting, lay the chainsaw on the ground, push the hand 

guard forward to put the chain brake on and hold the handlebar with 
your left hand. Pull out the choke, then use your right foot to hold down 
the throttle trigger and pull the starting handle to bring it to life.

It’s the ultimate in power 
tools, a rip-roaring chain 
of blades that can cut, 
tear and cleave their way 
through an entire forest. 
The chainsaw demands 

strength and skill to use as 

you employ it in various 

tasks: felling trees, limbing 

trees (removing branches 

from a fallen tree) and 

bucking (chopping the trunk 

into chunks). As you do so, 

you wield a potentially lethal 

weapon in your hands that 

can cut limbs as easily as 

elms and oaks. 

Full of teeth
A chainsaw is an angry power tool 
full of razor-sharp teeth that are 
driven at thousands of rotations 

per minute (rpm). The chain 
contains sharp cutters that cut the 
wood and ‘rakers’ that control how 
deep the cutters go into the wood

Cut through the tension
You can control the tension of the chain on 

the bar, making sure that the array of teeth are 
properly tightened so there’s no visible slack and 

only a little give when you pull it from the bar

DO YOU 
EVEN KNOW 

HOW TO 
USE A 

CHAINSAW?
Chainsaw logs, not limbs

02
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02 Stay firm
Be careful where you swing that thing! Be aware of who and 

what is around you (don’t trip yourself up). Always keep a firm hold of the 
handle with your left hand, keep good footing and retain good balance at 
all times by not overreaching with the saw.

03 Kicks like a mule
Sometimes, if the chainsaw tip hits something hard or is pinched, 

it will kick back at you with lightning speed. You can’t totally avoid this, 
but you can minimise it with a firm grip, good balance and always be 
aware of where the tip of the saw is positioned.

Get a handle on it
The front handle that arches over 
the main unit acts as your primary 
grip on the chainsaw, enabling you 
to manoeuvre with the saw as you 

cut through tree after tree

Keep all your fingers
Safety is paramount, but this hand 

guard protects you from flying 
splinters of wood and even from the 

chain itself should it break or kick 
back at you. Pushing the hand guard 
forwards also acts as the chain brake

Pull the cord
It’s simple really; hold 
down the trigger, pull 

the starting cord, let go 
of the chain break and 
your chainsaw will rev 

into action

A mini gas-guzzler
A chainsaw doesn’t run on the raw 
manly power of its user: like your 
car, you’re going to need to keep 

your chainsaw topped up with fuel. 
There’s also an oil tank for keeping 

the chain bar lubricated

Stihl MS 362 
C-M 18” Bar

£876 | $999
stihl.com

Robust and powerful, everyday 
forestry chainsaw designed 
and built for the professional. 

Ideal for long sawing sessions 
harvesting, limbing and 

bucking wood. 

101do you even know how 
to use a chainsaw?



TEACH 
YOUR KIDS 
TO CODE 
WITH A 

BALL
Introduce your kids to 

coding and they can pay 
for your retirement

03
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Word on the virtual street is 
that, “one day every home 
will have a robot and it will 
be part companion and part 
helper.” At least, that’s what 

the nerds over at Sphero say. 

Sadly, we are a long way from 

a robotic companion capable 

of fetching us a cold one. But 

what we do have right now is 

a programmable, easily app-

enabled robotic ball that’s 

great for distracting your kids 

(and pets) with controlling its 

movement, as well as teaching 

them how to code – the kids 

that is, not your pets. 

HOW TO USE 
SPHERO

02 Roll before 
you run

Sphero can travel at two 
metres per second and 
a distance of 30 metres 
via Bluetooth. Press 
your finger against the 
touchpad and it will move 
around in sync. Alter 
speed according to the 
floor surface

01 Get connected, 
get started

Firstly, boot up your iOS or 
Android phone and download 
the official (free) Sphero 
application from Orbotix. 
While you are waiting for that 
to install, double-tap your 
ball to activate its Bluetooth 
pairing mode and sync it with 
your smartphone or tablet

05 Do you 
want to 

play a game?
While Sphero is best 
for tearing around 
terrain, it can also play 
a variety of augmented 
reality games that are 
quite unlike anything 
else on the market. We 
recommend Sphero 
Golf; it’s a lot of fun 
and very unique

06 Advanced hacking
Once you’ve mastered 

programming, think about writing 
your own Sphero app. The SDK is 
open to all and you can also create 
web apps in HTML5 and develop 
games using the Unity engine



While it can be intimidating setting up basic movement programs for 
Sphero, it is actually quite easy. Start by downloading MacroLab, syncing 
your device and calibrating its aim and movement like always. 

DRAW A SIMPLE SQUARE 
WITH SPHERO

01 Go for roll
In MacroLab, tap 

the + button at the bottom 
of the screen to create a 
new Macro and add a new 
command; start with Roll.

03 Two sides
Add a new 

command, follow Step 2, 
but change Heading to 90 
degrees. It’ll now form two 
sides of the square. 

02 Forward
Set the Speed to 

20 per cent and Delay to 
2000ms with the slider. Hit 
play and it will go a short 
distance forward. 

04 Ta da!
To form a full 

square, repeat Step 3 two 
more times. Hit play and 
marvel. Congrats, you’ve 
just programmed a device.

THE TECH INSIDE THE BALL

1 2

34

20% speed
90°

90°90°

0°

Drive fast
Sphero is powered and propelled by an electric 
motor connected to sensors that help it yaw, 

pitch and roll at up to 4.5mph

All systems glow
Sphero is packed with ultrabright 

LEDs, which give you over a 
million colours to choose from

Hamster ball
These little rubber wheels – connected to the 
motor and gyroscope – run around inside of 

the ball, letting Sphero cross almost any terrain

Intelligent design
Sphero can be easily hacked 
and programmed thanks to 

its custom chipset, letting you 
create custom movement 

routines and programs

All systems glow
Sphero’s tough polycarbonate shell protects 

the advanced tech inside. Sphero 2.0 has been 
reinforced to make it pet-proof and waterproof

Get connected
A gyroscope and accelerometer sync up to 
your device to let you control it with either 

your finger or motion control

04 Download the 
companion apps

There are links to over 30 apps 
in Sphero’s controller app, with 
three you’ll definitely want. 
Draw and Drive lets you draw 
a shape with different colours, 
MacroLab lets you create simple 
movement programs and 
orbBasic lets you dive into code

Sphero 2.0

£99.99 | $129.99
sphero.com

From the makers of the Star 
Wars BB-8 droid, you can 
control the Sphero robot ball 
with your smartphone, play 

games with it and get kids to 
program it to teach it 

new tricks.

03 Customise and play
You can easily customise the LED 

colouring from the app – perfect for if 
you want to play a game of tag with your 
friends’ Spheros – as well as play simple 
missions to unlock new ‘tricks’; essentially 
ways to make it perform silly movements

103Teach your kids to code 
with a ball



When your Wi-Fi drops, it can be just as 
frustrating as a water or power cut. But you don’t 

have to accept the wireless internet woes you’ve 

been given. From router settings to extra kit, help 

is at hand to ensure there’s always a smooth and 

stable link to the web for you to enjoy. Even with 

limits to your router’s range and other interfering 

gadgets to contend with, we’ll show you how to 

optimise your setup.

When your Wi-Fi drops, it can be just as 

4 MOST 
COMMON 

WI-FI 
PROBLEMS 

AND HOW TO 
FIX THEM

Banish the Wi-Fi blues
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EXPERIENCING 
INTERFERENCE
Gadgets and 
Wi-Fi don’t 
always play nice

YOUR ROUTER CAN BE HACKED
Don’t let anyone else steal your hard-earned Wi-Fi – keep your 
router locked down and protected against unwelcome visitors

01 Change your router’s location
Routers broadcast Wi-Fi in every direction, so 

don’t stick yours in the corner of the house — cables 
can connect it to the phone socket, if necessary.

03 Adjust the router antennae
Some routers have external antennae to direct 

Wi-Fi, others let you install additional ones. Check the 
router documentation for details.

02 Update your hardware drivers
The latest firmware and driver updates ensure 

the fastest speeds, so check the manufacturer sites for 
your router and your wireless adapters for updates.

04 Change the wireless channel
Most routers support multiple channels and 

switching between them can solve problems. Head to 
the router’s Settings page for information on this.

05 Preserve bandwidth
You only have a finite amount of Wi-Fi 

bandwidth. Check app and device settings to minimise 
unnecessary access and close down browser tabs.

There are many different 
models of router out 
there, but you can usually 
access the settings for 
your device by entering 
a special IP code into an 
open browser tab (this code 
should be in the manual or 
in a letter from your ISP). 
All the key settings we’ve 
mentioned here should 
be on the subsequent 
screens – consult the 
supplied instructions or 
find an online guide that’s 
specific to your router for 
full details.

Cordless phones, 
microwaves, baby 
monitors and various 
other bits of gadgetry 
can all affect a Wi-Fi 
signal, so watch out for 
devices like these close 
to your router. For a 
complete diagnosis of 
your network, a variety 
of apps are available, 
most of which are on 
Android (Apple doesn’t 
like Wi-Fi scanners in 
its App Store).

NETGEAR WiFi 
Analytics

Price / OS 
Free / Android

YOUR INTERNET 
IS TOO SLOW
Wi-Fi speed doesn’t exist in a vacuum: 
other factors can wreak havoc

WiFi Analyzer 
(Martin 

Hloušek)
Price / OS 

£1.69/$2.75 / Android

Wifi Analyzer 
(Farproc)

Price / OS 
Free / Android

£1.69/$2.75 / Android

Change your 
router’s admin 

settings
Routers all get the same 

admin login code from the 
factory, so change yours 
to something else. Log in 
to your router through a 
browser tab and look for 

a security or settings page 
(the instruction manual 

should have details).

Change your 
password regularly
While we’re on the topic 

of Wi-Fi passwords, 
change yours regularly, so 
anyone who has somehow 

gotten access to your 
network will instantly get 

locked out again. The 
option should be fairly 

prominently displayed in 
your router’s settings.

Keep monitoring 
your connection
If you are of a paranoid 
nature, the good news 
is that your router (and 
a wealth of apps) will 

be able to tell you if any 
unrecognised devices are 

on your network. Set these 
up and then make sure 

you check the findings on 
a regular basis.

Hide your router’s 
SSID

Your router’s on-board 
settings should also let 
you hide its Service Set 
Identifier – again check 

the manual for where this 
option is located. You’ll 

have to type it in manually 
when you connect new 

devices, but it won’t 
appear to anyone else.

Pick a strong Wi-Fi 
password

A strong Wi-Fi password 
is the same as any other 
strong password: make it 
lengthy and unguessable, 
with a mix of letters plus 

some numbers. As before, 
log in to your router’s 

settings through a browser 
tab using the IP code 

supplied with it.



WI-FI TO COVER THE 
WHOLE HOUSE
Get online wherever you are

NETGEAR EX6150

£69.99 | $119.99
netgear.com

Belkin N600

£64.99 | $89.99
belkin.com

TP-LINK TL-WPA4230P 
Powerline kit

£88.99 | $129.99
tp-link.com

Find and avoid interference

01 Check signal strength
NETGEAR’s app lets you check 

signal strength from the front screen – try 
wandering around your home to see how much 
interference you get in each room.

02 Change the channel
Switch to the channel interference 

screen (fourth icon from the left) to see which 
channels are most crowded: head to your 
router’s settings page to switch.

03 Check nearby networks
The channel graph page (second icon 

from the right) offers another way for you to 
check where there’s most congestion and 
interference from surrounding networks.

Set up a home hotspot
These compact TP-LINK adapters 
connect to your home router in 
seconds through your home’s existing 
wiring, and then create a stable Wi-Fi 
hotspot in any room you like.

Wi-Fi extender
A Wi-Fi extender like the EX6150 latches 
on to your existing network and clones 
it, effectively acting like a stepping stone 
for your Wi-Fi between two points.

Wi-Fi 
extender
This Belkin model 
works in a similar 
way to the NETGEAR 
one, and again plugs 
straight into a spare 
plug socket to repeat 
your Wi-Fi signal and 
increase its range.

1054 most common Wi-Fi problems 
and how to fi x them



“The moustache maketh the man.” This phrase 

was first introduced to Gadget in a Starbucks; 

we overheard it as a young lad rocking a fuzzy 

‘stache, lensless glasses and a pocket comb 

shared his wisdom for living a dapper life in 

the modern century. And while you should 

never usually trust the words of a hipster, we 

have to admit there’s a certain charm to the 

notion. Here’s the thing, we’re bringing it back. 

Moustaches are cool and you would (probably) 

look cool with one, too. Okay, there’s a risk you’ll 

look like an Eighties porn star, but either way, 

don’t knock it until you’ve tried it.

“The moustache maketh the man.” This phrase 

STYLE 
YOUR 

MOUSTACHE
6 best cut-throat tips a 

man can get
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Merkur 907 Detailing 
Beard & Moustache Razor
Designed for intricate shaving of the areas needing 
the most TLC, Merkur’s precision razor is a great 
alternative to the expensive Mach 3 variants 
out there, offering a classic design coupled with 
modern shaving expertise.
£25 / $30 | merkur-razor.co.uk

Gillette ProGlide Styler
Thanks to its small and sharp 
blade, the Gillette ProGlide 
Styler is an extremely effective 
trimming blade to keep that 
‘stache of yours in shape and 
looking great.
£20 / $24 | gillette.com

BaByliss For Men 10-in-1 Dual 
Blade Lithium
While there’s always a chance it could go horribly 
wrong, mini clippers make it easy to define the 
hairs growing above your top lip. The small head 
on the device makes it easy to control and keeps 
visibility at an all-time high.
£45 | babyliss.com

“While there’s 
always a chance 
it could go 
horribly wrong, 
mini clippers 
make it easy to 
defi ne the hairs”

Merkur 907 Detailing 
Beard & Moustache Razor
Designed for intricate shaving of the areas needing 
the most TLC, Merkur’s precision razor is a great 
alternative to the expensive Mach 3 variants 
out there, offering a classic design coupled with 
modern shaving expertise.
£25 / $30 | merkur-razor.co.uk

mini clippers 
make it easy to 
defi ne the hairs”

01 Facial hair growth takes different 
amounts of time for different people; 
perseverance is key to knowing your 
moustache potential.

02 Do your best to investigate what 
style you think would best suit your 
face shape. Not everyone can pull off 
the trucker look. 

03 Invest in a pair of facial hair 
trimmers; you most definitely don’t 
want long hairs hanging past your top 
lip and into the mouth.

01 Trimming while it’s wet is a 
common mistake. When it dries you 
may find that you have taken too 
much off the top.

02 Tugging at your ‘stache is not only 
an unattractive quality, but you could 
also end up with bald spots.

03 Just because you want one 
doesn’t mean you can have one. 
Throw in the towel on the dirt lip and 
try again in a few years.



Essential style guide for 
your facial topiary

Whether you’re getting intimate or on 
your way to the office, no sane person 
wants to look a dude in the eye with a 
filthy moustache; that’s just a true fact 

of life. A good face scrub is essential for 
removing unwanted food and dead skin 
cells building up behind the scenes. A 

clean moustache is a healthy moustache.

After you’ve grown your ‘stache out a 
little – a month of avoiding a razor will 
usually do it – you should quickly get 
a good idea of what you’re capable of 

growing. Trim your options immediately 
by deciding what look you want to 
aim towards, as this will keep you 

focused and should help you avoid any 
unfortunate manscaping disasters.

Unhappy with the amount of heads 
you’re turning and the compliments 

you’re receiving? Then it’s time to get 
grooming. Moustache wax may have 
been adopted by the hipsters, but we 

are taking it back. Finger a small dollop 
of wax between your fingers and apply it 
sparingly to the body of your ‘stache for 

some seriously manly definition.

One of the best tools in the moustache 
game is a small, pocket-sized comb. Not 
only is it great for helping you apply wax 

and trim evenly, but it also helps keep 
your facial fluff in check. Tugging at your 
moustache is bad news; get out of the 

habit by regularly combing it to help keep 
its definition and shape.

If you want to look really dapper, then 
you need to learn the art of the twirl. 

Grab a little wax – warm it first by 
rubbing it through your fingers – and 
then proceed to gently twirl each end 

into position. Think of it like you’re 
clicking your fingers; only you aren’t 
making an annoying sound, you’re 

making your moustache look awesome.

Whether you’re doing your best with a 
dirt lip or adding soup to the list of foods 

you can no longer consume in public, 
your face is going to take a beating. 

The skin underneath a moustache can 
become surprisingly dry and the last 

thing you want is dandruff. Forget the 
stigma surrounding moisturising and start 

massaging it onto the skin daily. 

“Moustache wax may 
have been adopted by 
the hipsters, but we are 

taking it back”

107Style your moustache

The Handlebar
A classic look that requires a 
lot of perseverance. Obvious 

tip: don’t trim. You need to let 
that bad boy grow out before 

you start brushing, twisting 
and shaping.

The Magnum
Now we’re talking. Keep it 
shaggy, don’t let it extend 

more than half an inch past 
either side of the mouth and 

be sure to stringently maintain 
that subtle inverted V-shape 

with scissors.

The Porn Star
To make this work it’s going 
to require constant upkeep 
to maintain the immaculate 

shape, symmetry and 
unsettling notion to onlookers 
that you’re about to deliver a 
pizza to a bunch of coeds.

The Zorro
Perfect for those cursed with 

a bald patch beneath the 
nose, the Zorro is an iconic 
‘stache that looks its best 

when its growth is carefully 
maintained. Keep it trim, keep 

it stylish.

The Salvador Dali
If you’re honestly considering 
going this route, well, hats off 
to you sir. Essentially a highly 
styled slim moustache, you’re 
going to need a ton of wax as 
well as nerves of steel to pull 

this beauty off. 

Pencil
Begin by cleanly shaving your 
cheeks and chin. Next, you’ll 

want to use a razor to carefully 
shave under the nose leaving 
a flat, thin line a quarter of an 
inch in height above the lip.



As an audiophile, the quality of your 
favourite music – be it Led Zeppelin or 
Mozart – is paramount.  With a little care, you 

can turn the living room in your semidetached 

house into an acoustical paradise that makes 

every note and every beat sound as though 

you were listening live. It all comes down 

to good speaker placement. Hide expensive 

speakers behind furniture and they’ll sound 

muffled; put a set of budget speakers in just 

the right place and they’ll sound like they are 

worth twice the price. The average home 

though, is not a concert hall, so how do you 

overcome odd-shaped walls and furniture to 

guarantee yourself the best sound?

As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your As an audiophile, the quality of your 

GET BETTER 
ACOUSTICS IN 
AWKWARDLY 

SHAPED 
ROOMS

Get more boom for 
your buck with these 

arrangement tips
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So you had to be awkward and choose an 
abode where the rooms are odd shapes. 
All those little nooks and crannies suddenly 
become unappealing when you’re after the 
best sound. Avoid corners by arranging your 

audio/visual equipment and your seating in a 
rectangle. Although this will obviously mean 
that you have to arrange the rest of your 
furniture around them in the space left. But 
the sound is worth it!

CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN 
ANGLED ROOM SOUND GREAT

The trick here is first to not think about 
the room as one L-shaped room, but as 
two rectangular rooms. Ensure your sofa is 
positioned close to the TV/speakers and not 
on the other side of the room from them. 
Inevitably part of the room is going to suffer 
from poor sound, so make sure it is not the 
part you predominantly listen to music in. 

Position your sofa against one long wall and 
the TV and main speakers opposite it. One 
surround speaker will be set off from one 
side wall, but the other will be in the middle 
of the room. You may have to move it back 
against the wall to avoid kicking it every time 
you walk past, although putting it against the 
wall will minimise its sound quality.

SOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOM

CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN CUTTING CORNERS: MAKING AN 

SOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOMSOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOMSOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOMSOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOMSOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOMSOUND IN AN L-SHAPED ROOM



Square rooms are bad for getting great 
sound from your speakers. The walls are 
all equidistant, so waves of sound reflect 
from the walls and end up favouring one 
frequency over others, affecting the tonal 
quality of the sound. If you put your TV/

stereo speakers into a corner at a 45-degree 
angle, away from reflective walls with the 
speakers at least 30-inches in front of the 
TV, that can help. Speakers are best placed in 
an equilateral triangle arrangement with the 
listener at the tip of the triangle.

THE AWKWARD 
SQUARE-SHAPED ROOM

All rooms are reflective, with sound waves 
reverberating from flat surfaces such as 
walls, tables and counters. These reflections 
work against the sound quality of your 
music or the television to varying degrees, 
depending upon the shape of the room 
and the presence of other factors, such as 
furniture and carpets, which can absorb 

sound (known as damping). While damping 
can nullify standing waves, which cancel 
certain frequencies when they reflect off a 
wall, damping can also significantly lower the 
volume of your music. Although this may be 
to the delight of your neighbours, it isn’t ideal 
for music lovers who enjoy listening to their 
tracks with audio clarity.

WHY REFLECTIVE SURFACES ARE BAD

The triangular T-shaped arrangement of 
speakers enables sound to be projected equally 
around the listener. The idea is to have the 
left and right loudspeakers placed at equal 
distances from your position at the tip of the 
equilateral triangle, so that sound arrives in 
phase from both sides. Sound is not distributed 
evenly between the two speakers – if they are 
placed so they are out of phase, the result can 
be that the sound from one speaker cancels the 
sound from the other. They are angled by about 
30 degrees to the listener, and 60 degrees 
from one another (remember, the angles of the 
three corners of an equilateral triangle are all 60 
degrees, adding up to 180 degrees).

YOU AND YOUR 
SPEAKERS
Get the speakers positioned 
right and you’re halfway there

Subwoofers
These bass-inducing devices can be placed 
anywhere in a room. Adding a subwoofer to a 
two-channel setup is referred to as a 2.1 system.

Speakers
Stereo speakers provide two audio channels. 
The two stereo speakers should go either side 
of the TV in a T-shape arrangement. This setup 
is known as a 2.0 audio system.

Surround sound
Surround speakers create an immersive sense 
of sound. They should be at an angle of 110 
degrees to either side of your listening chair, 
equidistant from you and not up against a 
wall. The common 5.1 surround sound system 
includes five speakers for five channels of audio, 
plus one subwoofer.

Rear speaker
A 7:1 system with seven speakers is the best 
that most home audio receivers can handle. 
The extra speakers go at the rear of the room, 
left and right, 135 to 150 degrees behind your 
listening chair. However, fewer Blu-ray movies 
currently cater for 7.1 audio systems better than 
they do for 5.1.

THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD THE AWKWARD 
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3 TECHNIQUES 
TO MAKE ANY 

PHOTO A 
MASTERPIECE
Take amazing pictures 

with any camera
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Composition is the arrangement 
of the different elements in your 
photo. It’s important to use your 
judgement to decide what looks 
best, but there are a few guidelines 
to help you get it right.

FRAME 
THE SHOT

01

02
Exposure determines how bright 
your photo is. In auto mode, the 
camera sorts this for you, but if 
you are going manual, you’ll need 
to balance the aperture, shutter 
speed and ISO settings.

ACHIEVE 
PERFECT 
EXPOSURE

01 Aperture
A wide aperture (small f-number, 

eg f2) opens the hole in the lens to let in 
light for a brighter photo, whereas a narrow 
aperture (large f-number, eg f22) closes it 
to let in less light and for a darker image

02 Shutter speed
A slow shutter speed (eg 30 secs) 

will keep the shutter open for longer when 
you take a photo, allowing more light to hit 
your sensor for a bright shot. A fast shutter 
speed (eg 1/800 secs) will do the opposite

03 ISO
Your ISO value adjusts the 

sensitivity of your camera’s sensor to light. 
A higher ISO will boost the sensitivity for 
a brighter shot, but can make your image 
grainy if you set it too high

02 Leading lines
Look for natural lines in the scene, 

such as fences, paths or cliffs, that will help 
guide the viewer’s eye through your photo. 
Make sure they are leading into the frame, 
not out of it, to keep their attention

01 Keep it simple
Avoid cluttering your photo with 

lots of different elements, as the viewer 
won’t know where to look first. Try to 
include no more than three main subjects 
to keep things nice and simple

2

3

1

“If you are going manual, 
you’ll need to balance the 
aperture, shutter speed 

and ISO settings”



03 If you don’t manage to get your photo quite right, 
there are plenty of free and paid-for editing apps 
that will sort out annoying niggles.

ENHANCE YOUR PHOTOENHANCE YOUR PHOTO

03 The Rule of Thirds
Switch on your camera’s gridlines 

display setting and place the main subject 
of your photo over one of the intersecting 
points and the horizon along one of the 
horizontal lines for a more balanced image

01 Fix the exposure
Adjust the brightness of your shot to 

correct the exposure. You can also control the 
shadows and highlights to correct any overly 
bright or dark areas.

02 Boost the colours
Increase the saturation of your photos 

to make the colours bolder and brighter. Avoid 
boosting it too far though, as it can make your 
shot look unnatural.

03 Crop the shot
Cropping lets you compose your photo 

after it has been taken. Trim the edges of the 
shot to reposition your subjects within the 
frame and create a better-looking image.

ENHANCE YOUR PHOTO

Before
After

PICTURE-PERFECT 
EDITING APPS

Picasa
Google’s intuitive 
and powerful editing 
software enables 
you to not only 
organise and share 
your photos, but also 
edit them with lots 
of easy-to-use tools.
Price / OS 
Free / OS X

Adobe 
Photoshop 
Express
Get Photoshop 
for free on your 
smartphone or 
tablet to make easy 
adjustments with 
simple sliders.
Price / OS 
Free / iOS

Photo-
Director
Make quick edits 
and add stylish 
filters and effects 
to enhance your 
photos before 
sharing them with 
the world online.
Price / OS 
Free / Android

1113 techniques to make any 
photo a masterpiece



8 BATTERY 
MYTHS 
BUSTED

The truth about what 
does and doesn’t harm 

phone batteries
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So-called ‘battery 
memory’ – where 
batteries degrade if 
you don’t let them 
drain fully before 
recharging – is a 
real phenomenon, 
but it only applies 
to rechargeable 
nickel–cadmium 
and nickel–metal 
hydride batteries (the 
sort you’d pop into a 
remote control or toy 
car). The same is not 
true of the lithium-
ion batteries inside 
phones and laptops.

 YOU SHOULD 
ALWAYS FULLY 

CHARGE AND 
DISCHARGE 

YOUR PHONE

YOU SHOULD 
ALWAYS CHARGE 
YOUR PHONE TO 
100 PERCENT

The right charger is important for keeping your phone and battery 
safe while charging, and preventing any fires or meltdowns along the 
way, but third-party alternatives are fine – as long as they’re from a 
reputable, well-known brand. What you must never do is use a cheap, 
no-label knock-off, as these are likely to be dangerous.

ONLY 
USE THE 
CHARGER 
THAT 
CAME 
WITH 
YOUR 
PHONE

Plugging in a device to charge is a 
nightly ritual for many of us, so is this 
a waste of energy? Yes, but probably 
less than you think: modern-day 
regulations mean that today’s 
chargers go into a ‘standby’ mode 
when your device is fully charged, 
so you’re only wasting a couple of 
pounds’ worth of energy per year.

CHARGING 
YOUR PHONE 
OVERNIGHT 
WASTES 
ENERGY

Charging your phone to 100 per cent each time 
actually causes a slight degradation in lithium-ion 
batteries. It’s a small difference, but it is there. These 
types of battery last longest when they’re being 
drained and then recharged in a continual cycle 
rather than being charged at 100 per cent (it’s a bit 
like exercise for them).



Lithium-ion batteries don’t like heat: they wear out and degrade much faster when 
they’re hot, which is something to remember the next time you’re tempted to leave 
one in a hot car in the middle of summer. Those temperature recommendations in 

your phone’s instructions (that you never read) are there for a reason.

HEAT HARMS YOUR 
SMARTPHONE’S BATTERY

When lithium-
ion batteries are 

completely drained, 
they’re at their most 

dangerous. You 
don’t need to panic, 

because modern 
packs are built to 

disable themselves 
rather than explode, 
but you’d then need 

a replacement. If 
you’re leaving a 

device switched off 
for a while, leave 

it at a charge of 
around 40 per cent 

rather than zero.

LETTING A 
BATTERY GET 
TO ZERO 
CHARGE IS 
DANGEROUS

Many phones like 
the Samsung Galaxy 
S6 now come with 
some form of ‘fast 
charging’ feature 
which is convenient 
but also slightly 
harmful to your 
device – batteries 
work best when 
they’re charged 
and discharged at 
a slow, steady rate. 
If you can afford to 
wait for the battery 
to replenish, it’s 
better to disable 
such a feature first.

FAST 
CHARGING 
IS BETTER 

THAN SLOW 
CHARGING

Batteries have what’s known as a 
charge cycle lifespan, after which 
they’ll stop performing reliably or 

may not even charge at all (you 
might have seen this on really old 
handsets). The charge cycle limit 

is a large one – somewhere in the 
region of 500 before degradation 
starts – but bear it in mind every 

time you’re recharging.

EVERY BATTERY 
HAS A FINITE LIFE 

EXPECTANCY

1138 battery myths 
busted
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Forward-thinking
The Sinclair C5 is often described as being 
ahead of its time, but it seems the creators 
were forward-thinking in another sense: 
they didn’t include a reverse gear. 
Instead you had to get out, pick 
it up by the front and turn it 
around by hand

Whatever happened to...

Marking its 30th anniversary 
this year, the Sinclair C5 was an 
electric tricycle. The C5 was the 
brainchild of British millionaire 
Clive Sinclair, who had found 
fame with the ZX Spectrum, 
the UK’s biggest-selling home 
computer. However, the Sinclair 
C5 was a commercial disaster. 
Sinclair Vehicles went bust the 
same year the C5 was launched, 
with 4,500 models unsold.

They said…
“A new power in personal transport”
Advertising slogan

“If people get into it and in any way think that 
they’re in a car because they’re sitting down, 
then they’re in trouble.”
Stirling Moss, British Formula One driver, 1985

“I feel really cool driving my C5. The kids don’t 
know what a C5 is, so they always get excited 
and run after me wanting to know more about it.”
Paul Grice, modern-day C5 owner

How it worked
The single-seater Sinclair C5 had an 
injection-moulded polypropylene 
shell, and a chassis designed by 
racing car manufacturer Lotus. The 
C5 could achieve 15mph, however 
with a 12v 36Ah lead acid battery it 
never achieved the 20-mile range 
Sinclair promised, often only reaching 
half that. But the C5 was also fitted 
with pedals so you could still cycle 
home when you ran out of juice.

Buy one today
Price: £500/$755
Though a mint condition model can fetch up to £900/$1,365, 
you can still buy second-hand Sinclair C5s on eBay for just 
£300/$456 – if you’re prepared to restore it. Replacing parts has 
become increasingly expensive, with the original electronics hard 
to come by, selling for around £45/$68. But a new tech may save 
the C5 yet, with c5owners.com producing and selling 3D-printed 
spare parts for as little as £1/$1.50. Installing modern lithium-
ion batteries can also improve performance; the range can be 
boosted up to 45 miles (72 kilometres) on one charge.
For more information, visit: c5owners.com, c5alive.co.uk

Issue 2 is on sale from 19 November
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Whatever happened to…

The Sinclair C5

Low-cost travel
The Sinclair C5 cost £300 in 1985, which 
would be around £860/$1,306 in today’s 
money. However, with no road tax or 
petrol to buy, the C5 was marketed as very 
economical, offering ‘five miles for a penny’

How to drive it
Instead of a steering wheel, the C5 had 
handlebars, which sat underneath the 
user’s knees but were easy to reach 
as users reclined in the cockpit. The 
power switch and brake lever were 
also positioned on either handlebar

Safety concerns
Though the authorities deemed the C5 

roadworthy and users weren’t even required to 
wear a crash helmet, at 2.6ft (0.8m) high the 

public were worried the vehicle was too close 
to the ground and wouldn’t be visible to traffic

William Gibbons and Sons Ltd., 26 Planetary Road, 
Willenhall, West Midlands



www.ruarkaudio.com

Designed and engineered in the UK

R2 tabletop music system

R4 integrated music system

MR1 bluetooth speaker system

R7 high fi delity radiogram

R1 deluxe tabletop radio

01702 601410

made for music 

We are a family-owned British company, passionate 

about sound and design. With our heritage in world-

class high-fi delity speakers, today we’ve applied our 

skills to create a new generation of perfectly formed 

music systems with wide ranging appeal. Whether 

you’re looking for beautiful design or perfect sound, we 

think you’ll be impressed by what we have to offer. Most 

importantly, all our products are engineered to last, with 

qualities you will cherish and enjoy for years to come.



Turn on your

imagination
Turn your everyday lighting into an extraordinary experience. 

Play with colours or sync lights with your music, TV and games for an 

immersive effect. The possibilities are endless once you start exploring. 

And with hundreds of apps to choose from, 

the only real limit is your imagination.

Light schedules for 
home automation

Sync lights with 
music and movies

Light for your 
well-being

Paint with light


